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unk Wea th Pacific Corporation ot Nevada
and Temescal Creek
Cleaning Up
Illegally Dumped
Toxic Waste

T

he Californ.ia Integrated
Waste Management Board
is begtnntng a new
program to clean up four illegal
and abandoned dump sites in the
state, including one in Riverside
County.
The Riverstde property at 8971
Foster Rd. is owned by Junk
Wealth Pacific Corporation of
Nevada. The property is adjacent
to Temescal Creek and several
groundwater wells, posing an
environmental threat to the safety
and cleanl iness of the water. The

two-and-a-half-acre property is
filled with agricultural waste,
concrete, asphalt, old appliances,
furniture, tires, cars and municipal
solid wastes.
The owner of the land was
issued a Notice and Order hy the
Riverside County Council, but has
refused to comply Though the
corporation's actions in allowing
the land to become a dump site is
illegal, nothtng can be done
legally to reprimand the owner.
"A lot of the laws for enforcing
this type of thmg are not easily
enforced. There's not a lot of
teeth in them, you mtght say,"
said Bill Prinz, the county
enforcement agent. "A lot
depends
on
the
owner's
willingness to comply. Stnce a
corporation owns the land and it's
an out-of-state corporation, it's

difficult to serve a subpoena .
We've reached a legal dead end."
Since Riverside County LEA
does not have the available funds
to remediate the dumped
materials, the state's new
program, funded by landfill
disposal fees, will clean up the
site The waste removal and
cleanup of the site is estimated to
cost about $270,000 of the $2.2
million made available for the
four sites tn CIWMB'S new
program. Bestdes the Foster Road
Illegal Dump, these sites include
the Haywood Illegal dump in
Tulare County, the Weitchpec
Illegal Dump in Humboldt County
and the Caspar Landfill tn
Mendocmo County.
"Thts
funding
provtdes
welcome relief to t he residents
Please See Page 42

Southern California's Most Earthquake-Resistant
Hospital Now Under Construction
OLTON ,
Cal if.
Gr o undbre a k i n g
ceremo n ies were held
Tuesday, May 24, for the new $405
milli on Sa n Be rnardino Coun ty
Medical Center in Colton, featuring
a structural design that enables it to
remain fully ope rational after a
magnitude 8.3 ea rthqu ak e. Th e
ceremonies were attended by Sa n
Bernardino supervisors and hospital
o fficials, as we ll as k ey s taff
members of the planning a nd
design teams.
The proJect was 2-1/2 years in
the planning and design stage. The
general contractor will be selected
through competitive bids from a
list of contractors who successfully
pass a prequalification process. AJl
the contractors are well-known to
the region and have significant

C

Closeup: Mike Granfield

At Deadline
Palm Springs Company
Buys Griswold's
riswold's
Center
in
Claremont, which includes
the 280-room
hotel,
Candlelight Pavilion Dinner
Theatre, restaurant, bakery and gift
shop, has been sold to a Palm
Springs company effective June I.
The company is expected to
continue hotel operations.
The hotel and ente rtain ment
complex had suffe red econom ic
di fficulties for several years and
filed fo r bankruptcy protection in
the summer of 1992. The former
owners, a part ners h ip of l oca l
investors, were unable to attract
viable bidders at an auction held in
Ju ne 1993. The property then
rever ted to th e first trust deed
holders, Quebec Street Investments
of Connectic ut, an affili ate o f
Phi ladelphia-based Cig na Cos.
Cigna hired Vista Host, a Houstonbased hotel management company,
to oversee Griswold operations.

G

Indian Tribes Want March
AFB Land

econom i c boon to Southern
California and the Inland Empire.

ith a May 30th deadline
to s ubmit letters o f
inte res t in its s u rpl us
property, March A ir Force Base
added two American Indian tribes
to the list of groups e yetng the
property They join the California
pris ons departme nt , s c hools,
disaster rel ief organizations, and
many others making bids for the
property. Under federal law, the
tribes have the same rights to

Please See Page 36

Please See Page 62

W
San Bemardmo County will house state-of-the-art facllilyWorld's largest base-Isolated hospital.

reputations
for
large-scale
construction. The construction
project IS expected to be a major
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f
you're
looking
for
inexpensive entertainment
close to home, m10or league
baseball may be just what you're
looktng for. We talked to four
minor league teams in the Inland
Emptre: the Rancho Cucamonga
Quakes, the Rtverstde Pilots, the
San Bernardino Spirits; and the
Lake Elsinore Storms. Each
offers American-style fun tn the
heart
of
Inland
Empire
communities.
The Quakes, an affiliate of the
San Diego Padres, have been tn
Rancho Cucamonga for two
seasons now, and so far, have
been playing ball on steady
ground. They moved from San
Bernardino when the Epicenter
Stadtum was built.
"We have a brand new stadium
That's the basic reason (why we
came to Rancho Cucamonga),"
Public Relations Director Greg
Scharlach said. "It was a chance
for a new logo."
The Quakes are one of the
area's most popular teams, with
ticket sale:. topping all other
minor league teams . " We're
probably sold out half the time,"
Scharlnch satd "Last sea~on 40
out of 68 games were sold out.
We're drawtng more fans this
season, but we have a bigger
stadium"
Advertising and promotional
events help in drawing the
crowds, but "word of mouth" is
the key factor for getting the
community involved, Scharlach
said. "The community has been
very supportive. We 're very
thankful. We wouldn't be here
without the fans."
The Quakes team has a fulltime staff of 16 people who
advertise and promote the
organization. Promotions are
focused on all age groups.
"There 's a good mix (of people
who come out to the games). It's
mostly families and teenage
kids," Scharlach said.
Promotions include a 'batting
helmet' night for kids 12 and
under and a 'back-to-school'
night planned for three days in
August, at which
pencils,
backpacks and other schoolrelated items will be given away.
Others include 'seat cushion' and
'towel' nights. These promotions

Savings & Loans
Hospitals

7
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49
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About the Cover:
ur June 1994 cover
commemorates Lorna
Linda Medical Center's
'Save the Children' program,
through which Dr Leonard
Bailey has saved the lives of
170 babies under 6-months-old
through infant heart transplants.
Dr Bailey claims those victories
only for those children who
have remained healthy for a
year following s urgery. Lorna
Linda is the foremost medical
center for successful infant
heart transplants, largely
because of Dr. Bailey 's
dedication and persistence
through controversy.
Tragically, only 80 percent of
the babies needtng new hearts
receive them in time. Of those,
80 percent survive the trauma
and go on to lead healthy lives.
Dr. Bailey made the historymaking transplant of a baboon's
heart into Baby Fae in October
1984, after which she survived
for almost 21 days. A year
later, in November 1985,
another infant received the first

0
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infant-to-infant heart transplant
and vindicated Dr. Bailey's
controversial surgery on Baby
Fa e.
The latest heart transplant
was performed by Dr Ba1ley on
baby Katelyn Wight on Sunday,
May 29.
About the Health Care
Supplementary Cover:
he emphasis this month
is on Health Care
Reform-its pluses and
minuses. The Clinton Health
Care Reform Plan is currently
being
considered
in 12
congressional committees In
all the data published and
broadcast , the complexity of
this bill's procedures and issues
obscure most of the black and
white answers. One question
left unanswered is, "How will
the Clinton plan , or any other
plan that might be approved,
affect the coverage of senior
citizens, a group that is now
covered by the Medicare
Program?" Troubling innuendos
suggest a negative response . .a.

T

Now-Hear what they said In June 1991.
Lowell P. Weicker Jr., 59, independent governor of Connecticut, on partisan
criticism of his proposal for a state income tax:
"I don't think the people are going to stand for a political resolution of the
fiscal problem. •

Bud Konheim, 55, president of Nicole Miller, a clothing
manufacturer, on the increasing bargain·consciousness among buyers for
department stores:

"If your price isn't right, you can't sell it regardless of fit, quality, or styl8. •

I

are for everyone, not just the ktd~,
Scharlach said.
Some fans come for the
promottons, some come for the
food, some come for a good game
of baseball, but "it mtght be true
that half the people come out to
see the mascot," Scharlach said.
Tremor ts the Quakes' d10osaur
mascot whose jersey number 1s
4.8. "He's the best mascot in all
of baseball.
He 's a great
entertainer-a great dancer; he's
funny nnd cute looking,"
Scharlach satd. "lie wears a very
expcnstve suit made by the people
who make Disney costumes."
l'he Lake elsinore Storms is
another team \\ ith sunny skies
overhead. \\ ith a new stadium, a
recent move from Palm Spr10g~
and 2,000 season ticket holders
before the start of the season,
there's no stormy weather in
sight.
"We have a very optimistic
outlook. The new $17.2 million
stadium and an ethusiastic fanbase has already made 1994 a
good year," Assistant General
Manager David Louis said.
Promotional n1ghts are a big
focus of Storms baseball. "A
good portiOn of time ts spent on
planning promotional mghts. If
someone comes to a game, has a
good lime and was treated nght,
they'll most ltkely come back,
C)Ven if tt's not a promotional
night
In many cases your
promotional nights are your first
impression on the fans. It helps
to make a good first impression,"
Louis said.
Promotions
range
from
bnnging 10 outstde acts, such as
The Famous Chicken and Max
Patktn, to other mascot-type acts
to entertain crowds during games.
Giveaways and contests involving
the fans are also scheduled. "The
promotions are generally targeted
towards families We market
ourselves as a great, mexpenstve,
and safe form of family
entertainment," Louis said.
Like the Quakes, the Storms
have found that " word of mouth
and community outreach" is the
best way to bring in the fans,
Louis said.
The Storms are affiliated with
the California Angels Baseball
Club. From 1986 to 1993 the
team was located in Palm Springs
and was called the Palm Springs

Angel . The move from Palm
Spnngs to Lake Elsinore was due
to "bad demographtcs as far as
baseball fans go," Louis satd.
"There are not a lot of families,
mostly retired people. The tourist
season ends as baseball season
beg10s, and the weather was a btg
problem," he said.
The Riverstde Pilots, a Seattle
Mariner affiltate, are having a
turbulent season, compared to the
Quakes and the Storms, 10 terms
of fan support. Averaging only
about 1,000 fans a game
(compared to about 5,000 for the
Quakes), the team needs more
hometown support. Rtverside has
set up a commission to ftnd out
why the P1lots are havmg trouble
getting the f.tns out to the games
and what they can do to nttract
them
"Our attendance has been a
little down," said Pilot Assistant
General Manager Jim Gregovtch.
" It mtght be because of the
weather this year. I think the
main reason is because we can't
sell beer."
The Pilots' home turf i~ the
Riverstde Sports Center on the
corner of Canyon Crest Dr. and
Blaine Ave. Because the field ts
located within 100 feet of a
residenllal
netghborhood,
Caltfornta law prohibits serving
alcohol.
The Pilots' fans consist mostly
of children and families. They
offer several promotions for the
kids. including free admission for
Little Leaguers wearing a
un ifo rm , and Co-Pilots Kids
Club, which costs $5 to join.
Membership has its privileges ,
though . Kids get a free T-shirt,
gain free admission to Sunday
games and can attend a baseball
clinic with the team's players and
managers.
The team just finished a
promotion in which they gave
away pogs (cardboard milk carton
lids) to kids 12 and under. " Kids
just love them. We had our best
turnout all season," Gregovich
said. "A promotion with Miller
Genuine Draft is being started,"
he added.
The team has been in Riverside
for two seasons. They came from
Reno where they were known as
the Silversox. "We had a hard
time keeping affiliated because of
the weather," Gregovich said. The

Pilots have a four-year lease with
the city of Riverside. "We like 11
here," he said.
"The San Bernardtno Sptrits
game attendance is up 60 percent
from last :.eason," said Spirit
Assistant General Manager, Andy
Berg. After an all-ttme low last
season, "It's starting to turn
around, Minor league baseball is
starttng to be the thing to do
aga10," he said.
Berg attributes the nsing
interest in Spirit baseball to two
th1ngs: "a winning team and
more and better promotions "
The
team
has
different
promollonal themes each night of
the week. Sundays are family
days in whtch a famtly of ftve can
get 10 for $5 and buy hot dogs for
only 50 cents each. Monday
ntghts is 'Splash for Cash,' a
promotion wtth Bank of Amenca
in which $1,000 tn change 1s put
into a pool of water and three
lucky fans dive tn and grab as
much change as they can in a
given amount of time. Tuesdays
are • Bakers Buck' ntghts Fans
can get coupons at all Bakers
restaurants good for S I admission
to a Tuesday night game .
Wednesdays arc 50 cent drink
nights where fans can purchase a
12-ounce soda or beer for just 50
cents.
The Spirits have been in San
Bernardino for two years and are
not affiliated w1th any major
baseball team. Instead, they are a
"combination of an tndependent
team and a co-op team," Berg
said. The team's roster ts made up
of minor leaguers from three
major teams: the Yankees, the
Expos, and the Giants. The
players are all signed on as free
agents.
"It ' s just a lot of fun," Berg
said. " People have a really good
time. We're going to start seeing
a trend toward mmor league ball.
By the end of the decade minor
league attendance is going to rise.
People are tired of driving a long
way, getting stuck in traffic,
paying $5 for parking, SlO for a
ticket, and $5 for a small beer.
Here, a guy can bring his whole
family (of five) on a Sunday for
$5 and buy everyone hot dogs for
$2.50." ...
Prisctlla Sanders also contnbuted

to tbts story.
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Commentary

Editorial

I

The only thing that makes it
bearable is if it is really
unbiased, factual information
that is being communicated .
When it is mostly innuendo ,
smears, or just plain dirty, the
public is inclined to believe all
those j o kes abo ut lawyers and
politicians ... that where there is
smoke, there must be fire .
When voters must chose
between candidates for all th e
elected offices on a ballot , they
don't want to feel that they must
choose the best of a bad lot .
Our elected officials in all
forms of government should be
basically good people that we
can depend on to do their best to
serve all the people in an
honest, dedicated fashion .
Come on people , let's keep
the fight clean . .&

Do you have any comments, questions, complaints,
or compliments?
H so, then please write to us I We want to hear from you.
Send your letters, in care of
"The Editor," to:
305 Sacramento Place,
Ontario, CA 91764
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Proposed Partnership Program:
Law and Business

Mudslinging and Ethics
Don't Mix
t is sad t_o see politics turn a
person 1nto someone less
than he or she is. Sad also
for voters to be rudely
confronted by reading or
viewing one virulent attack after
another by candidates against
their rivals. That type of thing
can turn a voter against all
politicians .. . the tarred brush
syndrome.
On the eve of an election, the
public 1s inundated with
political advertisements in
newspapers, magazines ,
billboards and on radio and
television . If you add all the
panel debates, feature stories,
and personal campaigning
(which voters don't have to be
exposed to unless they are really
interested) , that ' s a lot of
politics.
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By Michael A McDowell

n the very near future, I foresee
the emergence of a program
which unites the needs of the
business community with the law
enforcement team of police, sheriff's
office, the courts, and county
prosecution led by the Dtst.ri~t
Attorney's Office. This partnershtp IS
both workable and practical, and is
based primarily upon existing
resources within the included county
departments.
Every year, businesses, especially
small and family-<>wned businesses,
lose thousands of dollars. Not only
does theft and burglary deprive
businesses of hard-won income, but
bad checks, credit card fraud, and
even internal fraud also rob our
businesses. Because there are so few
realistic statistics available, the
criminal justice system does not fully
recognize the problem these multiple
thefts pose to business. Complicated
by a lack of coordinated plan of
action, limited police and
prosecution resources result in very
few successful progressions, from
apprehension of the "perpetrator" to
appropriate sentencing. Restitution?
Rare, and hardly adequate.
Can we expect a change?
Without question. It is possible to
achieve a balance between
prevention and swift, appropriate
legal action. In my proposed
program, the partnership begins witq
sharing of experience and expertise:
businesses bring their experience
with bad checks (called " nonsufficient fund checks" or NSF
checks), credit card fraud, internal
management theft or fraud, safety
concem~. etc., and law enforcement,
led by the Di trict Attorney's Office,
brings experience of recognition and
prevention, and a coordinated plan to
handle those instances which
manage to slip through the net.
With the help of busines.~· special
advocate groups (Chambers of
Commerce and the Better Business
Bureau), bad check and credit card
clinics can help busines.~ owners and
employees learn to identify potential
practitioners of the art. By forging
ties between law and business, lines
of communication will help identify
problem spots and let businesses
know what they can expect from the
justice system. The justice system
learns where the need exists and
tailors its actions to suit.
One of the simplest solutions to
several of business' crime problems
is to keep juveniles in school. A
juvenile's presence in school means

I

his or her absence in the selfentertainment of shoplifting, theft,
and even vandalism We have an
excellent syst e m of school
attendance progra ms led by the
county's School Attendance Review
Board (SARB), whtc h results in
reduced truancy. We can also require
parenting classes fo r juvenile
offenders' parents. We can require
(and follow through on) restitution of
loss and the cost of prosecution. And
we also have the ab i li ty to fine
parents for a student 's failure to
appear regularly in school. With a
slight realignment of existing DA
personnel, law enforcement, court
personnel, and probation officers, we
can resurrect our Juve nile Justice
system and see some real change in
crime. Juvenile crime-committers
who are given the c hance of
rehabilitation programs, and the
responsbilit y for their own
progression through those programs,
do not re-enter the system as adult
criminals. Result: Crime reduction
through drying up the source.
The benefits of my proposed
Partnership include the ability to do
business behind a shield of focused
DA-led law enforcement effort
completely within existing budgetary
and personnel resources. By sharing
information, we can prevent the
expansion of any specific activity to
or from our neighboring cities and
counties. We avoid white-wash
solutions which simply shift the
problem
onto
some other
community 's shoulders. We reduce
and even prevent criminal activity by
damming the stream of "emerging"
players.
The Partnership is fast, and it's
feasible right now.
It could be even better. Our newly
developed info-sharing with other
communities can bring in additional
compute r abilities which would
enable the DA's office to maintain,
and share w ith the business
community a "fraud data base." I
envision a simple entry and search
system : a name, social security
number, even bank account will
"bring up" related criminal activity.
Result: instant identification of fraud
in action.
I can see a time when our
Partnership, if implemented as
proposed, would allow business a
safety shield to expand and prosper.
.&
Michael A. McDowell is a supervising
Deputy District Allomey wilh San

Bernardino County DJStnct
Allomey's Office.

more specialized MBA program

By Chnsty Nc,.,cy

C Rtverside has fmally
chosen someone to lead
the recently named A
Gary Anderson Graduate School
of Management
Michael E
Granfield,
currently vicechancellor of academic pl.mning
and budget, will join the Riverside
campus 1n September as the new
dean.
The Graduate School of
Management has been without a
permanent dean since March of
1991, \.\hen Stepan Karamardtan
retired.
Granfield has spent most of his
professional life at UCLA, where
he began as an .1ssistant professor
of business economtc 1n 1968
hom there he has gone on to hold
positions such as Vlce-chatrman ,
associate dean, and chairman of
UCLA's John E. Anderson
Graduate School of Management.
lie has also held the positiOn~ of
associate VICe-chancellor of
academic administration and
wtenm admints t rallve vtcechanccllor at UCLA
During the 1970s, Grunficld
spent his time work1ng in
Washington. He served as chtef
mino rity economist for the U.S
S e n ate A ntitrust and Monopoly
Subcommittee He .1lso worked as
asststant di rector and semor staff
economt st for the Wh11e House
Council on international economtc
pohcy
Granfiel d has btg plans for
UCR's GSM. He spoke w1th the
Inland Empire Business Journal
abou t those plans, us well as about
some p ersonal goals he has for
himself

U

A closer look...

A. Gary Anderso n Graduate
School of !'.1 an age ment,
University of Californ ia at
Rivcrstde
Education: B.A., Economtc,s,
University of IllinOIS, 1965 ;
Ph.D., Economtcs, Duke
University, 1970.
Amencan
Affi liations:
Economic Associatton, and
Financial Adv1sory Council
for the Archdiocese of Los
Angeles.

Na m e: Mtchael E. Granfteld
Fa mily: Wtfe, M1chelle, and
son, Sean, age seven .

Age: 51
Occupation:

!':ew dean of

and as good as any in the country
IEBJ: What do you hope to
accomplish in your first year as
dean'
G r a n fie ld : In the ftrst ) ear, I
would I ike to further strengthen
the tics to the business
community, begm the task of
recruiting new facult) and initiate
at least one new major program or
center.
IEBJ : What do you most look
forward to in your new posuion?
Gra nfie ld : The opportun 11y,
along with the faculty, the
chancellor and
the
UCR
commumty to begin to build a
profe sional bustness school to
help meet the busmess challenges
of the 21st century.

IEBJ : Wh y did yo u d ecide to
come to UCR as dean of t he A
Ga ry Anderson Graduate S c hool
of Manage me nt?

IEBJ: After spending so much of
your professio nal life at 11 large
universlly like UCLA, how do you
fee l abo u t com ing to wor k at a
much smaller one ltke UCR?

Granfield: Overnll , I wa nted to
return to an academic entity so I
could be closer to the faculty and
UCR provi d es an
s tudents .
excellent facility because th e
management school has the
opportunity to grow into an
excellent regional business school
with programs that are unique to it

Granfield: I am ve r y e xci ted
about the p ar t ne rship a n d
collaborations that arc possible on
a smaller campus that can be more
diffic ult to accomplish on a larger
campus. I would expect that these
would go beyond such natural
alliances as management and
engineering to possibly include

Hobbies: Golf and hiking

llgricultural sciences, biolog1cal
sciences, and the arts.
Having worked as
IE BJ:
associate dean and chairman, as
well as VICe-chairman of the John
E. Anderson Graduate School of
Management, what differences do
you foresee as dean of the A. Gary
Anderson GSM?
Granfi eld: The major difference
is size. This means that, at least
intt1all), the UCR management
school must be careful not to
stretch its resources too th1n by
trying
to
do too
much
stmulta n eously. The problem
would be a lo s of quality control.
I E BJ : What do you thmk wtll be
the mo t difftcult part of your new
posillon?
Granfield: In the fmal analysts,
the most difftcult and most crucial
is the recruiting and retaining of
the best facult) .
IEBJ: UCR is growing at a rapid
pace. In terms of growth, where
would you like to see t he GSM
f1ve years from now?
Granfield: I would like to see the
GSM double in s ize over the next
five to six years, from 23 to 46
faculty posi tions. This would
enable the GSM to better serve the
undergraduate program and offer a

IEBJ: Your professiOnal career at
UCLA dates bnck to the 1960s
Will you be sad to leave?
Granfield: I will certainly miss
my many good friends at UCLA. I
have been privileged to serve
UCLA in so many different
capacities
while
it
has
substantially increased its stature.
At this juncture, I am not really
sad about leaving so much as I am
exc1ted about the challenges at
UCR .
I E BJ: If you had to name one
thing you are most proud of
achteving so far in your life, what
would that be?
Gra n fiel d : When I left the
position of associate dean und
ch,mman of the AGSM at UCLA,
I had many more close fnends on
the faculty than when I started.
This is the opposite of what often
occurs to department chairs and
certainly very different than what
was predicted . In other words, I
found that one could perform this
task at a high professional level of
integnty and standards and still
preserve a close personal
relationship with one's colleagues.
IEBJ: Where do you see yourself
I 0 years from now?
Granfield: I have learned not to
proJeCt that fa r into the future.
Three years ago, I did not beheve
I ever wanted to be a bustness
school dean, but over the past year
I obviously re- thought that
posllion and reversed course as tt
were.
IEBJ :
Yo u have q u ite a n
extensive a nd impressive resu me.
Is there any goal you have yet to
achieve?
Granfield: I have never been a
re lief pi tc h e r in m aj o r league
baseball. I believe that would be a
truly
exc tt ing
experience ,
particularly given that I am no
more qualified for that than I
would be singing opera with
Pavarotti. .&
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· that compames
· should offer daycare to tbetr
· emp1oyees, or prov ide a daycare allowance to employees?
Do you think
Donna Hansen, Marketing
Representative for
Riverside Medical Clinic
"Definitely. I think there are so
many women torn between family
and career, or just a paycheck.
There are so many days lost due to
children's concerns. Women are
really torn. You want to be a good
mother, but you have to work. It
would be a real relief to have a
daycare center. Businesses would
get a lot more production out of
mothers of small children."

Melissa Parker,
Accountants Overload,
Inland Empire Area Manager
"We are presently evaluating
those very same options because so
many of our employees are women
of childbearing age. All companies
need to address this issue. Our
company is changing the way we
do business because people are

changing. We're looking at all our
options because of cost and liability
of on-site daycare. Liability issues
are extreme with any daycare, but
to have it tied to a company is
risky. From initial research, we're
leaning towards an allowance.
It's important to accommodate
employees because turnover is very
expensive. We're a progessive
company. and we're looking at
options to help employees manage
a dual role. That's the key to
reducing employee turnover."

Joseflna Canchola, City of
Riverside, Community
Affairs Assistant
"I would agree with on-site
daycare. There are more and more
women in the business world. I
think they would feel more
comfortable leaving their child
somewhere close by. Care for the
children is the main concern,
especially with the daycare centers

that have been on TV because of
problems like child abuse."

Barbara Lee Crouch, The
Employers Group, Inland
Empire Regional Manager
Odds are that more than half of
employees are parents who depend
on reliable, affordable, quality
childcare in order to commit
themselves fully to their work.
Traditionally, business has steered
clear of childcare, drawing a broad
line between the workplace and
family matters. However, the labor
force and family needs are
undergoing dramatic changes that
are now necessitating employer
involvement.
Organizations
can
gain
significant advantages by helping
their workers handle these changing
needs, especially their childcare
needs. It can be as simple as
providing an information and
referral service, flex time, parent

subsidies ("vouchers") to help
defray costs, flexible benefits (often
referred to as a "cafeteria plan")
that have employee tax advantages,
or subsidizing an existing childcare
facility that gives their employees
priority admission. They can also
offer comprehensive programs such
as a consortium arrangement
(several employers join forces in a
childcare program) or by actually
providing on-site childcare
services.
Why should an organization do
this? It makes good business sense.
It makes your business more
competitive in attracting quality
employees.
It keeps quality
employees.
It will reduce
employee absenteeism, tardiness
and turnover. It will increase
employee productivity, morale and
committment. It will enhance the
company image through improved
employee relations, public relations
and community image. This will,
in turn, create a "win-win"
situation. 4

The San Bernardino
County Museum
Experience Inland Southern California
anthropology and archaeology
biological sciences
earth sciences
history
fine arts

+
+
+
+
+

250,000 people visit the Museum each year.
60% of the Museum general audience is families with children.
85% of Museum visitors live in RJVerside or San Bernanlino Counties.
Your business can share in the Museum's mission of preservation. education
and cultural enrichment through the CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM while providing valuable benefits for your employees and the entire
community. Contact the Mu5ewn Development Office at (909)798-8570 for
more information.

-

THE SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY MUSEUM
TueadayR-Sundays 9 to S
P,.,crd co..nrsy of lnJ.nd Empirr 8JUinm fo,m41

Calif. St. nit from 1-10 in Redlands
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ASNA

by Chnsty Newey

n an age where everyone
seems to be going at a pace
faster than light, where
there aren't enough hours in the
day and where companies are
demanding more productivity
and efficiency, speed seems to
be the answer to keeping up in
today's corporate market. ASNA
(Amalgamated Software of
North America) of Big Bear
Lake is one company that not
only strives to keep up with
today's fast pace, but to actually
surpass the rest of the world
with its database software.
ASNA was founded in 1982
by David Ferguson and Anne
Ferguson. The company has
grown from a two-person
corporation mto a multi-national
one in just 12 years. ASNA is a
privately held company with
fewer than 40 employees
worldwide and gross sales
between $4 and $5 million per
annum. It serves more than
29,000 customers
tn 73
countries, including Fortune 500
companies such as Coca-Cola,
IBM, McDonnell Douglas and
Eastman Kodak. The company
provides its customers with "the
fastest and most reliable" data
management and related systems
software available on the
market.

I

"When we started ASNA,
we concentrated on a
specific computer
system," David Ferguson
811/d. The computer

system the company
focuses on Is IBM
midrange systems.

"When we started ASNA, we
concentrated on a specific
computer system," David
Ferguson said. The computer
system the company focuses on
is IBM midrange systems.
"What we did for the IBM

midrange no one else did," he
said.
The company's focus is to
open the system environment,
concentrating on the data
processing
industry.
ACCELER8, a patented data
managment system, which is
several times faster than
anything else on the market, is
ASNA's principal product.
"It makes the midrange run a
lot faster - about 50 percent
faster," Ferguson said.
The system allows quick
access to vital information
without the need to make any
changes in its application
programs. Other programs now
in beta testing and development
are DataGate, Visual Cobol and
RPG.
David Ferguson, besides
being chairman and founder of
ASNA, is the company's chief
scientist and is involved in all
ASNA research and development. He is a well-known
figure in the computer industry,
recognized as one of the first
computer programmers and a
pioneer systems software
inventor. He is the creator and

owner of six software patents,
including the second software
patent ever granted.
Ferguson earned his degree
from UCLA and became the
chief of programming for the
university, teaching its first data
processing course. He started a
company called Programmatics
in 1963, developing the disk
sort program, "PI-SORT" for the
IBM System 360. PI-SORT was
a technological breakthrough,
proving to be twice as fast as
the IBM sort provided free of
charge. PI-SORT was marketed
as the first-ever software
product to be rented for a low
monthly fee. PI-SORT is still
used today on IBM mainframes.
Ferguson sold Programmatics
to Applied Data and founded
Group 3, an IBM System/3 users
group. The group published
System/3 magazine, now called
3X/400,
and
Systems
Management, one of the primary
data processing management
periodicals in the IBM midrange
industry. He sold his publishing
interests in the early 1980s to
begin the R&D, which forms the
technological basis behind

ASNA's expanding success in
the marketplace today.
Big Bear Lake may seem like
a strange place for such a
company to be based, but
Ferguson doesn't think so.
"When I owned Programmatics,
we thought we had to be in a big
metropolitan area, but with the
stuff we're doing now, we don't
have to," Chairman David
Ferguson said. "It's a nice place
to live, instead of the city."
Ferguson lived in Big Bear as a
child in 1948.
The company started in
Malibu, then moved to Newport
Beach and then to Big Bear
Lake. With 2S employees in
Big Bear, it is one of the city's
largest non-tourist employers.
ASNA also has offices in San
Antonio, Texas, the United
Kingdom and a newly opened
office in Frr.nce, ASNA's largest
European customer.
Ferguson said be visualizes
the company becoming the
premier provider of data
management and languages for
UNIX, Microsoft Windows NT,
and data processing companies
into the 21st century. 4
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$250 Million in SBA Loans Annual Occurrence for District

R

esponsibility for more
than $250 million in
annual loans to mall
bus1nesses could be a heavy
burden, but Steve Waddell
seems to be handling it well.

Waddell first joined the
Small Business
Administration at Its Los
Angeles office In 1976. He
served that office In a
variety of capacities,
Including coordinator of
volunteer (SCORE)
activities and as assistant
district director for
management assistance.

Waddell was named director
of
the
Small
Business
Administration's District office

for the counties of Orange, San
Bernardmo and Riverside at its
inception in 1988. Since then,
under Waddell's direction, the
has
office
Santa
Ana
accomplished dramatic growth
m lending, support to minority
~mall businesses, and business
development iniliat1ves.
The District office supports
more than 100 8(a) firms and
has developed excellent SCORE
and SBDC activities. Under
Waddell's direction, the District
developed the first Small
Business Development Center in
the West which focu:.ed entirely
on provtdrng training and
consulting assistance to high
technology businesses at the
University of California's Irvine
campus.
Waddell first joined the Small
Business Administration at its
Los Angeles office in 1976. He
served that office in a variety of
capacities, including coordinator
of volunteer (SCORE) activities

and as assistant district director
for management assistance. He
hecame the branch manager of
the newly created Santa Ana
branch office ~erving Orange
County in 1981 and helped
establish and expand the loanmaking
and
business
development capacities of the
office.

With a portfolio of more
than 30,000 home loans,
the center was faced with
more than 6,000 loan
delinquencies. Under
Waddell's administration,
an agency-wide team
efforlreducedthose
delinquencies to less
than 900 by 1988.

In early 1983, Waddell took

on the added responsibility of
management for the Disaster
Home Loan Servicing Center 1n
Bell, CA . With a portfolio of
more than 30,000 home loans,
the center was faced with more
than 6,000 loan delinquencies.
Under Waddell's administration,
an agency-wide team effort
reduced those delinquencies to
less than 900 by 1988. This
amounted to a $20 million
reduction in delinquencies for
the center.
Waddell has had valuable
experience in several areas of
public service. Before being
named di~trict director of the
three-county area in 1988, he
had some stand-in experience as
acting district director in San
Diego in 1986
He ~erved as
acting district d1rector in the
Los Angeles off1ce for four
months in 1992.
He also
worked as a management analyst
for the Department of Defense
from 1974 to 1976. &

SBA Lenders Serving the Inland Empire
Hanl..t tl h\ /'JIJ f lmul\ /umlt d

1.

2.

3.

4.

he Inland Community
Bank of Rialto is selling
stock worth $3.5 million
to the public as of June 4th,
following 30 days in which
shareholders of record were
eligible to purchase shares on a
priority bas1s. Completion of
the offering is expected by July
15, 1994, according to James
Cooper, president and chief
executive officer of the bank.
"A successful offering will
position the bank to participate
in the economic recovery that
the Inland Empire bas begun to
experience," said Mr. Cooper.
"Inland Community Bank
appears to be in the right place,
at the right time, with the right
people, to benefit from the
improving business conditions
in the region."
A desire to expand and the
need
to
meet
capital
requirements of the Office of
the Comptroller prompted the

T

area's only locally owned bank
to offer the stock. Regulators
want the bank to attain a ratio of
10.5 percent of its risk weighted
assets to risk weighted capital.
With a current ratio just below 9
percent, the bank is considered
to be adequately capitalized, but
regulators think it should have
more money. The minimum
ratio allowed is 8 percent.
The
4-year-old bank
specializes in service to small
businesses, professionals, and
"individuals who deserve
greater attention," according to
Cooper. Inland Community
offers SBA and professional
loans and has personal banking
representatives available on a
24-hour, seven-day-a-week
basis to serve the bank's
customers.
Parties interested in the stock
offering or banking services
may contact senior bank officers
II (909) 874-4444. &

SBA Loans Create Safety in
Lending for Banks
ecognition that small
businesses
contribute
significantly to the national
economy is finally politically
correct. With the current priority on
the country's economic recovery,
the Clinton Administration is
supporting the small business need
for funding to get them back on
their feet.
Small Business
Administration loans that are
guaranteed by the government seem
to be the answer, not only for the
recipients but for the lenders as
well.
Banks have also been in financial
difficulties during the past few
years. The Savings and Loan
scandal dealt a crippling blow to the
industry, and in addition to mergers
and cutbacks, many banks have
closed their doors. Safety is most
banks' primary concern.
As a result, small businesses
have found it increasingly difficult
to obtain funding. Only those who
don't seem to really need them get

R

loans, as least from insiders'
viewpoints. The SBA loans are
making it much easier for these
small businesses to get their
necessary funding .

SBA Loan.
Fundtd-1993
($Amount)

~umbtr or SBA

T) p<> or Loans Offtrtd:

Loans
Fundtd

7A
504 Loan>
Conlnod wn PrJ.

Tht Money Slonlavalmtnl
1 Puk Piau, Sre 4SO
lrvmc, CA 92714

$25,719,900

~6

Wt!<ltru Community Bank
730 N. Alch1bald Ave
On1.1no, CA 91764

22,000,000

Ubtny National Bank
7777 Ctn1er Ave.
Hunungron Beacb, CA 92647

16,4:!0,000

Bank or Comm•ttt
765 The C11y Dr.
Orange, CA 92668

14.900,000

Eldondo Bank

14,500,000

Administration loans
that are guaranteed by
the government seem
to be the answer. ..

Business Administration. Because
of the change in attitude about small
businesses, the SBA has received
increased funding from the
government for its loan programs.
Many banks are now turning to such
loans as a safe way to get their
money out to borrowers. &

l """''' ' 1

Numbtr or omcts:
Jnlllnd Empln
Companywldt

Yes
Yes

Yea

I
23

No

No

JlmlkBusincss Dcvelopmcnr Offim
(909) 983-8100 (714) 251-9016

3
3

Eacrn• Gonzaln Jr.
Vice PrcsKiea~SBA M.magcr
(909) 941-226Si941·7979

1

Cadltriat CW.pltl
Seoror V.P.ISBA Mana&a
(714) 895-2929/894-5257

Da>ldBmnoJD
Execu11ve V.a: Presideul
(800) 87().40431(714) 748-7320

0

y.,

No

45

33

Orang• Natloul Bank
274 N. Glossell
Orange, CA 92666

10,77S,042

Lud.ark Bank

7,070,600

22

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

1

No
No

No

9

Yea
Yea

Yes

y.,

Yes
Yes
Yes

Anabe1m, CA 92806

No

California Silk Bank
100 N. Bananca, Sic. 1200
Wesr Cov1na, CA 91791

S,896,500

o-rt en...u~~y a..k

3,872,531

IS

3

6

14800 La Paz Dr
Victorvalle, CA 92392
2,800,000

Ea~ Fnndlq Corp.
11. 33SO Shelby Strecl, Sic. 200
Onw.o, CA 91764

2,700,039

FootlaW 1adtptDdtnl BaDk
12. SlSS hwtndale Ave, Ste. 202
trwtndale, CA 91706

2,527,000

6

6

1,901,600

s..c..a.,BaM

1,850,000

2

tO

1,027,500

4

342,2S9

De"-~...

2

CDC s-1 Bu. FJ.un C~
18. 10370 Herner St., Ste 360
Rtvemdc, CA 92505

na

na

4
4

No

No
No
No

Yea

Ycs
Yes

YC5
No

RouldLWU..
Presi:leni1CEO
(619) 20·2t40/243-0310

Rklaanl F. Suu
Vtce Presldcni/Milla~r
(714) S41-3201/541-4367

2

JMH~~R.&n.o

8

Vace PresKieni/SBA M.maaer
(818) 851-9182/851-9683

No
No
Yes

0
4

Ye.s
No
Yes

0
3

HNI!Ier M. Keuedy
V.P ./Mp. SBA OiVISIOD
(714) S21·226S/521-107S

._._...._

Yea
No
YC5

~
(6t9)246-~

No
No

2

Ye~

No

No

Yea
Yes

No
No
No

No

Katrtu Haallloe
Vice Pre.s1den1
(818) 915-4424t'JIS-0964

Yes
Yes
Yes

0
I

Yea

Vace Presidcolf.>BA Divisam M.maaer
(714) 93S·2.S44m5·2525

Nlctl..lllllll
President
(909) 989-t48S

Yea
No
Yts

Yes
Yea

No

17. t6SO Spuce Sired, Sic. 100
RMaide, CA 92S07

No
Yea
Yea

4
10

Yes

No

hdflc: lalud Bult
16. 888 Soulb Wesr SIJCcl
Anaheim, CA 92802

DoiiPI c. s,r.-

5-Brancba
I-SBA

No

No

15. t9t8t TOWII Ccatcr Dr.

0

Ycs
Yes
Ye.s

Finl V1ce Presuleni/Mana~r
rl4) 771-400lx-7S0/639-20SJ

4

No

Fro.lltr Baak, N.A.
t4. One CtnlerpoiniC Dnve
La Palma, CA 90623

Joan K. Earlwt

0

No

Orange. CA 92.668

1
6

No
No

No
8

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes
Yes

IJ. 625 The Ciry Dr.

II

No

No

KnSptar
Vice Prealdent
(909) 884-6471/88S-9140

3

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Top Loul Encutlvt
Till<
Pbont1Fax

Ycs

Yea
Yea
Yea
YC5

s

Yes

y.,

No

S11nwes1 Bank
10. SOl S. Mam Sa
Oran~, CA 92668

No

Yea
No

No

Apple Valley, CA 92D

If a borrower defaults on an SBA
loan, the bank can recoup between
70 and 90 percent of the amount of
the loan from the U.S. Small

lit'"""'"'""\. (hmt~•

Typ<> SBA Loans Fundtd:
loll Loans Prognau
Sta.'L Unt orCrtd.
Small Loan Prognau

1. 2099 S. Swe College Blvd.

8.

\an

Yes

Nalloal BMk o1 S.. Calllonla 2,04S,200

Small Business

55

San Bernardino, CA 924t0

9.

Inland Community Bank
Offering Stock

CompiDy Namt
Addra.
Ctly, Slllt, Zip

S. 250 N. ''G" Sr.

6.

1H11 t 1 \Uh,

2

l*Woednrd
Vtec Praidall SBA Division
rl4) S6J.S170/53S-S546

an..,_..
v:tJl'

dill.- Olllcw

(909) 341. .1SI787~44
1

MldiMI A. 0..

3

Vice PresideD~
(909) 352-S730(352-S737
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Economic Databank's New Figures Show Recession Recovery

R

ecent economic figures
released by the Inland
Empire
Economic
Databank and Forecasting
Center confirm that an economic
expansion has been in place
since early 1992. Revised data
r eleased in January show
R iverside-San
Bernardino
County payroll job totals to be
27,000 higher than the previous
data.
The sharpest such
increases were in the retailing

sector, with 13,000 of the total

Local manufacturing
jobs are up almost
everywhere but aerospace;
service sectors are
up across the board;
and even construction
shows a slight rise over
the past year.

revision.
PreviOusly, retailing was
listed as one of the soft spots of
the local economy, but revised
data show little trace of such
late-year declines. In fact, total
private-sector jobs are up a total
of 14,000 since early-1992,
equivalent to an average growth
rate over 1 percent per year.
This is in contrast to the
previous data which claimed

•

c~
BANK

very weak job gatos in 1993
after sharp decline s through
1992 and early-1993 .
According to the new data,
most sectors have contributed to
the
rebound .
Local
manufacturing jobs are up
almost
everywhere
but
aerospace; service sectors are up
across the board; and even
construction shows a slight rise
over the past year. Two of the
fastest-growing local mdustries,
industrial
machinery and
fabricated metals , have an
tncrease in jobs of 20 and 8
percent, respectively, during
that same period.
What is most impressive is
that Stmilar increases are not
occurring in the rest of Southern
California . The data revisiOns
raised Orange and San Diego
County job totals by about half
as much as they raised the
Inland Empire's : 14,000 and
12,000, respectively. However,
the revisions showed that job
downtrends in tho s e areas are
still intact. At the same time,
L.A. County job totals were
revised downward by 30,000.
Similar, though milder, declmes
appear to be in place in the Bay
area, as in most other regions of
California, through the end of
1993.
Data indicates a
statewide
job
recovery
beginning in early 1994, but the
fact remains that the Inland
Empire staged a rebound a full
two years ahead of its
neighbors.

Despite the upward
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Economic Databank's New Figures Show Recession Recovery
Contmued From Page 12

all the local slumps a re in phase
w ith n at i o na l recessio n s
Th o ugh the Inl a nd Em pire
prev io u sl y grew m o re ra p idly
th a n th e r es t o f th e c ou n try
dur ing e xpan s io n s, it m ove d
m o re o r less parall e l w ith t h e
re s t o f the country dur i ng
nationwide recessions.
Though the recent recessi on
now looks much milder than
that elsewhere, i t is al s o the
case that the local economy has,
to date, failed to grow significantly faster than the rest of
the country, such as it had
previously. The Inland Empire
was a very rapidly growing area
in the 1970s and 1980s, but it
hasn't yet re-attained that status.
In fact, the hard economic times
that local residents are feeling
are due to the absence of rapid
growth, such as in the 1970s and
1980s, rather than to the
presence of any senous declines
in jobs or production.

Total Employment, Inland Empire Vs. United States

Scource: EDD. IEEDFC

Seasonally AOJUSted
By !Ius Center
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For the future, the local
economy shows signs of
emerging as a manufacturing
center in the next few years, as
factories move out of Los
Angeles County. As this jobbase develops in the coming
years, 1t will provide the best
chance for the Inland Empire to
resume the booming economic
growth rates of previous

For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.

~[I][~~
CCTV
Monitoring
Systems

Access
Control
Systems

~][IJ

88

........... ' ....... ,

92

decades.
Despite the upward movement
in recent months, the U . S .
recovery is the weakest in postwar experience.
National
growth has been a full 2 percent
per year slower than in past
expansions , with national
employment growth running 6 to
7 million jobs behind the pace
of prior recoveries. Indeed ,

most areas of the country still
feel like they are in recession,
as does the Inland Empire. 4
Inland Empire Economic
Databank and Forecasting
Center, The A. Gary Anderson
Graduate School of Management,
Untversuy of California,
R iverside.

~~~~~~~~~;,o~@.~ZY~
wild ride in the international markelplace ,

~~

WE KNOW HOW TO MAKE MILLIONAIRES!
Now. we' re looking to make one more in the Inland
Empue This ts not a get-ncb-quick scheme. But if
you're ready to take action to make six figures :r
molllh, then we're ready to sbow you bow

SUCCESS MAGAZJNE says that our
busmcu repraenu tile lcadina
financial opportunity of the 90s.
For more information call·

(800) 864-3453
24-Hour Recorded Meaaa&e

movement In recent

• @)ervice

months, the U.S. recovery
Is the weakest In
post-war experience.

.•................................................

Now, there's a better way to
meet your security needs
through integrated electronic
protective systems and service.
We're a leadmg national
security company with a
strong local conumtment to
protect you through use of:
• lnnovallve security systems
• Skilled tn.stallation and
o;e!Vlce representatives

• A full range of capabilities
• Our own UL-listed central
stations for your ongomg
protection
So, to cost-effectively
reduce your security risks,
look to Tht Frrst Namt tn
Smmtv"' for a FREE professtonal secunty appraiSal.

(909) 460-0886

WEllS FARGO
ALARM SERVICES
Member FDIC

Int e r es t in g
co m pariso ns
between th e I nla nd Empire and
the U.S. as a w ho le indicate that
PI~as~ See Page 13

603 S. Miltil<en Ave .. Suuc K
Ontano.CA 91761

A DIY\IMIIII ~ Bak.- ~,. S.W...Ine

If YOU can read this ,
then so can POTENTIAL customers .
For advertising information call :
(909) 391-1015 Ext. 28
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Inland Empire's Banking Scene
California State Bank to
Acquire Bank of Anaheim

acquisitiOn. Consummation of
the acqu1s1t1on 1s subject to
obta1ning shareholder and
regulatory approvab.

C

OVI 'A, California,
(:-;ASDAQ:CSTB)
Thomas A . Bishop,
chairman of the board and ch1ef
executive off1cer of Cahforma
State Bank, and Gene W
Hobda~. pre 1dent and ch1ef
executive off1cer of Bank of
Anaheim, ·.A., have announced
that the institution~ had executed
a definitive agreement and plan
of reorganization by which
California State Bank will
acquire Bank of Anaheim
through a merger of their
re pective Institutions. The
urviving entity Will be known as
California State Bank
If the merger tS consummated,
each out tanding share of Bank
of Anahe1m stock will rece1ve
cash equal to 1.4 umes Bank of
Anahe1m's book value per share
on December 31, 1993, increased
or decreased for adjusted mcome
or losses from December 31,
1993, until consummatiOn of the

Inland Empire's Banking Scene

assets of $74 million on
December 31, 1993, is based w
Anaheim, Cahfornia

18.8% and 12.9%, respectively,
on March 31, 1994, compared 10
min1mum
regulatory
requirements of 8 .0% and 3 0%,
respectively.

--

CALIFORNIA STATE
BANK REPORTS FIRST
QUARTER RESULTS

If the merger Is

consummated, each

Net earnings for the three

outstanding share of Bank
of Anaheim stock will
receive cash equal to 1.4
times Bank of Anaheim's
book value per share on
December 31, 1993...

Cahforma State Bank, which
had consohdated assets of $344
mlilton on December 31, 1993, IS
headquartered in Covma, and has
additiOnal branches 10 Alhambra,
Arcad1a, Beaumont, City of
Industry, Cov1na, Glendora,
Ontario, Rancho Cucamonga,
Victorville and West Covina.
Bank of Anaheim , N .A ., with

OVI!'lA, Cahfornia, May
4, 1994 - California
State Bank (!'lASDAQ·
CSTB) has released its unaudited
consolidated financtal statements for the first quarter of
1994.
Total assets on March 31,
1994, were $356.5 mill ion, up
from $344.5 million at December
31, 1993 Deposits decreased to
$291.2 million compared to
$293 .2 mlilton at year-end, and
net loans also decreased to
$1711 million from $1806
million duung this peuod
Stockholders' equity was $46.6
mil !ton on March 31, 1994 and
$46 .5 million at year-end. The
bank's total risk-based cap1tal
and leverage capital ratios were

C

months ended March 31,
1994, totaled $579,000 or
$0. 17 per share, compared
to $651,000 and $0.18
per share for the first
quarter 1993.

Net earnings for the three
months ended March 31, 1994
totaled $579,000 or $0. 17 per
share, compared to $651,000 and
$0.18 per share for the first
quarter 1993
Pretax earnings for the 1994
first quarter were below the 1993
PI~4S~ S~e Pag~
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The Top Savings & Loans Headquartered in the Inland Empire
Hun/..,,fJq / uta/ \"thtl\uJ {J,,, , f,, , lu / 1J1Jl

BaDkName
Addras

Chy, State, Zip
1.

. . _ Jllnt"FNen!S...... u..
3SO S. Galey A l'ommla, CA 91769

2.

Rodluds Ftdtnl 8uk, FSB
300 E. Slalc SttcCI
Redlands, CA 92373

3

Prmrlall S."rilp Buk, FSB
37S6 Catlral A RMnidc, CA 92:506

...
5.

1,657,719

43,755
107.2

2.9

915,332
·21

675,102
09

41,008

60

559

S41.98S

470,686
-7.2

7,940
43.5

17

-60

n..ec Ftdtnl S.Yiap & Loaa
<445 E. Ronda Avcauc
H~met, CA 92543-4244

538,687
-49

230,055
-17

1,095
·252

13

.... SprilpS.YillltiiMk
431 S. 1'11111
Driw
him Spi8p, CA m62

160033
8.3

149,210
ll1

2.598

I7

52 I

ll1nl Ftcltnl S."rilp A U..
599 N "E" SttcCI

80,33S

54,524
-32

3,979
2065

72

69,759
5.5

2,327
23.1

3.4

01
65,188
39

33,460
·112

1,743
417

SI

39,SSS
104

34,299

745
1264

2.2

c.,..

7.

La ............
15118 B. J1P11M A S. ........ CA92346
~ s."rilp IIMk, FSB

16855 Anow 8oalevlrd
Foatalll, CA 92335

.......... AI-.MA
41<10 u Siena A llwaldl, CA 92505

51

78,8SO

39

u

Core Capital

Top Local Executive
Title
PboacfFax

6.91

Larry Rlatbart

Loaas as a 'll> of
Gross Loans

1,490,660
10.2

SID Bemanioo, CA 9240 I

'

TOIIIV Noaptrfom*tc

5.8

'"

..

Total AsRts ($0001 Total Loans ($0001 Total NODJl"r% Cbllage
fonnia& Loans ($0001
'll> Cblloc•
Slace Dec. 1992
SIDcc Dec. 1992
~ O..!Dl' Dlr. 1.992

Prestdeni/CEO
(909) 623-2323/620-0296
5.48

David C. Gray

Sr. VP/C'FO
(909) 79J.239J/335-22n
757

Craig Blundca

Prestdeni/CEO
(909) 68(H,()60{782-6126
7.21

Robttt Elrblngcr

Prcs1denVCEO
(909) 658+1 I 11')25·5398
569

8.47

JtrT)' \tilltr

Prcs1denVCEO
(909) 889-0881/889·7858
S.S6

Nora Vbwyard

Presulcnl
(909) 886-9751/882-8548
725

Mark F. Jaques

Prcs1dent
(909) 3S0.2110f3S().8(}16
7.68

Contuuwi From

first quarter level primarily
because of poor loan demand,
higher non-performing assets and
a $460,000 non-recurring kiting
related loss, resulting in lower
net interest wcome and increased
non-interest expenses. The 1994
first quarter tax benefit resulted
from the utihzation of tax credits
available from the bank 's real
estate
Investment
10 an
affordable houswg prOJeCt. Th1s
proJect was completed m the
second quarter of 1993
The allowance for credit
losses was $3 I million or I. 75%
of total loan on .Yiarch 31, !994,
compared to $3 2 mtllton or
1.73 o of total loans on
December 31, 1993 . Nonperforming assets (defined as
nonaccrual loans, foreclosed
properties and renegotiated debt)
on March 31, 1994, totaled SH 6
m1lhon, or 2.42% of total assets,
compared to $7 7 mtllion or
2 25 o at :,-ear-end The ratiO of
net lo<~n charge-offs to average
total loans annualized for the
fnst quarter of 1994 was 0. 70
compared to 0 27 m the 1993
fnst quarter.
"Although the fust quarter
was low due to the conunuwg
recess1on, we arc beg1nning to
see some prehmmary Mgns of an
Improving Southern California
economy," stated President
Eugene D. 81shop. " We are very
s trong financial ly, we have
money to lend to qualified
borrowers, and we are well
positioned to take advantage of
improved economic conditions
when they occur."

EARNINGS UP AGAIN AT
PALM SPRINGS SAVINGS
BANK

---------------------For five years
the Palm Springs
Savings Bank has
declared earnings
every quarter.

Pag~

U

quarterly earnings per s hare
outstanding was 23 cents, while
a year ago the earnings were 24
cents a share. Bank officials
noted that this small decrease in
earnings per share reflects the
Increase of 324,015 shares of
common stock outstandwg which
resulted from a conver ion of
debentures on June 30, 1993
The bank' total assets as of
March 31st were $172,056,000,
an increase of 12.6 percent since

Dotlavoa Tmaa

Prcs1dcnl/CEO
(909) 359-4700!359-3029

N 'A •Not App/IC4bk WNDs WOflld Nor DISClose n asNot A >ar/4ble Tlr~ mformotron h~r~m luu been obtamt"d from th~ c
1
lnfonruJtU»> !ki'VICCS, Inc To ~ ~st ofour luwwl~dg~ th~ mformotron supplred accurate as ofprt'ss llmt' Wlule <'V~ o;~•,:rmrs~d and data, dated Dec. 30, 1993, courlt'S)' ofSlreshuno/f
omusUHIS and typograplucal ~rrors somet1m~ occur P/~ase s~nd co"ccrrons or addlllons on company l~tterhead to
/4nd E a t' to ~nsurt" th~ accuracy and thoroughnt'SS ofth~ lrst C4
91764 Res<arclwJ by Jury Strauss Copyrrglu /994,/EBJ
t' 1n
mpm~ Busmess Journal, 305 Sacramento Piau, Ontarw.

AL:'vi SPRINGS-For five
years the Palm Spnngs
Savings Bunk has declared
earnmgs every quarter. The last
quarter is no exception with the
hank's announcement that
earnmgs are up 6 percent.
The total earnings were
$266,000, up S 15,000 from the
earnings of $251,000 for the fir t
quarter a year ago.
Bank
offiCials noted that this makes 22
con ccut1Ve quarters of mcreased
prof1ts
The latest figures show that

P

a year ago, when the total was
$152,749,000. Total deposits
grew by 8 . 1 percent, from
$136,377,000 a year ago to
$147,437,000 at the end of this
quarter
Palm Spnngs Savwgs Bank IS
the largest locally-owned and
operated fmanc1al insutullon
serv1ng the Coachella Valley,
where they have four locatiOns
The mam offtce IS 1n Palm
Spnngs. Ao.

"Is there any other way we could be
helping your business?"

"I don rthink .\o. Jf C!i·e ming /Lt\Utholtl
ere1y pmduct Union Bank offer~."
"Lets see._.you've got lock box service.
cash management, 'ihort-term mone\.
market funds .. ~'
~

''And im·C!.\fnu!l7! .\C!Il'i('(!\./hr our 40/(k) program."
"I'm cunous.
.
Evcr tempted to move your business to a bigger
bank?"
"lmed tv he! H'ith one qfthe! higP,est. Yem:\ ago."

"And?"

Slepbca Ho1Tma1111

President/CEO
(619) 325-2021/327·1163

J
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"Most big banks hal'e a way of
1naking you feel s1nal/. I don't
get that feeling at Union.''
'"'~,;
t6fUnion
Bank
R•ght people. R1 •ht b.mk for )Our husmc...<>S.
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Can Your Company Survive a Disaster?
by Killorin R1ddcll, Ph.D.

B

usiness survivors of the
Northridge earthquake have
learned to examine their
readiness for unexpected and
unavoidable future traumas. This
community-wide disaster has
prompted
many
Southern
California corporations to participate in contingency planning.
The
Southern
California
chapters of the Association of
Contingency Planners are hosting

their 1994 symposiUm in Long
Beach during July. First Interstate
Bank, Pacific Bell, and the Small
Business Administration, among
others. plan to make presentations
at
this expanded two-day
conference. The experiences of
Los Angeles' businesses following
the Northridge earthquake offer
Inland Empire businesses an
advantage in finding out about
preparedness.
The goal of designing systems to
minimize the impact of disaster

Foothill Independent
Bank creates finanCial solu-

to ensure each and everv cusromer 1s
handled quickly and efficiently.
\lost loan requests are
handled within 48
hours.
So if you're nred of gewng prepackaged loans rhar may be a half pomr ofT or
four months
roo long,
maybe it's
nmero
~
experience a CONSTRUCTION
•
•••
.•
,
•
•• • •.• .• ••• •111
new way ro
bank. We have full service banking facilities
as well as specialized departments to carer to
your needs. Asset Based Lending Deparrmem at (8!8)963-8551 or (909) 599-9351,
Construction Loan Department at (818)
333-5355 or (909) 598-1745. Small Business Lending Center at (818) 851-9182.
For information call any of rhe offices.

,...

cost effective for your
particular needs. In fact,
many rimes cusromers walk our with an
entirely different solution ... sometimes
saving them thousands of dollars. And
unlike orher banks, we meet rwice weekly

(becoming technologically or
economically impaired) may be
more appropriate to industrial
organizations than IS generally
recognized. Studies conducted by
the Center for Applied Soc1al
Research in London's Tavistock
Institute of Human Relations since
the late 1940's have provided a
research base for understanding the
functional health and survival of
work groups and businesses
Consultants can now effectively
address the needs and concerns of

••

" ' 'lllllll

~~~

fOOTHILl INDEPENDENT BANK Member FDIC @
Striving to ~xcud your ~xputations

Glendora Main Branch (818) 963-8551 • Claremonr (909) 62t-05t9 • Irwindale (818) 814-1441
Ontario (909) 947-1126 • Rancho Cucamonga (909) 980-4331 • Upland (909) 98t-8611
Walnut (909)594-9940 • West Covina (818) 967-7389 • Covina (8t8) 96~-2514
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Can Your Company Survive a Disaster?

organizations from a group model
that promotes success, growth and
economic
security
within
companies.
Trauma Intervention Specialists
(TIS) utilizes this research and a
background of clinical work with
trauma survtvors to offer specific
methods to prepare businesses so
that they are resilient and
resourceful in how they manage the
effects of a disaster.
Business organizations are
formed by individuals who band
together through employment to
perform a task. These individuals
become a group when interaction
between members occurs and when
members' awareness of their
common relationship develops.
When an aggregate of persons
becomes a group, the group
behaves as a system. A system is
an entity or organism that is, in
some respects, greater than the sum
of its parts. Just as a family is
"something more" than individual
parents
and
children,
an
organization is "something more"
than executives, managers and line
workers. It has its own unique
energies and dynamic forces. The
logic of this concept is clear when
one thinks about individual gears,
springs and levers as pieces of
machinery that, when combined,
become an air compressor,
performing a function as a whole, a
function impossible for individual
parts to achieve.
This web of interconnected
relationships that forms the basis of
an enterprise becomes threatened
when individuals and groups suffer
traumatic experiences which are,
by nature, outside the range of
individuals'
usual
coping
capacities. TIS is a consulting finn
that anticipates the human reactions
which affect the functioning of an
organization during a crisis, and
trains managers and companies in
preparedness for a disaster or
traumatic event.
A number of businesses affected
by the Northridge earthquake found
that even though their companies
had carefully-conceived infra·
structure contingency plans in
place, these strategies encountered
certain unexpected problems
following the disaster. While
communications
systems'
restoration and cleanup were
underway, a number of workers
PI~as~ Su Pag~ 17
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and executives alike responded in
unpredictable ways to their roles
and duties because of their own
psychological aftereffects to the
trauma. These reactions affected
work
performance
and,
furthermore, very naturally
instigated chain-reaction effects
that resonated throughout the
company and employee work
groups. Managers can intervene on
a systemic level in such situations
if they are trained in what to expect
in terms of the "'human factor"
following a disaster or traumatic
event. Delays in productivity and
recovery can be considerably
lessened, and long-term damage to
morale avoided.
When employees of a company
become members of a group and
behave as a system, a collective
identity emerges. Group identity
has an overt aspect and a covert
aspect. The overt aspect is known
as the "work group," a level of
functioning at wh1ch members
pursue an agreed-upon objective
and deliberately work toward the
completion of a task. The covert
aspect, known as the "'basic
assumption group," is the
combined hidden agendas of group
members. It is comprised of
members' thoughts and feelings
which they plan not to share with
the group. Internal and external
controls prevent these hidden
agendas from surfacing and
interfering with the announced
group task. With the hidden
agendas in check, group members
can combine their rational thinking
and skills to solve problems, make
decisions and function as a
business.
Following a disaster or traumatic
event, internal and external
controls are threatened, and hidden
agendas may no longer be kept in
check.
Workers' needs for
identification with the organization
become greater and must be
provided through the direction of
leadership within the company in
order for the business to function
effectively.
TIS assists businesses and
organizations in their efforts to
fortify the integrity of that aspect
of identity which is contained in
work groups by training managers
tn how to respond during the
critical first days following 11
disaster or traumatic event.

Leadership which fosters a
relationship between company and
employee and that provides
connection, belonging and value
will result in restoration of
employees· self-esteem, shorten
the
duration
of workers'
psychological reactions and return
work performance to normal levels
as quickly as possible.
TIS also trains executives and
managers before a traumatic event
occurs in how to understand the
regressive reactions of employees
and their views of the company's
leadership. When managers are
trained to recogn•ze the bas1c
assumptions (the combined hidden
agendas of employees). the
behavior of the system, in terms of
its areas of relative strength and
weakness in work groups, becomes
clearer.
Basic assumptions are detectable
in the emotional state of employee
groups during a crisis. In one type
of basic assumption group
functioning, that of "dependency,"
members seek security and
protection. What is wanted is a
leader who will see to it that the
irresponsibilities of the members
will not go too far and will not
have dire consequences.
TIS noted the presence of this
bas1c assumption affecting one
company employee whose work
group rejected her dependency
needs followtng the Northridge
disaster. She was not able to
functton at work due to conflict
w1th fellow employees "'ho
criticized her for feeling devastated
when her home was destroyed in
the earthquake. Direction from
management, which understood
such reactions, could have
stabilized this employee's status
within her work group and returned
her and her coworkers to a more
task-oriented approach.
In another type of basic
assumption group functioning, that
of "fight-flight," members react to
their fears by fighting or running
away from someone or something.
The teader is seen as one who will
mobilize the group for attack or
lead it into flight.
The presence of this basic
assumption led employees of some
businesses, who were not
cheduled for that particular day, to
show up at work immediately
foliO\\ ing
the
Northridge

earthquake
These survivors
sought leadership that would guide
them in their "'fight" against
disorganization caused by the
disaster.
Another company reported that
two line workers trained in disaster
response refused to enter the
geographic area of the earthquake
to turn off power lines. If their
manager had been trained in how
to respond to employees' reactions
following a trauma, his leadership
role might not have been
undermined.
Management's sophisticated use
of the proper bas1c assumption
motivations within a group can
facilitate employees' progression
through the naturally occurring
stages of stress responses. When
basic assumptions adversely affect
employee work groups during a
crisis, the return of functional work
groups depends upon leaders who

know how to manage the work and
sentience boundaries of their
organization.
Managers who develop insights
which enable them to stand amid
the multiple cross-pressures
accompanying their role can
successfully lead their companies
through recovery after a disaster
has struck. TIS offers expertise in
preparedness to address the
systemic imbalances that occur in a
company following a disaster or
traumatic event and train managers
in how to respond to their
companies'
psychological/
organizational needs ....
Dr. R1ddell is a eli meal and consulling
psychologisl and owner of Trauma
lnlervenlion Specialisls, a consulllng firm
I hat specializes in busmes, preparedness
and inlervenlion following a disasler or
lraumallc event. Dr. Roddell's phone
number is (310) 788-0662.

Inland Empire Profile

Full Name: Judson V Dabney II
(Jay)
Occupation: General Manager,
Skip Fordyce Motorcycle Center;
CEO, Riverside Motorcycle, Inc.
Short Biography: Born in San
Diego. Received BA degree in
history and international relations
from the University of Southern
California in 1983, and completed
one year of graduate study in
Political Science at C(/lumbia
University.
Family: Single; mother, Ida C.
Dabney; brothers, Ty and Marshilll;
sister, Susan Dabney-Moore.
Hobbies: Softball, basketball, and
back-packing; reading; current
affairs; cultural events, especially
theater and cinema.
Affiliations: Riverside Chamber of
Commerce; California Motorcycle
Dealers Assn., Southern California
Hurley-Davidson Dealers Assn.,
Harley Owners Group; World
Aff.urs Council; International

Relations Council of Riverside;
Academy of Political Sci"ence;
Wilson Associates; Smithsonian
Assn.; Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Alpha
Theta (History Honor Society).
Personal Accomplishments: All
League, City and State - Football,
Basketball and Baseball, Arlington
High, and Valedictorian, Arlington
High, 1979; Graduated Summa
Cum Laude, USC; member, Phi
Beta Kappa.
Best Aspects of the Inland
Empire: Great location for a
variety of experiences - beaches,
fl\PUntains.
east
to
Las
Vegas/Laughlin, west to LA, south
to San Diego, north to the Sierras;
pi us cultural options without
problems of large cities.
Greatest Concern: Continuing
success of family business after
fath~r's death, for family's,
employees' and customers' sakes,
on top of many rapid changes in the.
motorcycle business, in general, ancl
Hariey-Davidson business, ill
particular.
Last Book Read:
"Walden."
Last Movie Seen: "Farewell M
Concubine"
Favorite Sports: Baseball an
basketball.
Last Vacation Taken: Puerto Ri
Lives in City of: Riverside. .A
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Info Net Addresses Care-in-Hiring Practices

W

hile
many
people
consider that the recent
spurt in violent confron tatio ns in the workplace is a
direct effect of the economic and
emotional stresses caused by years
of recession, employers are facing
the fact that they must prepare for
any eventuality. Some businesses
are now being sued by families of
victims or by employees who have
b een trau m atized by another
employee's violent acts. They are
being c harged with negligence in
hiring practices by these victims,

who say they should have
investigated the perpetrators more
carefully.
One company that assists
employers in that type of
background research on potential
employees is Info Net, an
information service that accesses
thousands of 1nformation databases
and sources to perform their
searches. James Alverson, coowner of the firm with Andrea
Haproff, notes that the economy
has increased demands for his
investigative services. "Many

employers are being extra care:ul
in their hiring practices," he said,
"not only because of a potential for
violence, but because of other
possible problems. We check all
the statements on an app lication,
and even one false date, or salary
level, or employment claim can
serve as a red flag that calls for a
very thorough check of all claims .."
Info Net, which has been 1n
business for two and a half years,
makes use of the nationwide
computer network for much of
their information, but Alverson

deo Sells

,_,_""_use when it comes to effectively
a product or service, nothing beats
.............,_........ of a well-produced video. And
our "award-winning" creative
you the best value in
of your budget.

claims that he also spends a
significant amount of time
searching various courts' record
files. "Those records are all
available to the public," he said,
"but most people wouldn't know
where to start to look for
information."
"We check for any criminal
background, DMV records,
employment records, and, 1f they
have agreed in writing on their
application, we also check credit
records," Alverson said. "Usually
credit records are needed only if a
new employee would be handling
large sums of money, but some
employers also feel that severe
financial problems could lead to
senous emotional breakdowns in
times of stress, especially if the
employee is fired or laid off."
Info Net serves businesses, law
firms, professionals, and corporate
or private investigators as well as
individuals. Alverson sa1d that a
good share of his current business
is research on upcoming cou rt
cases
for
attorneys
and
investigators on the R1verside
County Criminal Defense Panel.
The company also searches social
security and death records for
missmg persons, as well as address
and employment updates. Records
for that informatiOn are accessed in
250 million files nationwide.
Driving records, license plate
identification, and YIN# identification can also be part of an
investigauon.
Commercial business a nd
corporate profile searches are
popu lar with clients who are
considering doing business or
buying products from a ne w
company. Info Net also searches
Uniform Commercial Code filings
to find if a person or company has
liens or judgments filed against
them. Real property asset searches
can also be made th roug h the
computer network.
" Because of the variety of search
services performed, and the variety
of sources tha t we use fo r these
s ervices, it is d i ffic ult to quote
s pecific pricing," A lverson said.
" H owe ve r, we we lcom e the
o ppo rtunit y t o co n fident ially
discuss your information needs and
h o w w e cou ld provide both
competitive and efficient services
to Inl a nd E m pi re com panies or
individuals."
For informatio n, call (800) 707-

4636.•

New President of SACH

U

pland.
George A
Kuykendall has been
appointed president of
San
Antonio
Community
Hospital effective May 13. The
announcement was made by
hospital Board of Trustees
Chairman R. Mark Kirk, M.D.
Kuykendall
succeeds Ron
Sackett, who announced in April
that he was retiring Sackett had
served as SACH president since
1985.
Kuykendall has been part of
the SACH management team
since 1983, when he was
appointed director of corporate
planning. He has served as
acting administrator, and most
recently was senior vice
president for operations.
Kuykendall said he plans to
continue managing the hospital to
achieve its board-approved
strategic and financial goals. "I
am fortunate to assume a
leadership position in an
organization which is in solid
financial
and
operational
condition," he said.
"San Antonio Community
Hospital continues to adapt well
to the changing healthcare
e nvironment," noted Kuykendall.
"I look forward to working with
th e h os p ital board of trus tees,
me d ical staff, employees,
volunteers and donors to continue
p r ovidi n g q u ality, affordable
healthcare to the communi ty."
Ku ykenda ll graduated from
Okla ho ma State University wi th
honors and earned his master's
degree
in
healthcare
administratio n from George
Washington University.
He serves as a director for the
Cucamonga County Water
D1strict, West End YMCA,
United Way, and Fontana Union
Water Company. He is also past
preside n t of the
Rancho
Cucamo nga R otary Club.

Designing
Our Future

O

ntario. Mary E. Curtin,
California certified interior
designer, received her
master's degree in Interior Design

from Chapman University in May
Her Master's Exhibition was held in
the Boiler Room Art Gallery at the
h1storic Graber O!Jve House on
Sunday, May 22.
Ms Curtin's show is entitled
"Des1gning Our Future - An
Exhibition of New Concepts in
Children's Day Care." It addresses
current issues facing designers of
child care facilities and employs
mnovative approaches to satisfy the
needs of parents, children,
employers and staff.
Ms. Curtin is a professional
member of the American Soc1ety of

Interior Designers, and is on the
teaching faculty at Chapman
Umversity and UC Rivers1de. The
Graber Olive House is located at
315 E. 4th Street, Ontario.

International Tax
Partner
iverside.
David H.
Hemmerling, J.D., C.P.A.,
has joined the Southern
California area of Ernst & Young as
a partner in their international tax
practice. The area encompasses

R
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"Ad: 1M C11/ifomill VenDueo Forum"lllidresses
of inlerest to busintss OWIU'rs and
tlll1'tprrNurs tutd IS a project of facult)• from
ClllifonritJ SUue Polytechnic Unn ersuy, local
business leaders, and the Inland Empire
BUSIIItSS Joortllll Reosponses are prepared by
Forum members The California Venture
Forum showcases entrepreneurs and
businesses every o/Mr 1110t1th 111 an effort to
help them obtarn financing. If yo11 are
lllltresttd 111 btcOIIWig a presenter or Kould
like more mformatlon about the California
VtftliUr Forum, cotiiiiCt John Tulac at·

Sound Bites - Nipping at the Money

~

(909) 860-5852
This month's column is by Steve IVlas.

Ask The California
Venture Forum

JUNE 1994

ou are an energetic,
dynamic,
intelligent
entrepreneur with a product
or idea that will provide an
incredihle rate of return, and yet it
seems to take at least 20 to 30
minutes and something close to an
act of God to get the information
across to potential investors. At the
venture forums and networking
activities you attend, it's difficult to
get that kind of undivided attention.
How do you get the attention of
those you want to attract? In brief-

Y

be brief.
This is the time to use sound bites
as teasers. In advertising, it's the
ambiguous slogan that announces,
"It's Coming." In the supermarket,
it's the free sample. In the world of
venture funding quests, it's the
sound bite. A teaser is something
that simply attracts the prospective
purchaser enough to want more more to watch, more to eat, or more
to examine. The problem is you
can't simply say, "It's Great," and
expect the VCs and angels to beat a
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path to your door. Nevertheless, you
must be prepared not only for the
opportunity presented at a scheduled
meeting, but also for the chance
encounters in the buffet line, in the
elevator, or even in the bathroom.
How do you design a sound bite?
The information has already been
compiled in the business plan you
have developed. The process is to
extract the key elements of the plan
and put them into a format which
communicates well to the targeted
audience. All the information
should be considered in terms of
product, place, potential, price, and
profit.
Product - what is the product and
what does it do? Place - in what
market will it be sold and what is
the size of this market? Potential what market share can be captured?
Price - what is the investment
desired? Profit - what is the return
and how does the investor get it?
Here's a long sound bite. "My
company has created a widget
through a proprietary process that
will save manufacturers of blurbs
approximately 30% of their labor
costs. We estimate the market to be
$150 million per year, and with no
competitors, believe we could easily
penetrate $75 million within the
first two years. Our pro formas
indicate a 40% return on an
investment of $650 thousand by
selling the rights to the process,
probably in the third year. Could
we get together and talk about this?"
You could shorten it to, "I've
created a proprietary product that
cuts labor costs in the blurb industry
enough to penetrate over half of a
$450 million dollar market within
three years. I'm looking for an
investment of $650 thousand to tab
us to the point of selling the righJs,
It should bring 40% return in three
years. Can we talk?"
Remember - teasers. In a sound
bite the object isn't Jo close; the
object is to get the opportunity to
explain the idea more. Human
nature is more excited by what it
doesn't see than what it does- jusl
ask Sports Illustrated. &

Slepbcn Kaas is a member or lbe
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Medical Education Program Begins at San Antonio Community Hospital
he
College
of
OsteopathiC Medicme of
the Pacific (COMP) has
entered into partnership with
San
Antonio
Community
Hospital (SACH) to develop a
medical educatiOn program at
the hospital. Beg•nning in July
1994, third and fourth year
doctor of osteopathy (D 0 )
students will be able to serve
fo ur-week cle rkships 1n various
hospital departments under the
supervision
of
attending
physicians on the hospital's
staff who also have cl1n1cal
faculty appointments at COMP
SACH will also develop a
family
practice residency
program in conjunction w.th
COMP, the American Academy
of Family PhysiCians, and the
Amer1can
Osteopathic
Assodation Plans call for the
program to heg•n in July of

T

IN THE DEBATE OVER ENERGY EFFICIENCY VS. PROFITABILITY, WE
BELIEVE WITH A LITTLE CREATIVE ENERGY WE CAN HAVE BOTH.
• In Southe rn Ca lifornia, e nergy effic iency a nd economic growth
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P'odu<t quality. •• At Edi•on'• Cu.tom" Technology Application C.nt<' (CTAC),
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1995.
"This relatiOnship with SACH
wil l provide an excellent
training site for our medical
students," said D r . P h ilip
P u mera n tz, fo un d 1ng president
of CO MP.
"San An tonio
Comm un ity Hospital is known
i n th is com munity for its hi g h
q u al it y of serv ices a nd ca re to
its p a tien ts Ou r s t ude n ts w i ll
be nefit greatly from the cl inical
e du ca t io n a l ex p erie n ces t h ey
wil l r eceive a t S A C H ," he
added .
R o n S ac kett , chi e f executi ve
office r of S AC H , sa1d th a t the
hos p1ta l has ent ered the arena o f
pre-doct o ra l a nd post-gr a du a te
training of physicians in order
to meet the need s o f th e
community now and in th e
future .
"We see great value in our
involvement in th e training of
physician s, e s pecially in the
area of family medicine, " s aid
Sackett. "Family medicine
practitioners, who are th e team
le aders in managed health care
s ys tems , will play an even more
significant role in the future, a s
the d e liver y and finan c ing o f
he alth care undergo change .
" Additional family medicine
practitioners are nee ded in this
community to replace those who

are retinng and to supply the
demand for primary care
services for the future," Sackett
added. He po1nted out that
research conducted on choice of
location of medical practice
shows that a maJority of
physicians
who
serve
internships and residencies in a
particular hospital will remain
in that community to practice.
San Antonio Comm u nity
Hospital in Rancho Cucamonga
is a 318-hed

center whose nearly 1,500
professional, techn1cal and
serv1ce personnel and 500member medical staff provides a
comprehensive range of medical
services The hospital's Heart
Center performed its 1 ,OOOth
surgery this year, and a second
cardiac
catheterization
labo r a tory will open soon . A
fertility and endocrinology
center s p ecializi ng in in-vitro
fertilization, the Mammotest (a

"The big bank we were
with put a junior on our
account. It just didn't
work. At Chino Valley
Bank we have a seasoned
banker. The difference is
like "night" and "day."
Ifyour bank is getting
too big for your business,
maybe it's time you

biopsy unit), maternity services,
a neonatal intensive care unit,
home
health
services,
a
psychiatric unit, and cancer
services are some of the
hospital's special programs.
Rancho San Antonio Medical
Center in Rancho Cucamonga,
an ambulatory care cen t er
operated by the hospita l , a lso
provides imaging, l aborato r y,
sports med icine, p h ysica l
Please See Page 37

changed banks. Give us
a call and we'll send an
experienced business
banker to your place of
business to discuss the
advantagesofbanking
with Chino Valley Bank.
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Health Care Reform- Where Do We Go From Here?

S

ince October 1993, when
President Clinton formally
presented his proposal for
Health Care Reform to Congress,
the subject has been a priority
consideration for political figures,
business owners, and individuals. In
almost every case, the foremost
question is, "How will the final
reformation plan affect me and
mine?"
Some type of health care reform
will undoubtedly take place.
Medical and insurance costs have
risen many times faster than the

inflation rate, many low-income
families are without any form of
health coverage, and abuses of the
Medicare and Medicaid systems are
scandalous. The question is: What
kind of reform and when will it
actually go into effect?
In November 1993, majority
leaders in the House and Senate
introduced the Health Security Act
for congressional action. The 1,300page bill was sent to 12 different
congressional committees for
consideration . Simultaneously,
several other reform proposals were

If you're a smaU business employer concerned

presented for consideration by
various legislators who objected to
all or some of President Clinton 's
plan.
If Clint on's pl an is passed, it
wo uld offer unive rsal access to
health care in an environment of
strict cost cont ainment. A
purchasing and regulatory agency
would ask insurers to bid premium
amounts within a set range. Annual
premium growth would be limited.
Univ ersal cove rage would be
achieved by mandating that
employers pay a part of the

H .l!lk doesn't look like this but aim of
h1s !I mess dub members do. It' hard
v.ork helping people get inw shape. Sn1s
managmg II emplo)ro. On top ot that.
Hank has to admmtster his comp.l!ll s
health care plan. With all this v.ork 10 Jo,
Hank thinks he deserw the same
competiti1·e rates and choices that the b1g
compames get. He didn t think that 11as
possiblt'--unti/ now.
The Prudential offw people like
Hank the same choices competime rates
and service that we've brought to the
world's largest corporauons for more than
100 vears.
'ie knov. just how important small
business 1s-after all, companies like
Hank's and yours make up over 801\o of
the entire C.S. work force and contribute
over 38% of the U.S. gross domestic
product ... more than $2 trillion!
In addition to quality programs like
PruCare of California-The Prudential
HMO, we offer PruNetwork, our PPO.
PruCare Plus, our point of service plan,
and the new MIX 'N' MAX option that
conveniently letS you customize vour
health care.
We are also pleased to announce our
participation in The Health Insurance
Plan of California (The HIPC}-the new
California state health insurance program.
For more informacion about our many
choices, contacr a representative of The
Prudential or your broker. For more
information about The HIPC, call

1-800-HIPC-YES.

about health care, you should. ..

eet

ThePrudenbal.
1(800) 209-5227

premium fo r workers and by
providing subsidies for some lowincome wo rkers and s mall
employers. Medicare and Medicaid
s pend i ng would he reduced by
unprecedented amounts to finance
these subsidies.
Reduct ions in Medicare will
directly affect the benefits that our
senior citizens depend on, and will
invari abl y cause stress fo r the
elderl y until they can he sure they
have equal protect ion und er the
reform plan that is finally approved.
A close study of the Clinton plan
indicates that may not he so.
Another question could be, "How
will they possihl) do it, when
nothing ebe the governme nt
manages works efficien tly or
cheaply?"
The Clinton plan proposes to
c reate a variety of govern ment
entities to handle these incredibly
difficult tasks. These incl ude
regional alliances to buy health care
for most ci t izens and a National
Health Board (N RB) to supervise
the whole system. The plan would
be administered hy the NHB, the
Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS), and the Department
of Labor (Labor). The NHB would
set the budget based on per capita
health spending and population in a
given area. The NHB would work
with the states and their regional
healt h alliances to ensure that all
legal residents are guaranteed access
to health care by January 1, 1998.
HHS would co nt inue to run
Medicare, and Labor would oversee
employer compliance.
Joining a health alliance for
coverage would be mandatory for
approximately 70 percent of all
Americans. The alliances would
have to combine the jobs of
purchasing agents, contract
negotiators, welfare agencies,
financial intermediaries and
premium collectors. They would
have to keep track of constantly
shifting conditions such as who is
moving in and out of their areas,
who is eligible for subsidies, aad
which plans have the sickest people.
Such alliances, opponents say,
would be prototypes of goveJ1ll]lellt
bureaucracy run amok and would be
vehicles by which government
would dictate how often a patient
saw a physician and whicll
physician the patient saw.
After reviewing the President's
plan, the Congressional Budget
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Office (CBO) issued a very critical
assessment. The CBO said the plan
ts a government takeover nf health
coverage and would cost billions of
dollar~ more than the President has
estimaled. In addition, for the plan
to work (according to the C'BO), the
brand new government institutions
would have to perform better than
any other public agency ever has,
right from the start.
While all these plans are being
considered, some health care
reforms are already taking place.
Nine states have instituted
comprehensive reforms to contain
cost growth and provide coverage to
uninsured populations. Providers,
practitioners, and insurers are
joining to create new networks and
delivery systems that offer many
services while managing cost and
patient care. One California small
business program has cut premium
costs by 6.3 percent by joining a
purchasing cooperative. A local
provider, Lorna Linda Hospital, has
joined three other organizations to
form California Health Network.
The group will serve more than

1,231,000 people and is affiliated
wllh more than 14,500 physicians.
Small business owners and
groups are among the most vocal
opponents of the C'lmton plan
Representatives of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce said that
"the bill proposes such a burden of
high employer premium contributions, rich benefits, and
counterproductive regulation ... that
we believe that it cannot even be
used as a starting point for reform.
The head of the Small Business
Administration also admitted that
the plan contain!> only a 'general
guarantee' that employers' health
care costs would be capped at 7.9
percent of payroll. He testified that
the cap could be exceeded if the
health care alliances ran short of
money. With financing requirements
of $389 billion over five years,
identifying new fund~ may present a
problem.
The Health Security Act
(Clinton's plan) would keep the
employment-based private system
of financing care, with both
employers
and
employees

contributing to the cost of plans. But
Clinton faces strong opposihon to
its employer mandate. MilD)
Republicans and conservative
Democrats prefer to offer incentives
for employers to offer coverage at
reduced rates.
Clinton's plan and several others
would mandate that most Americans
buy health coverage through
alliances . Alliances are very
promising as an experiment in
health care reform, but many
citizens' groups assert that
participation should be voluntary,
not mandatory. A voluntary alliance
will enable consumers to buy the
plan they prefer, whether it be in the
alliance or the open market. By
allowing the private market to
compete with alliances, consumers
need not fear that government is
making health care decisions for
them and forcing them to buy from
the government "store." In addition,
consumers would not have to put up
with
an
expe nsive,
slow
bureaucracy to handle their health
care. Eliminating the private
marketplace for health care will lead

to a bureaucracy that is unresponsive to consumer need~.
The nation's first voluntary,
privately run working alliance, the
Health Insurance Plan of California,
serves 40,000 happy customers. The
difference is that it is voluntary and
privately run, which eliminates the
major objections of Clinton's plan,
while it retains the major advantage
in that consumers can negotiate
better prices by being banded
together into a large purchasing
group,
California has already addressed
the need~ of the small group market
by instituting strict market reforms
and creating this new alliance.
Small employers can now purchase
coverage within the HIPC or from
any health plan not in the alliance.
A voluntary market system allows
consumers to keep their current
health plan or choose one in an
alliance. Recently enacted market
reforms have driven all plans to
compete on the basis of quality and
price. These reforms make
mandatory alliances counterproductive . .A.
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Environment and Economy Go
Hand in Hand Why We Need the New Smog Check
System in California
B y Mike Feinstein,
co-founder, Green Pany

e must reduce the
enormous amount of air
pollution in California.
Ia the Inland Empire, every other
day the air is unhealthy to breathe.
Ia other urban areas, the situation
is not much better. Where can the
reductions come from? The only
sustainable approach is to reduce
pollution at its source. There are
both mobile and stationary sources
of pollution, and California has
done a great deal about the latter.
As a result, while the air is
somewhat cleaner, the business
community complains that too
great a burden has been placed
upon them. Thete is truth to this,
because up to 80 percent of air
pollution actually comes from
mobile sources, in particular from
the automobile. The new smog
check system will significantly
reduce auto pollution by
promoting better-maintained
vehicles, both through more
effective testing and by reducing
smog certification fraud.
Opponents criticize better
testing by arguing that new cars
pollute ao much less than five or
10 yeam ago that we don't need a
_ , syatem. While it is true that
eewer can pollate leas, t1ae by to
tlaeu oagoaag pedormaace is
proper mainteaance. New can caa
deteriorate fast, and thea the
lleaefits of aew fuels and eqiaes
11e lolL 'I'1Us is what an effective

W

smog dlect system guardl apiast.
nas is particularly important
becaase approDmately 10 percent
of tile overall fleet contributes
approxamately SO percent of
mobile source pollutioa (The
~ghest poUutiJII vehicles are not
exclasively "old beaters.• Maay
auddle-age cars also don't

measure up becaUie tlaey are aot
pnJpedy .......iMd.)
The
aew
system
ia
tec.laaologtcally more effectave
hcuae at more accurately
aam81atea
aetul
ddviaa
coalitiou ne oW equpaeat

.._., ...uarec~ idliq. ne ...,

equipment also measures accel eration and cold start emissions.
This advance should be hailed.
The new system also addresses
certification fraud. Currently, to
register a car, one merely needs a
"Smog Check Certificate." This
makes the incentive to get a
certificate rather than a repair. The
result is that many "smog checkers"
sell certificates regardless of what
repairs are truly needed. The new
system tries to remove this
incentive by having testing done at
government-run "test-only" centers
around the state.
Assemblyman Haynes suggests
that "conflicts of interest" and
"insider trading" by environmental
groups and by a small Arizona
company are responsible for these
policies. Given the history of Big
Oil and the Big Three automakers
in influencing U.S. transportation
policy, this assertion would be
comical if it weren't coming from
a state-level official. The fact is,
reality is driving policy. Not only
does the LA. basin suffer from the
nation's worst air pollution, but
even with more efficient vehicles,
the future is bleak because of
predicted growth in the basin. The
South Coast Air Quality
Management Plan suggests that, in
the next 20 years, there will be a
40 percent increase in human
population, with attendant
iaereases in vehicles and vehicle
miles traveled. Unless strong
measures are taken, whatever
reductions we achieve will be
overwhelmed by this additional

growth.
Assemblyman
Haynes
complains about the cost of this
new technology, but if California
does not clean its air, it will lose
up to $800 mallioa a year in
federal ttaDsportatioa funds. Such
saacttoas would be particularly
difficult gtvea our state's current

ecoaoauc c:rJIIS.
HaviDg cleaner cars on the road
actually ecoaomacal for us in
many other ways as well . A
healtluer populataoa means
11

Pltlae

s.,.,
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Selling Out the Environment
By Assemblyman Ray Haynes

he 90s promise to be "The
Decade of the Environment" with Vice
President Gore running the show
in Washington . Vice President
Gore will play a critical role in
shaping those policies and laws
which will set the natural
resources agenda for the next 20
years.
There is one area that bas
tremendous impact on California,
especially Southern California .
Congress enacted the Clean Air
Act in 1970 in response to the
doomsday scenario concern over
urban air quality. The act requires
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to set national
ambient air quality standards
(NAAQSs) for six principal
pollutants: (1) sulfur dioxide, (2)
nitrogen oxides, (3) carbon
monoxide, (4) ozone, (5)
particulate matter, and (6) lead. All
six are referred to as "criteria
pollutants."
When a region like Southern
California falls below whatever the
EPA bas established as the
standard for one or more criteria
pollutants, the region is called a
"non-attainment area" and is
subject to strict new controls.
State Implementation Programs
(SIPs) are the primary vehicfes for
implementation of the Clean Air
Act when a region is declared to
be a "non-attainment area." In
order to meet national ambient air
quality standards, states must
develop plans to limit emissions.
If a state fails to develop and
implement a federally approved
SIP, it could result in sanctions,
including the loss of federal
highway funds and establishment
of more stringent emission
controls. It could also result in
imposition
of a
Federal
Implementation Plan (FIP).
Yes, I caa see your eyes are now
glazed over. You say, O.K. so
what?
Well,
here
comes
the
unexpected. You see, the secret to
all of this rests on the "standard"
set by BPA. If one can make the
"standards" much more restrictive,
then any new amendments to the
aean Air Act are COIItly to you, a

T

taxpayer; but maybe very lucrative
for the right insider.
For example, auto-emission
testing can be very lucrative if you
can get EPA and Congress to
propose rules that favor more
sophisticated m easuring for
emission testing. Take Envirotest
Systems Corp., a Tucson, Arizona
company that will benefit
significantly fro m new federal
rules on auto pollution. They have
been lobbying the EPA to develop
more restricti ve rules to match
their equipment capabilities.
The owne r, a fo rme r aide to
Senator Alan Crans to n and the
Transportation Under-Secretary in
the Carter Adminis trati o n, bas
millions riding o n his inside
trading
with
EPA
and
environmentalists. In fact, the Wall
Street Journal indicated that the
new rules essentially force every
state to use this particular
company's specialized testing
equipment, an inside deal worth
$353.2 mil_lion a year.
What will you, the taxpayer (the
smog control payer), get for your
time and money? According to
experts, almost nothing! Criteria
pollutants emissions have been
reduced during the past 20 years,
overall. The net increase in
reductions of the six principal
pollutants will be very minimal
under the new restricted laws.
Many analysts believe that the cost
of the present and new regulations
will be in excess of $150 billion
annually in direct costs, and in
thousands of lost jobs. The cost far
exceeds the limited benefits.
Recently the state of California
compromised with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
in a dispute over turning smog
check stations into governmentoperated stations by accepting that
at least 30 percent of the vehicles
will have to go to stations operated
by the state. This means smog
inspections will cost more, and
taxpayers will have to put up the
cash. It also means that Eavirotest
Systems Corp. will be able to seD
sophisticated equipment to
California for millions.
As serious as this impact will
be, the insider trading by
environmental groups and firms II
very disturbing indeed! .a.

ou might say that PacifiCare
covers a lot of ground.
Because in addition to
providing coverage for things
like checkups, doctor visits
and emergencies, our managed care
plan now serves nearly all of California.
In fact, PacifiCare today boasts one.
of the largest geographic service areas
of any California HMO. Which is good
news for companies with statewide

operations. Or companies on the road
to growth.
And with over 19,000 physicians,
almost 300 hospitals, and more than
500,000 membei-s, PacifiCare can show
you the ';ay.
H you re
\JCU t:;'
interested in the benefits of PacifiCare's
statewide coverage, just let us know.
And we'll map it out for you.
Call909-824-7 561.

Pacifi'"--®

IF YOU'RE WONDERING
WHAT OUR HFAL1H PIAN COVERS,
WE'D SAYABOUT
771BOUSAND
Mlffi5.
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Valley Health System
Makes Administrative
Changes

T

wo senior executives have
been transferred to new
assignments within the
Valley Health System, the
California local hospital district
comprised of Hemet Valley
Medical Center, Menifee Valley
Medical Center, and Moreno
Valley Community Hospital.
Effective Monday, May 2, Jay
Comstock, former hospital
administrator of Menifee Valley
Medical Center, was transferred
to system offices where he will be
respousible for implementation of
new business initiatives and
reorganization projects throughat Valley Health System.
The system's Strategic Plan
contains scores of projects for the
next two years which can only be
accomplished with a highly
focused implementation effort.

Comstock will work closely with
Karen Tejcka, senior vice
president ,
planning
and
development, and will take over
responsibility
for
project
development and the system's
planning staff. He will also be
responsible as co-negotiator with
Lloyd Dunn, chief financial
officer, for all managed care
contracts. With this assignment,
the vacant position of director of
contract managed care in the
finance division will not be filled.
Also effective May 2, Sue
Ballard, R . N . assumed full
responsibility as administrator of
Menifee Valley Medical Center.
Valley Health System will not
refill her previous position of
vice president, patient care
services . ..a.

\v?

Ed Tessier Goes for the (41st) Gold

Initiates Cost Reductions
all ey Health System of
Hemet has announced that
it is initiating cost
reductions at each of its three
hospitals, as well as at its district
offices, in response to rapid
decreases in patient census at its
hospitals, Hemet Valley Medical
Center, Menifee Valley Medical
Center, and Moreno Valley
Community Hospital. A downward
trend in patient utilization led to
major revisions in the Fiscal Year
1993/94 budget in November 1993.
The current negative trend exceeds
even those most conservative
November ptojections.
The continuing decline has led to
a break-even operating income
through March 1994. The system
had projected ending the year with a
$2.5 million profit. Spending
reductions are being implemented
now to avoid a significant year-end

V

loss. Spending reductions identified
to date exceed $1 million.
In non-patient care areas, the
system is aggressively seeking
savings from each hospital, with
particular emphasis on system
offices. These savings include
reduced work hours, curtailment of
overtime, layoffs, leaving vacancies
unfilled,
and
department
consolidations. Eight positions
have currently been identified for
layoff.
In addition, senior
administrative staff and some others
have voluntarily reduced their
salaries for this time period by 10
percent.
Savings will also be generated
from non-salary expense reductions
compared to budget. These include
decreases in supplies, deferred
projects, reductions in travel and
training, and similar expenses. ..a.

WEST END YMCA

(808)487-1817
. . . . . . . . . . . of:
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Ed TesSier, a Democratic candtdatc for the

N<>VV

Tessier, 26, is also a Democratic
candidate for a seat in the 41st U.S.
Congressional District, currently
held by Diamond Bar businessman
Jay Kim. The new 41st District,
created
through
legislative
redistricting in 1992, includes
portions of Los Angeles, San
Bernardino and Orange Counties. It
takes in the communities of
Pomona, Diamond Bar, Upland,
Montclair, Chino, Chino Hills,
Puente Hills, and part~ of La Habra
Heights and Brea.
Following a disabling diving
accident at 16, and because of his
own experience as one of the first
wheelchair students at Damien High
School and Pomona College, Tessier
became an effective spokesman for
seniors and the disabled. He helped
organize several national legislative
campaigns, and has served as an
architectural and policy consultant
for several firms and government
entities.
A summa cum laude graduate
and a Phi Beta Kappa, Tessier

on Comcast Cable is:

Fer ilbllilllloo'l on program~ or faclltlalln your area, please call:

ell-known
in
the
Claremont are.1 and
throughout the country
for his advocacy for the disabled
and his contribution to the passage
ot the Arnerit·ans with Disabililles
Act (ADA) in 1990, Pomona
Planning CommissiOner and
businessman Ed Tessier comes
across as a new type of young
Democrat. lie has conservative
leanings, is pro-business, and
spends a major part of his time
spearheading efforts to revitalize
downtown Pomona through
businesses in the Pomona Arts
Colony. Yet he is just as involved in
working on social programs for the
benefit of fellow citizens.

When the '[y is there,
then so are You!

••• FOR YOUR FAMILY

YES-THEY!
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for Your news•••
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41st Congressional District.

earned a B.A . in sociology at
Pomona College. lie specialized in
urban-minority studies and received
many honors for his research.
In 1991, Tes~1er assumed
lt:adership of his famtly's
commercial propcrt1es and began
his efforts to revitalize downtown
Pomona. !lis interest in politics was
revived by his experiences as a
small businessman. He became a
member of the planning commission
to help in his efforts to renew
several Pomona neighborhoods.

"! would like our local
congressional office to become a
clearing houst: for loc.tl mvestmcnt
and development,'' Tessier said. "A
large bulk of job growth comes
from small businesses," he added,
"and I want to limit barriers that arc
erected at a kderal lcvt:l and make
tht: congressional office a place to
set an agenda for the whole
district."
Tessier's goals for education
include more local control to enable
communities to make their own

educational policy. "However, I
don't believe that lowering
standards or cutting school days or
requirements will help our children
or our competitiveness.
"So much comes down to
economics," he said, "education,
safe neighborhoods, empowerment
of people through the opportunity to
succeed. There are a lot of great
ideas out there, and I want to learn
about the problems and priorities of
both Democratic and Republican
groups in our communities." .A.

SOMETIMES
OVERNIGHT
IS
OVERKILL.
Do you automatically send packages
overntght every t1me
you want prtortty handhng? That can become
a pretty expensiVe hab1t.
But you do have
another option. A qu1ck and far more
affordable option. Priority Mail~ from the
Postal Service. It's not overn1ght but 1t's

dehvered fast, specially handled and
only S2 90 for up to two pounds Call
1 800 THE USPS, ext 563 for a
free Pnonty Mat!
starter k1t
When you
don't want to
overpay for overntght delivery, we
deliver for you.

iiiii.:!iJ!1 UNITED ST4TES
_..POST& SERVICE...

-,.,_For You.
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The Taxing Issue of Jifn
By Walter Ha1mann,
Prcsadcnt, Llano Estacado

' ' s i n." ~n its broadest
meamng, we know
"sin" to mean an act
against the standards of the
community and of reason. So
how is it that drinking wine - an
act so benign, so accepted in
society, and even praised in the
Bible - can come to have the
designation of "sin" attached to

it? I'll tell you how. It's a useful
rhetorical weapon in the fight to
raise taxes higher and higher by
those who see wine as a scapegoat
for all of .society's problems. I'm
speaking of the ludicrous concept
of the "sin tax."
Taxes on tobacco and beverage
alcohol have become so widely
know as "sin taxes" that we don't
even question the phrase's
legitimacy anymore. Legislators
looking for ways to take money

from your pocket readily offer up
''sin" as a description of smoking
and drinking as a way to
rationalize higher taxes.
Obviously, I'm close to this
issue, being deeply involved in
the production of wine here in
Texas.
Th11 filet 111, our gov11rnm11nt• h•v• no
bulllfHIU lll,.llng win• 11 ••In" 11nd r11l11lng
tax•• on It, 11ny mora than they do c11lllng
water 11 11ln and ral•lng tax•• on lt.

r--------------------------------------------------------------,
The Inland Empire Business Journal

FAX POLL
Wlult would you do if you had control of your city taxes? - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - -

If you COIIIcl choose to reduce any ONE city tax, which one would you pick?

0

Real property

0

Personal income

0

Sales

0

Unincorporated business

0

Hotel occupancy

0

Utility

If you could earmark 10% of your city taxes for ONE particular service, which one would you select?

l
I
I
I

0

Clean streets

0

Cops walking the beat

0

Drug treatment facilities

0

Smooth streets and bridge repair

0

Health services

0

Libraries and museums

0

Help for busmess

0

Other:

w.... ,.. nite aay Clll'ftat city aenlce ulldequately meetlq your staadanls?
0

Yes

0

No

~~~--' ----------------------------------------------------Wllat .. Jf181'dty .tf'llldeMe1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~ ------------------------------------------PiL.J:,l' IC!UIIl

to

Inland Empire Business Journal
305 Saaamento Place, Ontario, CA 91764

Fad: eM') 391-3160
Attn: Edie Boudreau
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Citizen Involvement Helps Stop Crime
But that's just one reason why 1
can't ignore the offense of calling
wine drinking a ''sin ." Neither
should you.
In the current debate over
healthcare, and 1n countless
debates on program funding that
have come before, "sin taxes"
have always been the first to be
suggested by federal and state
officials. "Up the tax on beer,
wine and spirits. Drinking is a sin.
Who's going to complain," they
say. Well, someone's complainmg.
What
people
need
to
understand is that "sin taxes" are
not levies on sins, but on
behavior-and in the case of wine
drinking, a behavior that is now
understood by many to be
beneficial if done in moderation.
And taxing behavior that may be
bad for you if taken to extremes is
a slippery slope on which to tread.
The fact is, our governments
have no business labeling wine a
"sin" and raising taxes on it, any
more than they do calling water a
sin and raising taxes on it.
Overindulge in water and you
drown. Overindulge in wine and
you threaten your life. Yet no one
calls water consumption a sin.
The analogy is a stretch, but
unfortunately it's perfectly
legitimate.
So why is the label still applied
to wine? Well, when politicians
and nco-prohibitionists label
something a sin, they create the
perfect straw man to be torn down
through taxation. More importantly, by appearing to detend
society from "sin and decay,"
their own political stock profits!
Yet, referring to "sin taxes" in the
debate over healthcare only
obscures the debate and
marginalizes information about
wine's benefits.
Let's talk sense. Let's not
malign
those
who
drink
responsibly and never cause a
single problem. Let's not fall back
on easy rhetorical and fallacious
tools to advance our ideas. And if
we must call for taxes on a
legitimate behavior, then call it
what it is: a behavior tax. Leave
"sin" out of the debate . .&

L--------------------------------------------------------------~

-----------~~~
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tate, .cou.nty and city
budget problems are
contr1but1ng
to
the
overwhelming violent crime
statistics in California People
are not safe on the streets and
sometimes not even in their
homes because of the lack of
police and sheriff's officers to
keep criminals at bay.

Ft. Worth Bands
Together
A program similar to one in
Fort Worth, TX might be one
answer to the problem. In 1991,
in response to rising crime
statistics, the city started
CODE: BLUE, a comprehensive
program that promotes citizen
involvement. One part of the
program, Citizens on Patrol
(COP), has citizen patrollers
outnumbering
uniformed
officers by about two to one. As
a result, Fort Worth overall
crime dropped by 15 percent
from 1991 to 1992, another 24
percent from 1992 to 1993, and
another 9 percent in the first
three months of 1994.

State, county and city

guidance.
The
city
has
conducted
11
three-week
training classes since 1991, and
now has more than 2,000
Citizens participating in the
program. The citizens don't
carry weapons; they avoid
confrontation; and they are told
to
stay
1n
their
cars.
Neighborhood patrol officers act
as liaisons between Citizens on
patrol
and
the
police
department.
The cost to the city is
approximately $20,000 a month
for radios and other equipment,
seminars, training classes,
graduation
exercises,
windbreakers and T-shirts .
When compared to the money
saved by the city in reduction in
crime, that cost is actually a
savings.
Police officers, originally
skeptical, now love the program.
Fort Worth Police Corporal Jim
Smith, involved in COP since its
inception, says, "This is more
than just a program. It reflects a
whole city philosophy that we
need to work together and help
each other out. Only with that
spirit can we reduce crime and
make our cities livable."

Citizen Involvement Key

budget problems are

to Success

contributing to the
overwhelming violent
crime statistics In
California. People are not
safe on the streets and
sometimes not even In
their homes because of
the lack of pollee and
sheriff's omcers to keep
criminals at bay.

In 1993 alone, the auto theft
rate dropped by 40 percent,
aggravated assault dropped by
31 percent and residential
burglary dropped by 27 percent.

Ft. Worth Puts Money
Up Front
The city backs up its program
with funding, training and

Lynn Remualdo , who lives in
a fairly new, upper middle-class
neighborhood of arou nd 750
homes, helped o rganize and
nurture the COP program. As
her neighborhood grew, so did
crime. The tiny unit of two
patrollers that she started in her
neighborhood
has
since
mushroomed to 32 active
members. Crime there dropped
28 percent the first year and
another 11 percent the second.
The wife of a retired military
man, Remualdo still goes on a
two-hour patrol once a week.
But much of her time is spent
overseeing schedules. and
monitoring COP patrols by
radio. Remualdo was a graduate
of one of the first city training
classes for COP. She says some
people who have never been
involved
in
community
activities before are now joining
in because they're convinced

COP really works. "Why should
we let a small percentage of the
people ruin what we've built?
Until the public decides they are
going to get off their duff, crime
will run rampant," asserts
Remualdo .

Weed and Seed Program
Changes Life for Poor
Another component of CODE:
BLUE is the federally-funded
Weed and Seed program 1n what
was once a crime-ridden sectiOn
of East Fort Worth. It is an area
where predominantly lowincome
African-American
residents were once alienated
from the police department.
Today, Callie Mae Pollard, a
neighborhood leader for a public
housing project in one of the
city's poorest areas says, "More
residents are getting involved.
The officers really care about
the safety and vitality of the
community. Residents old and
young are visible now. They are
not afraid to come out at night.
The sun has begun to shine on

all of us again."

Program Wins Award for
Ft. Worth
U.S . Attorney General Janet
Reno witnessed first-hand the
success of the city's effort when
she visited Fort Worth last
January. Said Reno, "It's superb.
I've seen neighborhoods that are
simply remarkable, and the
community involvement is
extraordinary."
The startling improvement in
the crime rate and the refreshing
new cooperation between
citizens and police is attracting
the interest of cities all over the
country. It's one reason why
Fort Worth was chosen an AllAmerica City for 1993. Fighting
crime is not just talk in Fort
Worth. It is time to take it past
talk in the Inland Empire.
Sounds like a great public
service project for one or more
local organizations.
For more information on this
program, call Phil Adler at
PR/Texas, (817) 332-6522. .&

Trust Your
Advertising To A
20 Year Old.
Quinn/Lamb Media has been creating
TV, radio, and print advertising since
1974.

Over the past 20 years, we've spent millions of dollars on Inland Empire media.
We know what works.
We aren't guessing.

Quinn/Lamb Media
s_.. 6~-- s... 1~74
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Hospitals Serving The Inland Empire
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AQMD's Rideshare a Proven Success
by Leonard Paulitz

C

laremont City Manager
Glenn D. Southard has
again leveled unjustified
attacks on AQMD's rideshare
program in an article repeatedly
published, entitled "Confessions of
an AQMD Outlaw."
He objected to an initial penalty
proposal when the city was found
to be in violation of AQMD's Rule
1501, also known as Regulation
XV, the Rideshare Program.

While Claremont does have an
exemplary record for clean air
programs, all employers of 100 or
more employees must comply with
Regulation XV.
Requiring
incentives, rideshare plans and
biennial plan updates ensures that
employers make progress toward
the goal of 1.5 riders per vehicle.
This is not a whim of AQMD.
State and federal Clean Air Acts
mandate that AQMD develop
transportation control measures
such as Regulation XV to reduce

air pollution. If the agency fails to
do so, the region could lose
millions of dollars of federal
funds.
Claremont was 13 months late
submitting a required biennial plan
update and failed to implement
incentives promised in their plan.
Incentives have proven to be
among the most effective and
economical measures to promote
ridesharing.
Why did the city neglect its
duties? Claremont officials should
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Recycler Turns to UCMEP for Research Assistance

have had full knowledge of the
requirements and deadlines
imposed by Regulation XV and the
possible fines for noncompliance.
In an area that is home to the
most hazardous air pollution in the
nation, Regulation XV is vital to
our clean air campaign. Pollution
from cars, trucks and other
vehicles account for at least half of
the region's smog . Recent studies
indicate that passenger vehicles
are responsible for considerably
more emissions than previously
thought.
Contrary to recent criticism,
Regulation XV has been an
effective and economical tool in
cutting vehicle trips and emissions.
Since the program started in the
late 19HOs, employers have
reduced 6.8 tons per day of smogforming hydrocarbons, 5 tons per
day of nitrogen oxides and 78 tons
per day of carbon monoxide. That
far exceeds emission reductions of
a typical stationary source rule.
Regulation XV also costs
considerably
less
than
conventional pollution controls on
manufacturing plants.
The
rideshare
program
costs
participating companies $40 to
$105 per employee per year, which
translates to $5,700 to $1 S,OOO per
ton of pollutant reduced.
Reformulating coatings and adding
controls in manufacturing can cost
up to $25,000 per ton.
In response to concern over
Rogulation
XV,
AQMD's
Governing Board has formed a
task force to find ways to improve
the program. The group has
already met twice and plans to
report its recommendations to the
Board this fall.
Incidentally, Glenn Southard is
a member of the task force, for
which I commend him. I hope he
can now appreciate the mandates
imposed by state and federal laws
and that these requirements are
meant to reduce air pollution.
Regulation XV does need
improvement, but it has been and
will continue to be an essential
element in our strategy to bring
clean air back to Southern
California. 4
Leoaanl Paulilz IS a board member,
~nlins cilia of San .Bernardino
County, South Coast Air Quality
Manasement District, and a
Montclair Ctl)' Council Member

W

hen Envirothene, Inc.,
the state ·s largest
recycler of curbsidecollected plastic bottles, needed
assistance, the University ot
California Manufacturing Extension
Program was the place to turn.
"UC is one of the finest
resources the state has," said
Michael Kopulsky, Envirothene 's
CEO. "The university is very
responsive. As a small business
without a large research and
development staff, we turn to UC
with new ideas or problems."
Hank Rogers, the University of
Califoma Manufacturing Extension
Program (UCMEP) advisor based at
UC
Riverside,
is helping
Envirothene with a total quality
management program and has
linked Envirothene up with UCR's
Systems Clinic to address research
needs. Through the Systems Clinic,
a chemical engineering student is
planning to conduct research on
ways Envirothene can cut waste in
recycling by developing new
products.
UCMEP uses advisors to access
engineers and business specialists
to solve production problems,
improve quality and productivity,
introduce new technology and
improve employee training. Two to
five days of free assistance can he
provided upon request by smalland medium-sized manufacturers
(with fewer than 500 employees).
The Systems Clinic is a major
link between industry and the UCR
College ot Engineering. It allows
industry to benefit from university
research while students gain realworld experience.
When plastic bottles are sorted at
the plant, 75 to 90 percent are
usable with Envirothene's current
technology, leaving up to 25
perctnt waste, Kopulsky said.
Envirothene is looking for creative
uses for the remaining 25 percentand turned to UCMEP for help.
Currently, Envirothene processes
120 million bottles each year-a
number that is expected to grow to
about 300 miUion by 1995.
Recycling is a growing industry
in California. The California
Integrated Waste Management Act
of 1989 requires cities to reduce the

"In California, the 11th
largest export is raw
recyclables-what we
consider trash," Kopulsky
said. "We're still viewing
this as waste; other
countries view It as raw
materials."

amount of trash sent to landfills by
25 percent by !995; 50 percent by
2000. Cities are scrambling to meet
these goals, and many curbside
recycling programs have been
instituted as a result.
"In California, the lith largest
export is raw recyclables-what we
consider trash," Kopulsky said.
"We're still viewing this as waste;
other countries view it as raw
materials. We should be creating
the industry here at home.

California is the ultimate testing
ground for these new technologies,
and as a small business we've
turned to the educational institution
for guidance and help."
Envirothene, based in Chino,
generates more than $4 million in
sales each year and employs 30
people. &
For more mformation about UCMEP,
contact Hank Rogers at
(909) 787-2121.
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Southern California's Most Earthquake-Resistant
Hospital Now Under Construction
Contmu~d From

The 373-bed replacement facilit)
was designed by the architectural
firm of BTA, Inc. (Bobrowffhoma
AssOCiates) in association With
Perkins & Will.
The three
buildings v; all comprise 975,000
square feet. It will replace the
existing hospital in San Bernardmo,
which Is the third bus1est trauma
center on the West Coast.
"This new base-isolatiOn facihty

represents the next genera lion in
eJSmlc safety," said Juha Thoma,,
prestdent and CEO of BTA. "It sets
a trend for tuture construction of
healthcare faciltties 1n earthquakeprone reg10ns."
Base Isolation involves the use of
footing designed like shock
absorbers to absorb seismic energy
and isolate the building above from
ground motiOn.

been developed to meet much
higher standards, and hospitals
should be the first m line to take
advantage of th1s," Burdtck .tdded.
"In spite of the stnngcnt
requirements," Burdick claimed,
" this project has been one of the
smoothest I've been mvolved in
because of the exemplary teamwork
and attitude of partnership with
hosp1tal and county officials."
Close to the San Andreas fault,
the new San Bernardmo County
Medical Center w11l be located at
Pepper Street, north of Interstate 10
in the city of Colton Completion is
planned for 1998. It is one of the
largest hc.tlthcare projects currently
underway in the country and the
largest base-isolated hosp1tal in the
world. The existing hospital m San
Bernardino dates back to 1918.
The new facility 1s also designed
to accommodate changes already
taking place in the era of healthcare
reform, with an emphasis on
managed care and outpatient
services. "It features an integrated
healthcare campus emphasizing
ambulatory care and preventive
medicine," explained Michael
Bobrow, design principal for the
project. "It also features a
breakthrough design for the nursing
units, allowing nurses to provide a
wide range of patient services for
the acutely ill and those requiring
the most intensive care all in the
same area," he added. Another
unique feature is a landscaped park
that literally runs through the
building to act as a guide map for
patients and visitors.
Designed to accommodate over
1!!0,000 outpatient visits per year,
the facility includes a free-standing
mental health care center and is
planned to accommodate iuture
expansion.
BTA is a Los Angeles-based
architecture,
planning
and
consulting
firm
with
an
international reputation for largescale health care, educational,
public and institutional work. In the
past 22 years, the firm has designed
more than 500 hospitaJs around the
world, and it has been honored with

for the project.
California's Hospita l Seismic
Safety Act was passed in 1972
followang the Sylmar earthquake.
"Since then, new technology has
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Water Treatment Plant Completed in Cuernavaca

Page 3

"With several of the area's major
healthcare facilities damaged by the
January 17th earthquake, new
hospllals should invest m a h1gher
level of structural integrity," satd
David Burdtck, managmg principal
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he United States Filter
Corporation of Palm
Desert has inaugurated
the first direct concession
completed for Mex1co by a U.S
firm ~•nee the passage of the
North American Free 1 rade
Agreement (NAI·TA) The new
water treatment plant uses U.S.
dollars and advanced technology
to help clean up water, reduce
landfill v. aste and protect forests
in MexiCO.
" The whole story here is a
NAFTA dream come true,"sa1d
Richard J. Heckmann, chairman,
president and CEO of U.S . Filter
Corp., dunng ceremonies
attended by officials from both
U .S. Filter and the Mexican
government. "All of th1s
equipment was manufactured in
unwn plants in the Umted States
and shipped to Mexico, where it
was assembled. Six hundred
Mexican workers built this plant
in five months, which is record
time for any country. And now
Mexican workers are being

T

tramed to operate the plant."
The
new
$20-million
Cuernavaca Water Treatment
Plant was fmanced and built by
U.S.
Filter
Corporation.
Construction and operation of
the facilit) created an estimated
600 JObs in Mex1co and at least
45 new JObs 1n U.S Filter
facilities 1n the United States.
U.S. Filter will operate the plant
for 13 years, recovering its
Investment through sewage
treatment fees At thut po1nt, the
c1ty v.!ll assume respons1b11i1y
for the plant .
The plant introduces for the
fHst lime 1n Mex1co an
advanced water treatment
technology featuring rotating
bwlogical contactors (RBCs) a
ser1es of low- to high-dens1ty
films on wh1ch a large
population of 'friendly' bacteria
grow and digest 'unfriendly'
organic contaminants. The
technology generates less odor
and requires less space, energy
and
maintenance
than

Toastmasters Elect District 12 Officers
IVERSIDE,
CAToastmasters
from
throughout the Inland
Empire unanimously elected their
1994-1995 District 12 officers on
May 7 at their spring conference at
the University of California,
Riverside.
Elected District Governor of the
1,200-member organization was
Greg Scott of Riverside. Scott is a
Division Chief with the California
Department of Forestry Fire
Protection
at
the
Norco
Conservation Camp.
Incoming District Lt. Governor
of Education and Training is Bill
Cortus of Murrieta. Judy Bailey of
Riverside was elected Lt. Governor
of Marketing. The Inland Empire
District 12 's four Division
Governors were also elected at the
event.
Richard Snyder of
Qaremont will serve as Division A
Governor; Richard Danzey of
Victorville was elected Division B
Governor; Bill Laird of Alta Lorna
was chosen Division C Governor
and Grace LeFevre of Redlands is

R

the incoming Division D Governor.
The
District's
annual
Communication and Leadership
Award was presented to Richard
Oliphant, pa~t mayor of the city of
Indian Wells, and the prestigious
"Penny Cole Award'' was presented
to Brenda Keeling of Spring Valley
Lake.
With 180,000 members in 8,000
corporate and community clubs
worldwide,
Toastmasters
International has helped build the
communication and leadership skills
of more than 3,000,000 women and
men since its 1924 founding by Dr.
Ralph Smedley in Santa Ana. The
world's leading organization
devoted to the improvement and
development
of
individual
communication and leadership
skills, Toastma~ters International is
headquartered in Rancho Santa
Margarita, CA. Within the Inland
Empire, about 1,200 community
and business leaders are members of
71 Toastmasters clubs from
Temecula to Pomona to the high
desert and the Coachella Valley. •

conventional systems. It is
des1gned to treat 13.8 mill ion
gallons of sewage that have
been gomg into the Apatlaco
River each day It also converts
organic material removed from
the v. ater into fert1ltzer, saving
forest humus that was being
Illegally poached from the
Mex1can l'ational Forest to use
as compost. The sludge
composllng
process
also
recycles bagasse waste from
nearby sugar m1lls. Using
"clean" technology to clean up
the pollution was vital, smce the
plant 1S located close to
residential areas
The cleanup also will have a
pos1t1ve mfluence on the resort
community's
toun:.m
Cuernavaca 1s known worldw1de
as the City of Eternal Spring.
Many canyons and ravines that
cross the city, in some of the
most beautiful natural areas of
Cuernavaca, often become
flooded with polluted water.
"O ur natural resources are

cntical to our way of llfe, and
this plant will help clean our
river, canyons and ravmes," said
Elias Gomez Azcarato, secretary
of urban development and public
works for the state of Morelos.
"All the people 1n Cuernavaca
will have a better envuonment."
U S . Filter sees sizable
business potential 1n the
privatization of municipal
serv1ces and "ftnance-buildoperate" proJects tn Mexico.
"Th1s proJeCt IS a sign of our
conf1dence 1n Mex1co's growing
economy and commllment to
environmental protection,"
Heckmann sa1d
U S F1lter IS the leading
manufacturer of filtratiOn, water
and wastewater treatment
systems
Established 1n 1953, U . S.
Filter has corporate offices in
Palm Desert, with manufacturing, processmg, sales and
service centers located at over
35 sites in the United States and
some 50 locations worldwide. •

Medical Education Program
Begins at
San Antonio Community Hospital
ConUnU~d From Pag~

therapy, and out-patient surgery
services. Physicians in the
areas of family practice, internal
medicine,
obstetrics/gynecology, pediatrics, orthopedics,
ophthalmology, and other
medical and surgical specialties
have offices at the center.
The College of Osteopathic
Medicine of the Pacific is a
non-profit,
accredited,
independent academic health
center located in downtown
Pomona. Founded in 1977 as a
four-year medical school to
educate osteopathic physicians,
the
college
also
offers
educational programs in allied
health professions. More than
800 students are enrolled in
programs leading to the Doctor
of Osteopathy degree, Master of
Science in Health Professions

23

Education degree, the Master of
Physical Therapy degree, and
the
Physician
Assistant
certificate.
A school of
pharmacy is being established
which will offer a Doctor of
Pharmacy degree beginning in
1997. COMP also provides
continuing
medical
and
professional education for
physicians and other health care
professionals.
Almost 70 percent of the
more than 1,000 COMP D.O.
graduates are either in training
programs or practicing in the
field of primary care medicine.
By next year, COMP will
provide 20 percent of all the
new
family
medicine
practitioners in 13 western
states, according to college
officials. •
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Edison Offers Solar Power to Customers
Not Connected to Power Lines

R

OSEMEAD,
Ca.Southern Californi a
Edison has announced a
new program to provide clean ,
quiet, emission-free solar
energy to customers in remote
areas where electricity is not
available . This is good news for
property owners of land left
undeveloped because of the lack
of electric lines.
Inverter
The
three-year
pilot
photovoltaic (PV) or solar
energy program is designed for
homes,
businesses
and
government facilities that
Batteries
Photovoltaic
presently are not connected to
Home/
Array
the Edison electric distribution
Business
Enclosure
wires, and where a power line
extension would be too costly.
The stand-alone solar systems
convert sunlight directly into
electricity for immediate use or
• Sun enters photo• A controller, or
• If power is needed
• If power is to be
• A supplemental
for battery storage.
voltaic array or
switch, determines
immediately in the
stored, it goes
option is the use of
Customers will lease (with an
panels, creating
where the power
directly to the
home or business,
a back-up
an electric
should be placed:
batteries. At night
it goes through an
option to buy) the solar system
generator
current.
stored in
or on cloudy
inverter, where the
integrated into the
for a flat monthly fee based on
batteries for future
electricity is
days, the stored
system.
the actual cost of the installed
use, or directly to
power goes from
converted from
system. Edison will contract
the home or
direct current to
the batteries,
business.
alternating current.
through the
with independent businesses for
inverter, and into
installation and maintenance of
the house or
the equipment. To encourage
business.
competition and keep costs
down, contracts will be awarded
struction projects . And Edison
The coalition will continue t o
monit o r a nd i mpr ove the
to the lowest bidders .
is able to serve new customers
monitor
the
co s ts
and
program over th e thr ee -year
who
otherwise
have
no
competitive impacts of the
period for the b e n e fit of the
dependable source or' power. "
program.
entire industry."
Program costs will be paid for
Before any work is started,
by the solar customers, not by
Edison
will
a ss es s
the
"The Edison program
Edison ratepayers, said Wayne
customer ' s energy needs to
Gould, Edison's manager of
Ia designed to
determine the appropriate size
photovoltaic
applications.
Average monthly energy
of the solar energy system.
accelerate photovoltalc
Minimum installation size of the
Edison will identify the three
and maintenance
commercialization
system is one kilowatt (kW)
lowest bidders from the
payments for the one kW
which provides approximately
and Integration Into the
competitive bidding process and
2,000
kilowatt-hours
of
sy~em
may
range
from
allow
the customer to select the
utility grid,..
electricity per year. Average
winning
contractor.
The
$150 to $300, depending
aald Gould.
monthly energy and maincustomer may choose to
on the energy use and
tenance payments for the one
purchase the system at any time
kW system may range from
backup power options.
within the 15-year finance
$150 to $300, depending on the
period.
energy use and backup power
Pending further tests and the
"This is a win-win program
options.
completion of initial market
for all participants," said John
The Edison solar progum
baseline studies, Edison expects
E. Bryson, Edison's chairman
evolved from a collaborative
"The Edison program is
the program to be available by
and chief executive officer.
effort of representatives from
designed
to
accelerate
late summer.
"Homeowners and businesses in
the California Public Utilities
photovoltaic commercialization
Interested customers or
remote locations get clean, quiet
Commission, California Energy
and integration into the utility
contractors should call Edison
electricity. Independent conCommission, consumer groups,
grid," said Gould. "Edison and
Photovoltaic Applications,
tractors get jobs and conutilities and the solar industry.
the coalition will be able to
(818) 302-2580. .&

Typical Off-Grid Photovoltaic Energy System
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Nation's Largest Alternative Meditation Firms Merge

T

he nation's two largest
alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) providers have
announced that they have agreed to
merge.
The joining of Jud1cial
Arbitration & Mediation Serv1ces,
Inc. (JAMS) and Endispute will
form a nationwide ADR company
with offices in nine states, the
District of Columbia, and 25 cities.
It will employ 300 retired and
former judges and other mediators
and 175 support staff By bringing
together this pool of the best
mediators and arbitrators. and

r

expanding its marketing and
operational structures, the new
company will be able to offer the
w1dest range of services, reduce
deliverv costs, and optimize client
satisfaction
JAMS' founder, the Hon. H.
Warren Kmght, and Endispute cofounder, Jonathan B. Marks, made
the joint announcement on May 6.
"We have each known for several
years that our companies fit
together hand-in-glove," they said,
"w1th complementary office
locations across the United States,
complementary serv1ces, and a

shared commitment to prov1ding
effective solutions to the high costs
and delays of litigation ."
"The exploding demand for ADR
services mandated JAMS" decision
to merge with Endispute," Judge
Knight said. "Our clients have
become Increasingly sophisticated
in their ADR demands and service
expectatiOns. We concluded that
the best way to meet those
expectations was to begin this
partnership with Endispute rather
than through heavy 1nternal
investment. That decision now
creates a national service network

LEA&\1JNG TO l1VE

WITH DIABE1ES

The San Antonio Diabetes Treatment Center ,Jfers a comprehensive program destgnal to help diabetes patients
mammm a TkXT!lal, healthy likstyle. The diaretes treatment team, comprised r:iqu:a.Lfidl nurse educators arJ diericl3nS,
help; paoents manage the di<;ease thnx.¢ prq-er numtion, exercise, medicaoon arJ educarm. A carefully rnanagru
program, m cmrdinatirn "'1th your ch:ror, can help )W a,·oid the potentially devasraong effects ,idiabetes.
Self ~ent an:l in.hvidual classes are cifered m ailinon ro diet <XJU!1Seling an..! the Su.eet S11ccess expectant
mother prcwam, all r:i which follow the Amencan Diabetes Associanon stan..lards.
D.n'r ler diabetes conm)l your ltfe. Call the SJ.n Antomo Diabetes Treatment Center t,).]ay at (9C9) 920-4956 arJ
ler u; show )W how ro leal a happy, healthy ltfe.
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SAN ANTONIO DIABETES TREATMENT CENTER
999 San &:marJmo Road, UrlanJ, Califomoa 91786 900/920-4956
A SAN ANTONIO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL PROGRAM

Program Creates Successful Teen Teachers

unparalleled in the field of ADR "
he said.
'
JAMS geographic strengths have
been on the West Coast and in
Texas, when the company recently
announced the formation of its first
attorney-mediation panels, according to JAMS' Chief Executive
Officer Jack Unroe, who has been
designated CEO of the new
company On the other hand
Endispute has a strong presence i~
the East and in the Midwest, where
it established a reputatiOn as a
leader in the ADR field. "The
merger of JAMS and Endispute
gives us the s1ze, skills, and
geographic divt:rsity to capture
opportunities created by the
nation's increasing commitment to
ADR," Unroe sa1d.
An earlier merger between
Endispute and the Bates Edwards
Group, the San Francisco-based
mediation practice founded by John
Bates Jr. and Bruce Edwards, adds
another dimension to the merger.
"The agreement brings together the
best ADR resources and talent in
the United States," said John Bates,
now an Endispute senior vice
president "The credibility that
comes from our combined
organizations and the broad
experience of every one of our
retired and former judges and other
mediators will allow us to contmue
to expand our commitment to help
improve the way America resolves
disputes."
According to Marks, "Endispute
has built its reputation on ADR
innovation and on offering its
clients a full range of ADR
services. Joining with JAMS," he
said, "will allow us to expand these
services without sacrificing the
attention to quality and client
satisfaction that are crucial to ADR
success. For example, access to
JAMS' state-of-the-art computerized case management systems
will help us efficiently achieve this
level of service."
"The sus tained demand from
individuals and corporations for
more complex ADR services and
the continuing decision by highly
regarded experts from the bench,
the Bar, and specialized areas of
expertise to become ADR
practitioners indicates to me the
maturing dimensions of our field.
ADR is today a vibrant and
important element of the American
and international legal environment.
In that sense, the JAMS-Endispute
merger is a pragmatic response to
the business and service demands
this maturity suggests," Judge
Knight concluded. .t.
kJ!'.~
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by Chns1y Newey

f you've ever thought of
learning to speak Spanish, the
Hispanic Training Institute has
dev1sed a program called New
Spirits for America (NSA), in
which teenagers fluent in Spanish
and English teach classes to those
who want or need to learn the
language.
The Hispanic Training Institute
(HTI), headquartered in Riverside,
is a division of Skinner Learning
Technologies, founded by David
C. Skinner in 1991. HTI operates
full-service language and literacy
trammg centers in Riverside. Indio
and Arcadia . They provide
English, Spanish and literacy
classes for businesses, school
districts, public agencies and
individuals . The instruction is
based
upon
an
advanced
technology known as the "Skinner
Method," which accelerates
second language learnmg.
The idea of the NSA is to train
bilingual teens to teach both
English and Spanish effectively.
At the same time, interactions
between the teen teachers and their
adult students build understanding
and acceptance on both sides. The
program is posillve for both the
community and for the teens in
several respects, the Institute says.
The program provides a unique
opportunity for "out of school" or
"at risk" youngsters to perform
work that is perceived as high
value and professional, and the
youths receive a higher pay rate
than they would in most entry
level jobs. The technology also
assures that the adults will be
successful J~arners, which means
that the teens will experience real
success as teachers. Finally, the
teens and their adult students
"learn from each other, which
generates a new 'spirit' of trust,
acceptance, and willingness to
understand a nd li sten to one
another."
"Teaching Spanish is like giving
us a position in the community,"
said Hector Rodriguez, a teen
teacher in Syracuse, NY, where
the program first began in
response to growing language
barriors between the Latino
community and the police
department. Rodriguez, who was
quoted in an article in Hispanic
Magazine (Oct. ' 92), adds :

I

kif·"

"We're showing people we can do
good too. We're not bad people."
Javier Magana, a teen teacher at
HTI's Indio center, echoed those
thoughts. ''This expenence has
been a big boost for me," sa1d
Magana "Now I know that I can
take a tough challenge and
succeed. It makes me feel really
good about myself."
The teen teachers are recru1ted,
tested and trained by HTI. At the
same time, liT! IS work1ng wllh
community agencies and local

busmesses to recruit adult students
for
the
Spanish
classes.
Participants enroll in a 60-hour
program and have the option to
enroll m higher level classes after
they complete the first level.
Alex Fonseca, director of HTI's
Riverside center, summed it up.
"Our aim is to provide a vital
community service by helping to
reduce the language and cultural
barriers that d1v1de and undermine
commumties," he sa1d . "At the
same lime, we try to use existing

resources within those same
communities. That is why our
policy IS to h1re and train local
people who are either unemployed
or very underemployed. There is
an enormous reservo1r of unused
talent within our communities, and
we are using our technology to
prov1de new and productive
outlets for latent skills and
abilities. At the same time we are
providing an important service to
the commumty, and that's our
ffiiSSJOn." .t.
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Women & Business Expo Sold Out

W

ith such outstanding
drawing cards as Dr.
Laura Schlessinger,
radio host / psychologist; Janet
Evans, four-time Olympic Gold
:\1edal Winner, and Glofla
Allred, well-known feminist
attorney as keynote speakers, it
~·as a foregone conclusion that

revelation of her lifelong quest
for excellence was inspirational,
and Allred's fiery oratory was
filled with passion about
societal abuse of women and
children.
Pam Lontos, the mistress o f
ceremonies, as well as a seminar
leader, was another valuable

Janel Evans

Wiler you see a huge bUI.di 1g · 1dustnal she1v1ng and
membership cards, it's easy to see how you may thmk of
SAM'S Club as JUSt another warehouse club. But lhe truth IS,
were really qu1te different SAM'S Club adiVISIOn of Wai-Mart
Star~ l:1c <;set up tc supp1y nusiness
SAM SGlut s 10' Ollly tre umber one wc::~e 10use CtUb
r tt ecou:~t·y were tte one war roL se club that orns b Slness people abetter sot.r.::e of goods We stock the mercnar-

Pam L.on1os

the fourth annual Women &
Business Expo held at the
Riverside Convention Center on
Fnday, May 13th, would fill the
aud1tormm.
Dr. Schlessinger 's humorous
presentation kept the audience
of 1,100 laughing, Evan ' s

asset to the event. Par ticipants
were able to attend three of the
45 seminars offered, and the
follow-up poll indicated that the
great majority were impressed
by the leader s and the
information gained , as well as
by the delicious luncheon . .4

Dr. Laura Schlessinger

Glona Allred

Junk Wealth Pacific
Corporation of Nevada
and Temescal Creek
Continued From Page 3

and local governments directly
which has come into contact with
affected by old, unmanaged
waste.
landfills, .. sa1d Board Chairman
The CJWMB has $8 million this
Jesse R. Huff. '"We're happy to
fiscal year and $5 million to be
assist communities in this effort by
allocated in subsequent years. The
providing expertise and financial
CIWMB funds are available as
support to ensure that the public's
matching grants
to local
health and safety is maintained
governments and local solid waste
while
improving
local
enforcement agencies or as loans to
environmental conditions and
owner/operators who lack the
visual blight."
funds to perform the cleanup. In
The new program will take on
some cases, local authorities will
the clean-up of "orphan" sites
assume responsibilty for site
throughout the state where the
cleanup while the board will
responsible party cannot be
assume responsibility in other
identified or is unable or unwilling
cases.
to pay. The program will fund the
More than 250 sites in
removal of illegally dumped waste
California could benefit from the
and provide security fencing and
new program, and more sites will
preventative public education. It
be added to the cleanup list
will also fund the installation of a
continually. The board will pursue
system to collect millions of
full cost recovery from responsible
gallons of contaminated water
pa:lies whenever possible . .4

Groundwater Fees to Raise Taxes
By Dick Stanfield

oachel!a Valle~ cities are
prepanng to raise taxes to
meet a federally mandated
program to reduce groundwater
pollution. They will meet with the
Riverside County Board of
Supervisors on July 11 for finalization
of the proposed fees, which will be
added to the county property tax bills.
On June 28, prior to that meeting,
the supervisors will hold a public
hearing on the issue. The federal
policy, listed under the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Program, mandates that all
cities must reduce groundwater
pollution. In order to afford the
necessary preventative measures,
most cities must raise taxes. While
public hearings for some cities are still
pending, others have already arrived
at their fees. For instance, each
household in Palm Springs is slated to
pay an annual fee of $9.50, while fees
set in Cathedral City are $9.74; Desert
Hot Springs, $1.57; Indio, $8.88; La
Quinta, $9.99; Palm Desert, $3.58;
and Rancho Mirage, $4.68.
Meanwhile, at a recent public
hearing on the issue in Cathedral City,

C

'S Club
Is ot Your
Ordinary
Warehouse
Club. It's A
,...-----NewWarTo
SUDDIY Your
pi=
Business.
We're In Business To Save
Your Business Money.

some residents opposed the new tax
on the grounds that it is being levied
only on homeowners and businesses,
excluding vacant lots and agricultural
lands.
The Cathedral City Council
unanimously voted to send a letter to
the federal government protesting the
need for the tax and all other
unfunded federal mandates.
Cathedral City IS included in
Riverside County SerYice Area 152,
where the pollution tax is set to be
levied. The County Service Area was
established to comply with the law
requiring that all local governments
control storm water runoff in order to
stop pollution. Storm waters often
pick up oil, grease, automobile
coolants and pesticides dripped or
spilled on city streets and county
roadways. These toxic wastes can
eventually pollute lakes, streams and
drinking water acquired from area
aquifers.
According to city staff, cities that
ignore this mandate could be fmed as
much as $25,000 a day. Cathedral
City has preliminary plans to spend
the new funds on more street
sweeping, storm water testing and
catch basin cleaning. ..4
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Writing a Business Plan

1994
BOOK
LISTS

ON
Top List Allows You To:
./ Wrile a letter to merge with TopL1s1 data.
./ lnserl any salutation into the letter, Good
Morning, D('ar, etc.
./ Print labels one or two across on a dol malnx
printt.·r, or two acros..~ on a laser printer
./ Prcv1ew labels. letters, and reports on the
.-crccn before pnnung (DOS only)

TopL1st IS lhc software version of lhe 1994 Book of

./ Create a tcxl file of any or all of the data. Great

Lists. TopLis! allows you to write letters, print labels,

for cxporung dat.1 mto your favorite database
or word pt ocessor.

print follow-up reports and sort data. h will put you in
touch With lOp eXCCU!IVCS 10 minuteS.
List name, rank, key contact & !llle, complete address,
telephone number, a field to add fax number, gender

./ Load and usc over 40 add111onal "Book of Lists"
from acrOS> the c-oumry
./ Plu; more!

Also Available:

t1tle (Mr. or Ms.), and reason for ranking (t.e. revenue,
number of employees, cct). These fields are all

./ Data m ACT! and lsi ACT! ready fonnats.
./ TopLtsl ma1l merge macro for Microsoft Word

mclud<d tf they appear in The Book.

Formats A }·ailable:

for Windows (available for use with TopLis! DOS
only, add Sl5.00).

TopL1slts available for IB\f.IPC or Macintosh
computers. The sclf·mstalhng TopLIS! software

To Order: (909) 391-1015
or Fax: (909) 391-3160

includes an unlimlled single-user license and entitles
registered users to lechnical support.

··---- -------- ----··- ---------------- ----·---- ----------------- ........................................ -------------------------------Name: ___________________________________

bus1ness 1ournaI
iNLAND EMPIRE

Company: _ _ _ _ __
A d d r e s s : - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - City/State/Zip:------------------Phone: __________________________________
Check

MasterCard

Visa

.. No one CO'Ytl'l the lnlud Empue blWaess hke The Busi.acss JouruaJ..

American Express

Credit Card I I : - - - - - - - - - - - - Exp: _ _ __
Program Format:
ACf! DOS

Disk Siu (DOS Only):

TopList DOS

TopLis! Macintosh

ACf! Windows

ACT! Macintosh

3.5'

5.25'

TopLis! @ $99.00

Before you write a single word
of your busmess plan, you should
"bone up" on the subject first.
How would you do this? The
easiest and most inexpensive way
would be to go to a library and
check out a few books on Business
Plans.
They will usually include the
purpose of business plans,
suggested formats, business plan
jargon (i.e.,proprietary, market
positioning, licensing to name a
few) and in almost all cases, a
sample business plan. Immerse
yourself in this business plan
information, especially the sample,
so you will have a strong frame of
reference. If you encounter terms
you do not understand, research
their definitions.

TopList Word Macro@ $15.00
Add sales lax @ 8.5%
Add shipping and handling of $3.50

Mail to: Inland Empire Business Journal
305 Sacramento Place
Ontario, CA 91764

Step One:
Business Plan Research

./ Prinl a repon !hat includes all data fields.

Data Includes:

Payment:

ost small business owners
would agree that writing
a business plan and
periodically updating 1t 1s a good
management practice, yet few
entrepreneurs actually write one. A
business plan is essential for
charttng operating goals and
attracting capital. If you have not
written your business plan because
you don't know how, perhaps th1s
"How To" arllclc can help.
Like any other activity, writmg a
business plan involves a process.
Processes can usually be broken
down mto specific parts. Once you
have learned the general process,
understand the individual parts, and
know how the parts relate to the
whole concept, you are close to
"mastering" an activity. Once you
have mastered an activity, it is very
easy to duplicate that activity in a
variety of different situations.
In other words, once you Jearn
the process of writing a general
business plan, you can use this skill
whether you're the owner of a
company, the president of a college
or the mayor of a large city. Every
type of organization needs the
planning discipline as a vehicle to
espouse its mission statement,
goals and strategies.
Enough said- let's get on with
the learning process .

M

OF

Data and Soft....·are:
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Step Two:
Preliminary Market Research

Overnight delivery add additional $5.75
Total

-------------·----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 1994 Mubtia& Soluhoas,ltd. for pre-purchase tec:bnical quesuou call I~R00-347-9267 Pnce aad avlilabtli1y are subJeCI to chaage.
AU Oilier braad or product aames meatioDed 11e trademarks or regiStered trademarks of tluer rctpecllve bolders.

Most experts agree that the
marketing section of your plan is
the most important and the hardest
to do.

Again, before you write your
plan, I ~uggest you conduct more
research-in this case, market
research. The better your market
research is, the easier it will be.
To conduct this research, I
suggest you "hit the streets" and
talk to as many potential
customers,
suppliers
and
competitors as you can . Ask
questions, take surveys and make
notes relative to your business
Also
frequent
as
many
"information houses" (i e. hbranes,
Chambers of Commerce, SBDCs,
SBA Information Centers) as you
can to obtain answers to the
followmg questions:
•What are the current trends m
your targeted industry?
•How much of your product or
service 1s normally purchased in a
given year, both in terms of units
and dollars?
•Who
are
your
main
competitors-both direct and
indirect-and what are their main
strengths and weaknesses?
•Who represents your most
likely target market (customers)?
Describe them in terms of
demographics or profiles.
•What are the estimated total
costs to produce your product or
service?
Once you have completed your
research, keep track of all sources
of information so you will be able
to properly footnote them in the
written plan.

Step Three:
Begin Writing-Format Outline
Now that you have finished your
research both on the subject of
business plans and your market,
you are finally ready to wnte!
First draw up your format outline.
Business plan experts do not seem
to agree on a standardized format.
Every consultant has their own
version of required sections, titles
and sequence. The following is the
format I use for my clients, but
again it's just my preference. Use
the format which best suits your
business.

VI Financial Plan
Start Up Costs
Requested Financing (if
applicable)
Pro Forma Financial
Statements
VII. Operating Plan
VIII. Contingency Plan
IX. Appendix

Step Four:
Begin Writing-Body
The next step is to begin writing
the body of your plan Before you
begin-just a few writmg tips. Use
short sentences and wnte in
common, everyday language. Do
not try to be too technical.
Remember, the idea is to
communicate to a
general
audience, not confuse them.
Use lots of paragraphs with
subheadings, and whenever
possible, use charts and graphs to
convey an idea rather than words.
(Remember to footnote your
sources for any quotes or
statistics!)
The overall writing objective is
to say as much as you possibly can
with as few words as possible.
Most experts agree that a business
plan should rarely exceed 25 pages
excluding the appendix sections.
While the cover page, table of
contents and executive summary
are the first sections of your plan,
they are usually written last,
especially the executive summary.
At this point I will give a brief
overview of the purpose of each
section.
Cover Page - Self-explanatory.
Include name, address,
phone
number and contact person.
Table of Contents - Self-explanatory. Consider a separate Table Q/.
Contents for your Appendix.

I. Executive Summary - A brief
two-page summary of your entire
business plan, designed to entice
readers to read the entire plan.
Summarize key points of each
section. Write in narrative fashion
with no subheadings.

The Format

II. Company Description/Present
Cover Page
Table of Contents
I . Executive Summary
II. Company Description and
Present Situation
III. Management Plan
IV. Product & Services Plan
V. Marketing Plan
Market Analysis
Market Strategy

Situation - What type of business
entity are you? What general
business are you in? When was the
business formed? Who are the
owners? What is your present
situation (pre-startup, startup,
young operating, mature, etc.)?

job responsibilities and what IS
their work experience and
education?
Also name any
important outside advisors.
IV. Products/Services - What
product or serv1ce are you selling?
What are the key features and
benefits to the end user? Do you
enjoy a proprietary advantage? Is it
protected? (ie . patent, trademark,
copynght, licensing). How does
your product or service compare to
competitive offerings?
V. Marketing Plan - What are the
industry trends? Who are your
chief competitors and what arc the
demographics of your customer?
Who are your target markets? In
order to penetrate your target
market, how will you coordinate
product,
price,
promotion,
distribution and sales issues into an
effective overall strategy?
VI. Financial Plan - How much
will it cost you to start up or
expand your business? How much
financing do you need and what
kind are you seeking? What are
your three-year projections for
sales, expenses, profits, cash flow,
assets, liabilities and net worth? If
you seek outside investor
financing, what will be their return
on investment and when and how
do they get paid out?
VII. Operating Plan - How are you
going to get the "work" out? Will
you perform work in-house or
subcontract?
How
much
equipment, labor and physical plant
wtll you need? Who is responsible
for quality control or how will it be
maintained?
VIII. Contingency Plan - List the
top five risks that your company
will be exposed to and your plan to
combat them if they materializein short, your plan to overcome
Murphy's Law.
IX. Appendix - Include any
information that you believe will
help explain the nature of your
business and present it favorably.
Financial statements, company
brochures, copies of patents and
newspaper articles are but a few
examples.
That's my version of the
process. Good luck in your future
business plan writing efforts. &
E. E. Valdez is Fresident of The Claremont
Advisory Company, a management

III. Management Plan - Who are

consulting and training finn located in

the key executives? What are their

Claremont. 1·800-500-6336.
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What You Need to Know About
Memory and Performance

Review

T

h is month I want to talk
about
memory
and
operating systems, or
more precisely, memory's effect
on the performance of the latter.
Recently. PC Magazine (May 17,
1994) had a feature article on this
topic, so I want to summarize that
article and add my two bytes to
the discussion.
Many moons ago, when I was
working at Hewlett-Packard's PC
R&D facility in Sunnyvale, I had
an IDEA . Why not gain a
consensus
among
various
hardware and software groups
about what performance was?
Then it would be easy for us to
engineer
the
"mos test "
performance we could based on
that supposedly "easy" to arrive
at definition of performance.
Well, along with the discovery
that getting an agreement about

what a ba:.1c topic like
performance was is akin to
Hercules cleaning the stables, I
found that the general belief
among the engineers was that
memory \\<as good, and that more
of it, to a POINT, was better. It
turns out that they probably were
right.
The answer to the question of
what the optimum amount of
memory is for your PC has an
empirically arrived at answer.
This means someone has to go
into a lab and experiment. PC
Magaztne did just that and
arrived at some interesting
results. They examined what the
change in performance would be
if they kept the hardware
config uratiOn the same, but
changed the amount of memory
for a given operating system.
They tried out progressively
larger amounts of memory using
large
applications
under
Windows, Windows NT, and o:s
2.
What they found out was (as

the HP engmeers expected) that
performance
increased
as
memory was increased, but once
a critical minimum amount was
reached, performance leveled off.
Sort of the law of dimimshing
returns rearing its head . By the
way, another sort of memory,
cache, shows the same type
characteristic. There is an
optimum amount of cache
memory to have. In any case, the
charts showed that there seemed
to be an optimal amount of
memory for each system.
Unfortunately, Unix was not
tested. In my opinion, Unix is, as
Stonewall Jackson would say,
"the firstest with the mostest." It
has the ability to configure itself
automatically to take advantage
of memory size and system
configuration and, in general, is
the best multitasking operating
system you can run in the office.
But back to the PC Magazine
tests.
They used a 33MHz 486
Compaq Deskpro/M with a

340MB hard disk The hardware
was run usmg 4MB increments of
memory starting at 4MB and
ending at 32MB. They then ran
various su1tes (usually bulky
DOS or Windows applications) at
each memory size . They found
that both Window 3.1 and 0/S 2
were most effic1ent with at least
8MB of memory. Windows NT,
being a true memory hog, had to
have at least 16MB to run well. If
you double the respective
amounts, you have the "real world" optimally efficient
amount of memory. For example,
despite Microsoft's claims that
4MB is sufficient to run Windows
3.1, 8MB is better and 16MB
allows for best ease of use and
the increasingly growing size of
applications.
When you're buying a system,
get as much memory as you can
afford . It'll help keep the PCs
that you have acquired younger
longer. So the bottom line is: you
can never be too skinny, too rich,
or have too much memory . .4

Toxic Cleanup Program May Save Aerospace Jobs

A

JUNE 1994

standing-room-only
crowd of 200 Southland
industry representatives
attended the recent "Clean Air
Technologies Conference" held
in Marina Del Rey to learn about
clean manufacturing technologies developed through 21
separate research projects. The
projects were created to help
manufacturers of electronics,
medical equipment, metal
products and optical devices
eliminate pollutants that are
toxic, contribute to smog and
damage the earth 's ozone layer.
The joint multimillion dollar
research program, conducted by
the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (AQMD)
and the region's major aerospace
firms, bad several positive
results.
One that bas an immediate
impact on the Southland
economy is the discovery of a
non-toxic phosphoric acid-based
solution that will be used to
clean the 80-foot wings of planes
at McDonald-Douglas in Long

Beach.
shown that metal cleaned with
This solution will replace the
this solution have five times
hexavalent chromium-based
more flexural strength than with
anodizing solutions which have
the previous cleaners.
been labeled dangerous to the
Several other "safe" cleaners,
environment. A - - - - - - - - - - - - - degreasers and
M c Don aIdsolvents were
Douglas spokesintroduced as
man at the con"These breakthrough
research project
f;rence said that
approximately 50
jobs at the plant
could now be
saved, because
the
cleaning
process would
not have to be
moved to a state
or
foreign

technologies will help
our area's manufacturers
staycompetitiveinthe
worldwide market place
as they help clean up
our environment,, said
James M. Lents, AQMD
executive officer.

country with less
res t r i c t i v e
environmental
regulations.
------------The environmentally benign
solution also has side benefits
for the industry. It improves
metal's resistance to corrosion;
therefore the planes cleaned will
be lighter since no primer will
have to be used. Tests have also

developments at
the conference.
.. T h e s e
breakthrough
technologie s
will help our
area's
manufacturers stay
competitive in
the worldwide

market place as
they help clean
up our environment, " said
James M. Lents, AQMD executive officer. "Because they can
be used around the world, they
also can serve as a basis of new
economic opportunity for our
region."
Joining in the research

program were five aerospace
companies: Hughes/General
Dynamics, Northrop Corp.,
Rockwell International, TRW
and Rohr Inc., as well as
AQMD, the California Manufacturers Assn., Southe rn
California Edison, and Radian
Corp.
The research projects were
conducted in-house by the
aerospace companies. AQMD
provided more than $2 million in
matching funds from a special
technology advancement fund
established by state law. Edison
supported development of a
database to disseminate the
research results as part of its
business retention program. The
California Manufacturers Assn.
administered the research
program, with technical support
from Radian Corp.
For information on the new
environmentally safe products,
readers may call Larry Watkins,
Economic Development Supervisor at AQMD at (909) 396·
3246 . .4
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Eisenhower Medical Center in Continuous Expansion
by Dtck Stanfield

ancho
MirageEisenhower Medtcal Center
will expand its medical
care to nearby LaQumta when they
begin construction on a two-story,
40,000-square-foot family medical
complex this summer, hospital
officials have announced.
Albert C Mour, president of
Eisenhower Medical Center, said
the facility will be situated on four
acres of land on the corner of 48th
Avenue and Washington Street and
will be known as Eisenhower at
Laquinta. The site is about 10
miles east of Rancho Mirage. For
many years, in addition to our
Immediate Care Center and
Occupational Health Services,
Eisenhower has served the people
of LaQuinta and surrounding
areas," said Mour. "With this
project we are committing
ourselves to enhance and expand
existing services to provide more
convenient access to additional
high quality health care services to
the residents of this area."
The new two-story structure
will feature physicians' offices, an
imaging center, physical therapy
and outpatient services, maternity
and health education programs,
and other services as needed. To
assure
future
expansion,
Eisenhower has acquired an option
on additional adjoining property.
In conJunction with construction
of the new facility, Eisenhower
officials are presently negotiating
for the relocation of its Immediate

R

Care Center and Occupational
Health Services in Laquinta That
facility, built in 1986, is presently
located in the Plaza LaQuinta
Center and offers medical care for
urgent (but not life threatening)
conditions and also features
occupational health services,
including rehabilitation programs
for mjured workers.
Eisenhower Medical Center is a
comprehensive, progressive, notfor-profit health care facility
comprised
of
Eisenhower
Memorial Hospital, the Betty Ford
Center, the Barbara Sinatra
Children ' s Center and the
Annenberg Center. It ts located on
100 acres in Rancho Mirage.
In April, Eisenhower Med1cal
Center became one of the first
sites tn the nation to utilize
General Electric Medical System's
new " state-of-the-art" digital
cardiac systems with the opening
of a newly bulit cardiac
catheterization lab located on the
main floor of Eisenhower
Memorial Hospital near the
cardiac patient unit, officials
announced.
"The new unit, an integral part
of
Eisenhower's
existing
cardiology program, will be four
times larger than the former
cardiac catheterization lab and will
feature two complete cardiac
catheterization suites equipped
with the latest digital technology
and an electrophysiology lab,"
Mour noted.
The new equipment can be used
for angiograms and computerized
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• A DIRTY HVAC SYSTEM WASTES MONEY IN ENERGY COSTS.
UP TO

48%

LOST EFFICIENCY!!

• A DIRTY HVAC SYSTEM CAN COST YOU IN EMPLOYEE LOST
MAN HOURS DUE TO ILLNESS.
• A DIRTY HVAC SYSTEM CAN BE A MAJOR UABIUTY IN
WORKMAN COMPENSATION AND {OR ADA CLAIMS.

ENVIRx
CAN

AssiST You Bv PROVIDING:

* INDOOR AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT SURVEYS
*COMPLETE HVAC SYSTEM CLEANING
* SUPERIOR AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS

FOR A CLEANER HEALTHIER ENVIRONMENT CALL:

(800) 850-3345

treatment
technologies,
educational and support services,
and a "national" cancer databank.
Cancer treatments at the facility
include chemotherapy, infusion
therapy, biotherapy and blood
transfusion therapy. Other services
include the traditional radiation,
nutrition counseling, spiritual
counseling, pain management
therapy and a variety of home care
services.
The Cancer Center provides a
wide-range of support groups,
including groups for patients of
breast cancer, colon cancer, and
prostate cancer, as well as one for
bereavement.
Smoking cessation, breast selfexamtnation and other cancerrelated classes sponsored by the
American Cancer Society also are
held at Eisenhower.
According to an Eisenhower
spokesman, the facility has been a
leading provider of cancer care
since 1973. Eisenhower's cancer
program first was accredited by
the American College of Surgeons
in 1981.
In 1991 Eisenhower was chosen
by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations as a test site for
performance measures in the
diagnosis and treatment of cancer
patients. " Based on the most
recent data, for most types of
cancer, survival rates for
Eisenhower' cancer patients
exceed those of cancer patients on
a national average," a spokesman
noted . .4

stenosis studies. A normal portion
of an artery can be measured and
compared to blocked or abnormal
portions so the physician can
determine whether an angioplasty
or bypass surgery is necessary.
According to officials, having two
cardiac catheterization suites
means that the facility can respond
"without delay" if one of the labs
is busy and an emergency heart
attack patient arnves.
Recently, Eisenhower was also
licensed by the California State
Department of Health for its new
"Birthing Center, " a 22,395square-foot maternity/ perinatal
care facility located in the John L.
Sinn Wing. "The birthing wing is
the only facility in Coachella
Valley fully ded1cated to smgleroom maternity care," Gino
Tutera, medical director, noted.
"The birthing center conststs of 14
rooms where, in most cases,
mothers can progress through all
stages (labor, delivery, recovery,
and postpartum) in a birthing room
featuring a spacious, home-like
environment," he added.
Other features include two
surgical delivery suites should
Cesarean birth be necessary, an
eight-bed special care nursery,
high-tech computerized mother
and fetal monitors, and in-room
isolets. Another area of recent
expansion at Eisenhower Medical
Center is its new Cancer Center, a
2,500-square-foot unit located in
the Kiewit Professional Building
on the Eisenhower "campus." The
Cancer Center features the latest
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BARTER EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)

Additional Business through Bartering
Why lay out your hard earned cash lor your bus!,_ expenaM when you can be
bartering and paying lor them with the eddltionel bu.l,_ - aend yo<fl
Conserve your ceah out1ey and reduce your overhead by bettering with Barter members
lor your business, personal. family needs and axpen....
When you pay $200 cah outlay out of your pocket lor mechanical, printing, legal,
medical, office/shop maintenance, tv/appliances, etc., etc., you could have COOMrVed the! hard
earned cash and paid for those ongoing expenses with the buaineaa/credlla you have earned
and accumulatedI ·-· Additional Buaineaa paid lor through bartering.
Using your WHOLESALE, buying power. your cost (barter credlla equiv.Jent to ceah
dollars) you are purchasing et the regular price. however actual cost out-<>1-pocket Is your
(WHOLESALECOSi). PLUSYOUSllllHAVEn-tAT$200 HARD EARNED CASH IN YOUR
POCKET. Now donn' the! sound great? INTERESTED?

SIGNED-UP MEMBERSHIP COUNT NOW OVER 390
Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 9 Years
(909) 881-6130-34

•

FAX (909) 881-6135

Ask for Joseph. Julie. Maryann or Tony
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Executive Time Out- A Taste of Australia
by Camille Bounds

ydney is to Australia what
San Francisco is to the
United States, or Paris is
to France. It is completely

S

"This comRany's been in business fifty years.
No way is Workers' ComiJ
going to put us out of business."
Doug Robbins and Roy Augusta, Robbins Auto Top Co., Inc.

"My grandfather started this
company," says Doug Robbins, President
of Robbins Auto Top Co., Inc.
"We make the finest auto tops in the
country. We always have and always
will. But let me tell you, our
workers'romp costs were
absolutely killing us."
That's why the Robbins
Auto Top Company is
now with the FHP
24 Hour Managed

Care Program.
"It's real
simple. The
• The FHP 24 Hour~~ Program IS now

company we had before treated us like
just another number. And
our workers' camp costs
had gone sky high.
"We switched to the FHP
program and now it's a whole
new day. They listen. They
respond. And they provide
excellent medical care.
Plus, they've made our
safety standards higher.
And litigation lower. So our
claims frequency
and costs have
been cut in half."

To find out how the FHP 24 Hour
Managed Care Program can help your
business, calll-800-842-4347 or your
insurance broker.
"These days, I'm not worrying about
workers' camp costs. I'm making auto
tops. And I'd like to keep it that way for
another fifty years."

24 Hour Managed
Care Program

bv FHP, Inc • federally-<jualified HMO, and 1ts corporate alfiiWte, Great States lnsurarn Company Califomia.d
••

orruo

led

propem and casual tv 11\.'uranre companY

unique from the rest of this
down-under island. You cannot
say you have seen Australia if
you have only been to Sydney.
Yet it is a welcome contrast to a
continent that seems incredibly
remote and isolated to the
average urbanized trnveler
There ts a relaxed extrafriendly atmosphere JUst about
everywhere you go, with a
glorious mix of humanity from
around the globe.
Neighborhoods with the foods and
cultures of Indonesians, East
Indians, Vietnamese, South
Pacific islanders, and, of course
the origtnal aborigrnal people
make up modern-day Sydney.
"Sydneysiders" are as happy,
congenial, and laid back as one
can get You might say Sydney
is not only a place to visit, but
also a great place to live.
Sydney has a rich, gutsy
history that sounds like a fiction
novel. In 17R7. the area was
populated wtth about 3,000
ab origines. In 1788, the first
fleet arrived from E n gland.
Convicts, sailors, and soldiers
we re to b e th e settlers of th e
area. Governed at one ti me by
the infa m o u s Ca p ta in Bli gh
(before his well-docume nted sea
voyage ) , and a s eri es of
governors aft e r him , Sydn ey
evolved in a littl e over 200
years into an industrial giant
and tourist haven.
The weather is almost always
warm and balmy , and the
glistening Sydney harbor makes
it one of the world's most
beautiful cities, offering some
of the best in dining, sports,
culture, and night life.

Where to Stay and Dine
In Sydney
The Park Lane Hotel boasts
24 luxurious floors of beauty
and convenience. This lovely
hotel rises majestically over
Hyde Park, with stunning views

of Sydney and the harbor.
Located in the center of
Sydney's shopping and business
drstrict, and only minutes from
all transportation, makes tt an
tdeal choice for business
meetings and visllors.
A
complete business center with
executive secretarial services is
available seven days a week.
Rooms are spactous and
tastefully furnished, with a
million dollars in contemporary
Australian art\\Orks adorntng
the walls 'I he bathrooms arc
beautifully decorated with black
marble and lovely painttngs
Just when you thtnk the) have
thought of everythtng, you ftnd
a ltttle yellow rubber duck
perched on the tub with the
bubble and bath salts
The Gekko Restaurant in the
Park Lane, named for an
indigenous lizard, rs unique in
that tt offers guests an
opportunity to select wtne for
dtntng from an area at the
entrance of the restaurant.
There is an open kitchen where
diners can watch the chefs at
work. The food and service is
superb. Desserts are to die for

The weather is almost
always warm and balmy,
and the glistening Sydney
harbor makes it one of the
world's most beautiful
cities, offering some of the
best In dining, sports,
culture, and night life.

On the 22nd floor of the hotel
the health spa maintains a
complete line of " life fitness "
equipment. For reservations
and information, call 1-800/ 3381338.
Nearer the waterfront and
alongside the famous rocks area
is the new Observatory Hotel, a
part of the Orient-Express
Hotels .
Distinctive and
charming, guests are only a

Located 10 the m1ddlc of Sydney's shopping and business district,
1s The Park Lane

stroll away from the main
harbor ferry wharves. Noted for
excellent service and serene
atmosphere, this is a place to
relax and enjoy the a mbia nce of
an intimate f i r s t- c l ass h o t e l
o fferi ng a view of th e br idge
a nd the opera house.
Ga lile o
T he
h o t e l 's
Res ta ura nt offers fine It a li a n
dining a nd a n impres sive wine
l ist. R oo ms at the h o tel are
charming , with every available
amenity. State-of-the-art CD
players and VCRs and up-todate video tape and CD rentals
are available. A romantic pool
and health spa complete this
lovely place. For reservations
and rates, call 1-800/ 23 7-1236.

Hunter Valley
After the hustle and bustle of
the big city, a pleasant two-hour
drive to the nearest wine
country is the order of the day.
Hunter Valley is a delight in
every way. It is home to the
Tyrell and the Windham Estate

Hotel.

wineries, as well as many other
fine wineries.
Peppers G u est House in
Hunter Valley is set right in the
heart of t h e vi n eya r ds.
A
lovely, relaxi ng farmhouse-style
g u es t h ouse , it is mo re lik e a
t han
a
h ot e l.
h o me
Comfo rtable, pleasant, antiquefilled rooms and cozy lounging
areas with a wonderful, friendly •
staff round out the Peppers. The
renowned Chez Pok is a
gourmet's delight , and is
frequented
by
Sydney
neighbors who make the trip
just for the marvelous fare.
A hop, skip, and a jump away
from Peppers is a 1909 convent
built for the pioneering
Brigidine nuns . Marked for
demolition in 1990, the convent
was rescued and transported
across country in pieces to
Hunter
Valley
and
was
exquisitely restored into a 17room elegant hotel. Each room
is furnished
and colorcoordinated differently. Room 8
Ple~~M S«
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TABLE
FOR
TWO!

bus1ness 1ournaI
iNLAND EMPIRE

delicate and tasty dish. Their
classic entree is the Tequila
flamed tiger shrimp dish. These

Catch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurant reviews
two times a week on KVCR TV 24,
the Inland Empire's PBS station.
Table for Two Is the only
restaurant review show of hs kind
on television. The show airs ...
6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30p.m. Saturdays.

OCEAN GRILL
An Original 1n
Redlands
wner, Bill Cowan, of
the Ocean Grill in
Redlands, obviOusly
never
heard
the
words,
•· Location, local ion," as I he
magical key to business success.
His restaurant, located over the
local Honda repair shop, is,
indeed, not a pretty stte. In one
area of the restaurant, one can
dine overlookmg the dismantled
and disheveled buildings of
Redlands. Luckily, the interior
decor is cozy and comfortable.
When making reservations, the
tables closet to the freeway
should be your first choice.
This is a restaurant where
what's on your plate really
counts and decor is secondary.
If you were disappointed
when entering the parking lot,
this gloom soon disappears the
moment you first bite into the
bread and muffins which are

NEED YOUR
HEm
M1s~mg ch1ldrcn

don't .tdl'l~mse
thenhckc\. In fact, smcc the rn.uont)
of them .rre abducted by a partrlt,
they ought not realize the\· re
"rmssmg" at .lll. That's v;hat makt'S
our JOb tougher. and wh\ \\c'rc
askmg fi>r your hdp.
In \OUr profC\Sional apacrt), )OLI
rmght be able to tdcntih an abduued
(h1ld. or a parent \\ ho nta\ ha\ e
.1bducrnl a duld If ~o please contact
( 'hild f md ot Amcnca. ( )r a.sk tht
parent to ,.ill us for t onfidmual
m d1auon Our t 11-&cc hothnt ~
1-1:!00-A-WAY-OUT It could JUSt
bt.: the \\J\ out the\ rc lookmg for

[QOiiWAND
OF AMERICA/f\C

The Ocean Grill may not
have the best view in town,
but their top-notch service
and excellent food makes
this restaurant one of the
best seafood spots In the
Inland Empire.

baked right on the premises. The
light corn muffins are slightly
sweetened and are heavenly.
For starters, we tried the fresh
New Zeall,lnd green lipped
mussels steamed in a garlic,
butter, and wine sauce with
fresh parsley, Dijon mustard and

They were
black pepper.
outstanding and reasonably
priced at $6.95. At any other
restaurant, they would have cost
at least $10 After eating the
mussels, we dipped our bread
into the deliciOus garlic saucewe \\ere in heaven over the
Honda repair shop. A beautiful
and
uniquely
presented
appetizer 1s the ceviche
Acapulco fresh salmon wh1ch is

The Wine Cellar

Owner, Bill Cowan, of the
Ocean Grill in Redlands,
obviously never heard
the words, "Location,
location," as the magical
key to business success.

cooked, chilled and marinated in
a sweet red tomato salsa with
cilantro, chile, onions and garlic
served with freshly cooked
tortilla chips-it almost looked
too elegant to eat. If we weren 'I
impressed by then, we certainly
were when we selected the
cream of artichoke heart soup.
Just like the homemade breads,
the soups at the Ocean Grill are
made with great flavors and
wonderful tastes in mind.
Some of the tastiest dishes on
the menu are their entrees.
Again, elegantly presented, the
fresh king salmon filet is grilled
and topped with diced jumbo
shrimp simmered in a Dijon
mustard cream sauce. The Mahi
Mahi filet is also grilled and
served over black beans with
diced tomatoes, cilantro and
scallions-topped with a fresh
basil and cream pesto-a

If you were disappointed
when entering the parking
lot, this gloom soon
disappears the moment

Mead on Wine
bylerryD Mmd

you first bite Into the bread
and muffins which are
baked right on the
premises.

large tiger shrimps are sauteed
with mushrooms, Italian squash,
garlic, flamed with Silver
Tequila, and then finished in a
cilantro, lime and butter sauce
Absolutely divine! Some of the
other fresh fish dishes include
Idaho rainbow trout, opah
(moonfish), Hawaiian ono
(wahoo), Hawaiian swordfish,
yellowfin tuna, orange roughy,
Alaskan halibut and sea
scallops The portions are
generous and prices reasonable.
The dessert selections are good
but not extraordinary. You w1ll
find the service efficient and
attentive-and the headwaiter,
Mario, is especially pleasant and
helpful. A wide and great
selection of wines is also
offered.
The Ocean Grill may not have
the best view in town, but their
top-notch service and excellent
food makes this restaurant one
of the best seafood spots in the
Inland Empire. Chef and owner
Bill Cowan's heart is in his
kitchen-where it should be! .&
The Ocean Grill is open seven days
a week. Luncheon is served from
1 I :30 a.m. 10 2:00p.m. and dinner from
4:30p.m. umil 10:00 p.m. A Sunday
brunch stans a1 10:00 a.m. and
is open unlil 3:00 p.m. The Ocean
Grill is localcd a1 345 Wes1 Pearl
Avenue (off lh Orange exil on the
I 0 Freeway) m Redlands.
The phone number
(909) 793-4042.
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EST BUY WINERY-There
are lots of good value
wines I try to Introduce
you to one or more almost every
month. And there are lots of good
value wineries.
Then there's Napa Ridge, my
personal pick for best value winery
in America. I recently tasted
virtually every wine in the lme
(sorry, I missed the Wh1te Zin),
with most in the exceptional value
range, several solidly in the "Best
Buy" column, and a couple of
"steals."
There are cheaper wines. There
are greater wines. But no one
consistently makes better wine for
Jess money.
So what's the secret'> There's
more than one. Winemaker David
Schlottman seems to have a magic
touch for blending delicious,
superbly balanced wines that tend
to beat wines selling for two and
three times the price. Schlottman
worked under both the legendary
Myron Nightingale and the talented
Ed Sbragia at Beringer, being
appointed Napa Ridge winemaker
in 1986.
The winery being owned by
Wine World Estates doesn't hurt
either. This is the company that also
owns Beringer, Meridian, Chateau
Souverain, and a piece of Maison
Deutz. When Schlottman needs
new equipment or new barrels, he
gets them. Wine World's clout also
allows him to lock up long-term
contracts for top vineyards.
Then there's the vineyards, all of
which have coastal appellations,
ranging from Mendocino to Santa
Barbara and taking in Napa,
Sonoma, Monterey, and San Luis
Ob1spo. The White Zin is the only
exceptiOn and It comes from l.odi
In 1993, Napa Ridge's $8
Cabcrnet Sauvignon won a gold
medal and the John Parducci

B

Trophy for Best New World
Cabernct against wmes selling for
many times its price.
Startmg off 1994 right, its $4
Gewurztraminer won a gold medal
and best of class at the San D1ego
National. At the New World
International, the $9 .50 Merlo!
walked away with a gold medal and
the Andre Tohel!stchcff/Chateau
Ste Michelle Trophy for Best
Merlo! That's impressive
What makes all this even more
impressive Is that most of the wmes
are available In very large
quantities and in virtually every
state, oflen at discounted pnces.
The exceptions to this wide
availability are the "Reserve"
wines. The Reserve Chardonnay is
limited and the Cabernet is
extremely limited. If you have
trouble finding them, wnte for
information on retailers in your
area· Napa Ridge Winery, P.O Box
530, Geyserville, CA 95441.
Napa Ridge 1990 "North Coast
Reserve" Cabernet Sauvignon
($I 2) Pay attention. This wine will
be released June I. There are only
1,000 cases By the time the
magazines and newsletters re\ ie\\
this one, it will be gone. Have your
favorite retailer reserve a case for
.you or write the winery to
determine dealers in your area. B1g,
chunky (but with round edges),
highly extracted red wine with
chocolate, cherry, and blueberry
flavors. Rich, elegant, supple, and
sexy. Mostly Napa fruit; 18 months
in Nevers French oak, 70 percent
new wood Rating: 95/95
Napa Ridge 1992 "North
Coast" Sauvignon Blanc ($4.99)
Ripe grapefruit aroma and flavor.
Totally dry impression. Blended to
20 percent Semillon, which may
account for the fact there are no
herbaceous notes. Some light fig
undertones. Great food companion.
Rating: 86/90
Napa Ridge 1992 "North Coast
Reserve" Chardonnay ($12) June
1' release. One hundred percent
barrel-fermented resulting in subtle
toast and butterscotch aromatics;
elegant structure and silky mouth
feel; 100 percent Nevers oak- 60
percent new. More toasty
complexity in taste on a citrus and
apple tlavor base. Rating 88 88
Napa Ridge 1992 "North
Coast" Pinot Noir ($8) A little
lighter than in some ) ears, but still

one of the hest Pinot Nmr values in
America. The fruit comes from
Mendocino, Napa, and Sonoma .
The wine is aged in both French
and American oak Mostly cherry
flavors with a little rose petal and
some earthiness. Rating: 86,94
Napa Ridge 1991 "Central
Coast" Cabernet Sauvignon ($8)
One more "Best Buy· from this
value-oriented producer Blended to
5 percent C'ahernet Franc and 3
percent Merlo!, the dominant flavor
1s deep, npe cherry. One-hundred
percent harrel-aged in part
American, part French oak, the
wine is harrel-sweet and has a userfriendly fimsh Ratmg: 85/90
Napa Ridge 1993 "Central
Coast" Gewurztraminer ($4) Just
released. Really floral and spicy
with a combination of lichee and
grapefruit flavors. Slightly sweet
but dry enough to drink with highly
seasoned A~1an and Cajun cuisines.
Oh' This is the San Diego gold
medal wmner. You just can't beat it
at the price Rating: 87/99
VINTNERS LIVE LONGER!
I've had to write a lot of death
no11ces lately and I suppose it's
me\·itable that there will be more.
The pioneers of the modern wine
industry, which began at Repeal in
1934, are passmg into history
The only nice thing about
writing wine mdustry obituaries is
that the subjects have usually Jed
full lives and tend to be in their 90s,
or at least their 80s. Must be

!

something to those claims of
moderate wine consumption being
li fe-extendmg.
Carlo Ross1, whose name
appeared on the label of wines
produced by Ernest & Julio Gallo,
died April 27 at age 90. A Gallo
cous1n and an employee for 40
years, he became a celebrity Ill the
70s by appearing in television
commercials as himself. His
famous tag hne was, "I like to talk
about Carlo Rossi wine, but I'd
rather drink it," followed by a little
chuckle He was very much like his
TV persona, warm and fnendly.
Otto Meyer was also 90 when he
died March 7. Meyer had been a
m1nority owner, president and
cha~rman
of Paul Masson
Vineyards from the 40s through the
70s . .&

Donald D. Galleano
Pre)idcnt

VIsit Our Wine
Tutlng Room
and Picnic Aru
4n I WtncvtUc Ro>d
Mm Lorna, C:iliforru> 91752
(714) 68)-H 76

Wine Selections and
Best Values
By Bill Anthony

Geyser Peak
1991 • Alexander Valley Reserve
Cabemet Sauvignon ................... $20

Benziger
1991 • Sonoma County
Cabemet Sauvignon ................... $13

Chateau St. Jean
1991 • Sonoma County
Fume Blanc.................................. $8

Clos DuBois
1992 • Alexander Valley
Chardonnay................................ $12

Wyndham
1992 • South Eastern Australia
Chardonnay.................................. $8

Meridian
1992 • Santa Barbara County
Chardonnay................................ $10

Signorello
1992 • Napa Valley
Chardonnay.

. .. .. ..... $20

Chateau St. Jean
1990 • Sonoma County
l\terl<ll.. .................................$15

Duckhorn
1992 • Napa V.tlle}
Sauvignon Blanc.................... $ 15

Dry Creek
1991 • Dry Creek Valley
Merlo!. ....................................... $15
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Advanced Business Machines Wil be offering
photocopier equipment at absolutely no charge!

"So he's some fancy schmancy photographer now huh?
Well, that kld was always up to something.
I knew all he needed was a little dlsc!pllne and a few push-ups.
Drop and g!ve me 20 m!sterl"

From small table tops...
Mr '11om, 9rh grade PE reocher

to mid-sized units...

and large duplicators.

ABM WI p1ace allit mY• ornce
fiH OF CHARGE.
CUstomers WI OIQ pay for the
copies they PI'OIIIIce,

at a saVilgs or 30% to 50%

CAll FOR MORE REFERENCES OR A PORTFOLIO VIEWING

lllffR YOU BUY Ill LEASE ANOTIIR COPIR, CAll US FIIST
OAC

(714) 588-7528

VISUAL IMPACT
commcrcral photogr<lphy

FRED ARMITAGE, VISUAl IMPACT 801 SOUTH DUPONT. SUITE D. ONTARIO, CA 91761

1994

Environment and Economy Go Hand in Hand Why We Need the New Smog Check System in California
Contmued From Page 26

healthier population means
reduced health care costs, and thus,
a potentially more affordable
health care system. (A 1991 Cal
State Fullerton study suggests that
$9.4 million is spent annually in
the LA basin as a result of air
pollution-related health care costs.)
We will also save by using less gas
as a result of operating more
efficient vehicles. This saves us
money individually and can reduce
our collective dependence upon
imported oil. By maintaining the
global geopolitical status quo, a
dependence demanding enormous
amounts of tax money in military
expenditures is created. Instead,
these resources could be spent on
other needs like schools and health
care.
Overall, the real costs of a
polluting and wasteful trans-

portation tnfrastructure are
enormous for California and for
our planet. The longer we put off
change, the more the diminishing
returns of the present will make
our lives unnecessarily difficult. If
we are going to move towards a
healthy
and
economically
sustainable society, we need to do
several things. We need to
promote different land use patterns
that reduce the need for
transportation by promoting
accessibility rather than mobility.
For the transportation needs that
remain, we need safe, viable and
affordable public transportation
instead of our overdependence on
private transportation . For our
remaining fuel needs, we need to
significantly increase our energy
efficiency, while phasing out fossil
fuels and phasing in clean,

renewable fuels like solar and
hydrogen.
An improved smog check
program is only a baby step
towards this goal, but all of us
must take baby steps on the way to
maturity. If this step also leads to
new opportunities for those who
create the technologies of
tomorrow, not only will this new
market be good for business, it will
be good for all of us by helping to
create a cleaner, healthier and
more livable world. •

GTE SmartPark Services
Are Available At:
California
CJmJrillo 1\.ollfl conJ.rd
( anunllo ( <.."ntcr
(.em to\: ( em to' To\\ nc Center
(_ hann: ~l.l jc\\1(' Spcunun
Cuy of lndu\trv ( 'ro.. ~.oro.lds
Busmc\\ Park.

Long Beach. Kilrnv Alrpon Center

Ontario: Ccntrclakc Busmc\~ Park·

rclebusanc<S Work Center, fhe '
Ontario Center.
Q,nard: Channel bland,, Nonh C.oa,t
E'\:ccuti\'C Center

A special thanks goes out to

Clean A.r for their help in
researching material for thts article.
For more information about the
Green Party of California, call
(310) 31-GREEN.

GTI:

San Bernardmo: The Tn Cirv
Corporate Centre.
·
West Covina. The Lakes

SMARTPARK'" SERVICES

If you're contemplating the alorcmenuoncd scenario,

at \Vest Covma.

\OKe, \'Ideo and data technology. like a redundant network,

II

tiber optic SONrT nngs, d1g1tal switchtng and a

THI:. WORill CLASS
:SElWORK

vou JUst might be lookmg at knod.ing holes in
Florida
Bradenton Gulf C.oa" Corporate Park.
Brandon: Regency Corporate Park
The Cre\f.:cm.

the Venice-based Coalition for
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\'OUr\\ .Ills, inst.lllauon dcl.tn, .lddii!Oil.llc"'ts .md,

\1 ell,

redund.mt network. ( D1dn 't we sa\ th.u alreadv?)

In addition, the wstc•m "compa11hk \\,th all tndu•tn

,

Lakeland: Cit)' Center, lntcmate
Businc" Park

tt's reall) ttl't too ugh to

St, Pctcf\burg: Garc'' ay ( ·emrc

Tampa ll1dden R"cr Corporate Park
Sahal Park, T.1mpa P,1lm' Centre of '
( ommer,c. VniH'f\Jt~ Tc,hnolob~·
Ccn[C.:r, Rcnal"-\all(C Park, \\'ooJland
Corporate Center, \Voollc)"'
Park\\.1\' Center
f em pic 'rerracc. Tampa "J dccom Park.

Hawaii
Kihei ~ MaUl RccocJn.:h &

tl.:xiblc enough

to

upgrade

'"'" th.: unpkasantri"
.tnd present a "ekornc

~

altem,l!ilc: GTE Srn.1nP,1rk

pn»te~-.·t'i }Oll tftnll

\OUr needs du:t.1tc. \\'htch
114

tcdlno

Technologv Park

Executive Time Out-A Taste of Australia
Continued From Page 49

even boasts a GHOST!
Robert's Restaurant is a
leisurely stroll away on the
same property. Robert's adjoins
an 1816 ironback hut which is
listed by the National Trust,
Australia's equivalent to our
Historic Registry. As you walk
to
the
country-inspired
restaurant, you pass through a
rare, authentic piece of colonial
Australia. The food at Robert's
is 'magnificent.'
Murry Robson's Winery and
Tasting Barn is situated between
the convent and Robert 's.
Robson's is one of the
distinguished small wineries of
the area producing smooth,
character-filled wines.
Golfing, scenic flights,
aboriginal cave exploring, bush
walking, and hot air ballooning
are just a few of the outside
activities offered by Pepper's.
If you go to Hunter Valley
just at the right time, around
January or February, you can
have
the
wine-making
experience from hand-picking
the grapes, to crushing (with

bare feet), to tasting fine ,
already aged wines.
Beautiful scenery, many
unique outside leisure activities,
wonderful food, and great wine
-that's Hunter Valley. For
reservations and information,
call 1-800/637-7200.

Hayman Islands
Have you ever had a dream
about visiting Fantasy Island
combined with the Great Barrier
Reef? Just hop Ansell Airlines'
two-hour flight from Sydney to
Hamilton Island off the
Queensland Coast, and connect
with the luxury catamaran that
will transport you to Hayman
Island, a $200 million resort
located on the northernmost
point of the Whitsunday Islands.
A literal Garden of Eden just off
the Barrier Reef, everything is
here for your enjoyment and
pleasure:
huge, luxurious,
beautifully decorated terraced
rooms with glorious ocean
views; service we dream about;
six restaurants of a caliber we

did not think existed-each with
a different flavor; and every
outdoor sport available.
Explore the Barrier Reef up
close and personal in scuba
gear, and discover the beauty
that exists only below these
waters. Flora and fauna of
every description abounds, and
every evening at sunset one can
watch the parade of fruit bats
fly off to their feeding area,
creating a special feeling of
serenity. For reservations and
rates, call 1-800/366-1300.

How to Get There
Quantas Airlines offers nonstop flights to Sydney from Los
Angeles. Service and food is
above average. It is a long
flight, almost 15 hours, so dress
comfortably, drink a lot of
fluids to cut down on jet lag,
and try to sleep on the flight as
much as you can. •
Camille Bounds is the travel ed1tor for the

Inland Empire Business Journal aod
Sunrise publications.

obsoicS\.:cil...:e~nor to Incnnon
Indiana
Andcr<on. The Flagsh1p Bminc~ Park
Fon Wayne. M1dwestcm Office Park
West Lafayette: Purdue R<'carch Park

Kentucky
Ehtabcthtown. Hugh"

arc· prime lcx:.mons !he\ 'rc

ukcrs. Look, \\ c kilo\\ ho\\

.tnd skilled !.thor poob

1\lU. llut\ \\hi bdi>re \"OU

Commerce Center

LC\tn!_(ton Eagle ( reck Otlice Park,
Entcrpmc Park, hccuti\C Park.

~o

b1g deal \ ou expect

th.ll, n)!.ht' But tht· tlung
Michjgan
Muskegon: West M1chigan Shorehne
Busmeo;o; Centre.
North Carolina
Durham: Central Park, lmpcnal
Center Busine<S Park, The !k<earch
Triangle Park of Nonh Carolina.

ts, these sites .tbo ha1e

vou \lith all the telcu>m ·

.tccc" to the rest of the

municatlons support I<>U'II

planet l ncludmg places

need .-\nd, naturall1, \<m'll

Ohio
Akron: Embassy Corporate Park.
Wilnungton: Airbome Commerce Pari<.

h.l\c a Gl1' a.:cotul! manager
there after )Oll ...:nlc in to

Th,ll1k- to the built 111
Pennsylvarua
York: Meadowlands llusme« Park York
Cit)· Bu.,nc<S and Jndumy Park.'

tiber ~ optic tclecommunicauons system we at

<..;TE call,

,mswer any questions. So calll·800·828 7280 and ask about

Texas

appropriately, The \'\'orld Class Network." As the nam<·

SmanPark Services and The World Class ~etwork . We'll

Carrollton: \"atwood :-.'onh
Rll\ine\\ Park.
College Stat1on· Tc\J\ A&M Unl\'eNl\'
Research Park.

implies, The \Vorld Class :-.;crwork ofii:" vou all the latest

not only give vou the "orld, "e'll even give: you plumbing.

(iji:J

Virginia

It's amazing "hat we can do together:

( 'hc\apcakc: llaulclicld
CorporJtc ( cmcr

Washington
hcrctt. llart>or Pointe Technolog\
P.trk\ Scawav Ccmcr.
.
:-.:onh Richland: Tn Cities Science
& Tcchnolng\· Park.

mmrMi

.angnlcm.l~!'\1

crmr..

dThc\\,rid(

N twl"1't

.IKf'-1<. m r\of'(oTl Sen

( •tporl n
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Local Attorney Gone to P.O.T.- Now Making House Calls

Desert Business Journal
R & G Marketing Launches
Pre-Paid Legal Services

C

athedral City-Gordon and
Rita Matthews, owners of R
& G Marketing, have
launched Pre-Paid Legal Services,
Inc. in the Coachella Valley as
associates of the corporate office in
Oklahoma. According to Gordon
Matthews, pre-paid legal services
are to attorney fees what major
medical insurance is to hospital and
doctor bills.
Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc. was
established in 1972 and has been
traded on the American Stock
Exchange since 1985. It has assets
of $35 million dollars. Our company
was formed 22 years ago to protect
middle-income people at an
affordable cost," Matthews said.
David Horowitz, the consumer
advocate, concurred. "The basic
idea of making simple legal advice
widely available at a reasonable cost
makes a lot of sense, especially
when good advice is becoming less
of a luxury and more of a
necessity."
"That's what we do. For a small
monthly fee our members have

access to more than 2, 700 law firms
across the country," said Matthews.
For information, call (619) 3257673.

Market Fair Under
Construction
alm Springs--After two years
of frustration, construction
has finally begun on the Palm
Sprmgs Market Fair, the "RollsRoyce" of swap meets. More than
100 venders from Southern
California and Arizona are already
registered for the grand opening
planned for o~..tober of this year.
There will be space for 634 vendors
and parking for more than 1,200
vehicles and 10 buses. Organizers
claim that they have traveled all
over the country and taken the best
ideas from other fairs, swap meets
and bazaars to incorporate in the
Market Fair. Shaded rest areas,
clean rest rooms, trams from the
parking areas, and recreation areas
are also planned. Private on-site
security will patrol the market
fairgrounds.
For vendor information, call
(619) 327-1109.

P

National Tour Association
Meets
alm Springs--In an attempt to
encourage more travel to this
internationally known resort
area, several desert tourism
professionals met with tour operators
and wholesalers at the National Tour
Association Annual Springs
Exchange in Memphis, TN, recently.
According to Nadine Hernandez,
Tourism Sales Manager for the Palm
Springs Desert Resorts Convention
and Visitors Bureau, the "Spring
Exchange," which was attended by
more than 1,600 delegates, is one of
the primary events for the industry.
"Tourism is the nation's second
largest employer, and the industry
plays a valuable role in the Palm
Springs and Coachella Valley
community's economic well-being,"
she said.
Other convention attendees from
the Coachella Valley include: Linda
Vivian of Palm Springs Aerial
Tramway; Mary Jardin-Markowitz
and Barbara Wallace of the Fabulous
Palm Springs Follies; Jan Drieski and
Greg Hendel of the Best Western Host
and Date Tree Hotels; Jeanette Moore

P

of Las Brisas Hotel, Bob Parrott and
Paul Bacon of the Vagabond Inn; and
Murrell Foster of Palm Springs
Tourism.

Gambling Casino Considered
tor Reservation
ermai-Gaming here will
ake another step toward
making the Coachella Valley
the gambling capital of California
should a proposed $15 million casino
be constructed on the Torres-Martinez
Indian Reservation. The tribe revealed
that Grand Casinos, Inc. of Minnesota
had approached them with an offer.
Tribal members voted to examine the
proposal. One member noted that the
casino offer is ''welcome news" since
the tribe needs an economic boost and
travelers on Highways 111 and 86
would be potential customers
Grand Casino Inc. is already
constructing a 60,000-square-foot
gambling facility on the Pechanga
Indian Reservation near Temecula.
Indian gaming already exists on
reservations at Cabazon and
Morongo, and a multi-million dollar
casino has been proposed for Palm
Springs. •

$9 Million Awarded in Partial Lawsuit Settlement
ith less than 60 days
remain1ng before the
assigned trial date,
Southern Califorma attorney,
Thomas E. Miller, has concluded a
settlement valued at $9 million.
Accordmg to Miller, the
settlement
is
the
largest
construction defect lawsuit ever
recorded in the Coachella Valley.
This suit was filed on behalf of
Palm Desert Resorter Homeowners
Ao;sociation against the developer
and its three general contractors in
connection
with
alleged
construction defects discovered in
the gated 960-unit planned
development.
This settlement leaves one of the
three developers, Affiliated
Construction Company, facing
additional claimed damages totaling
over $12 million. The remainder of
the case against Affiliated will
proceed to trial on July 5, 1994.
Affiliated built 512 of the 960 units.
The Association alleged the
existence of defects that included
roof leaks; cracked slabs; structural
framing deficiencies; window

W

leaks; stucco cracking; and aJT
conditioning, plumbing, and
electncal defic1encies.
Pursuant to the settlement,
insurance compan1es for the
developer. its partners, two of the
three general contractors, and
certain subcontractors will pay the
Association $7 million. The
remainder of the projected recovery
will come from a number of other
subcontractors,
architects,
engineers, and material suppliers
who actually performed all work at
the project. The subcontractors
agreed in their contracts to defend
and indemmfy the developer and
the general contractors from any
lawsuits arising out of their work.
Judge Jerrold S. Oliver (Ret.), of
Judicial Arbitrator Mediation
Services, Inc. (JAMS) in Orange
County, was appointed by the court
in October 1993 to manage and
mediate the case, and was
instrumental in bringing about the
settlement.
According to the Homeowners
AssociatiOn Board President,
Marjorie Harlan, "We realized the

importance of retaining a
construction defect attorney to
represent the Association. We are
gratified with the outcome of the
first phase of the lawsuit and hope
for a speedy settlement to the suit
against Affiliated Construction. We
now look forward to repairing the
defects."
Keith Koeller, attorney for the
developer, stated, "The settlement
is for an amount quite a bit less than
the Association's original claim,
and we continue to believe that
many of the alleged deficiencies do
not exist." Koeller also noted that,
"The settlement is being funded
entirely by the insurance carriers
because my clients and the other
settling defendants felt strongly
about not paying any money to
settle this case."
Attorney Miller is the senior and
founding partner at The Law
Offices of Thomas E. Miller,
located in Irvine, Los Angeles,
Palm Desert, Claremont, and Del
Mar He graduated Magna Cum
Laude from California State
University at Long Beach m 1970,
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and received his Juris Doctorate
from Hastings College of Law at
the University of California in
1973.
During his first seven years of
practice with one of San Diego's
"Big Three" law firms, Miller
represented developers and their
insurance companies. Since 1981,
he has been exclusively representing homeowners associations in the areas of construction
defect and land subsidence claims.
Miller is an active member of the
Southern Counties, Greater Los
Angeles, Coachella Valley, San
Diego, and Inland Empire Chapters
of Community Associations
Institute, as well as a founding
member of the California
Association of Community
Managers.
He has written two definitive
legal textbooks:
California
Construction Defect and Land
Subsidence Litigation, 1986, and
California Construction Defect
Litigation:
Residential and
Commercwl, 1993 (John Wiley
Publishers). •

even out of ten Americans
die without leaving a will,
failing to provide a
smooth, orderly transition, often
with ser10us adverse effects for
their loved ones. Planning
ahead not only fulfills a
person's actual intentions, but
provides a valuable service to
loved ones in the future.
Procrastination and lack of
knowledge about the process are
the major culprits for this
unfortunate statiStiC, but
someone is now stepping
forward to help resolve the
problems

S

serve as that catalyst.
"It 1s my hope that informal
P.O.T. housecalls, in the comfort
of one's home, will be the first
step to get things done right,"
McCloud continued. "Private
m-home consultations run about
two hours and my typical fee in
the low desert is $100. Taping
of the meeting is encouraged for
future reference," he said
"Together we will make 'Thmgs
to Do' hsts, and draft 'Sliver
Bullet' letters. Referrals are

THE

made and completion dates are
agreed upon, as part of my interdisciplinary approach.
"I think of myself as the last
of the generalists 1n a sea of
precise spec1alists," McCloud
added
One-month, threemonth, or full-year 'follow-ups'
are also available to my
clients."
McCloud welcomes questions
about his service. For further
information, he may be reached
at(619)343-1220 •

"It is my hope that
informal P.O. T. housecalls,
in the comfort of one's
home, will be the first step
to get things done right."
McCloud said.

GROUP

EMPLOYERS

PRESENTS
"For years, family and

A LUNCHEON FORUM

friends have talked me into
going to their homes to

MANDATED ERGONOMIC REGULATIONS

review their affairs and

(To Become Effective 1/1/95)

help get them into order."

TuE HoTTEST
Stewart McCloud, a long-time
Palm Springs resident and
attorney, as well as a former
stockbroker with E. F. Hutton,
has announced the opening of
"TLC Services," a consulting
service for the general public.
He will make house calls for
"Planning Orderly Transitions"
(P.O.T.).

CoMPLIANCE IssuE IN CALIFORNIA ToDAY
FEATURING
JERE INGRAM
LEN WElSH

WILLIAM ANTHONY

President, Standards Board
(The Approving Agency)
Counsel, Cal - OSHA
(The Enforcing Agency)
CEO, Inland Empire Business Journal
(Moderator)

"I think of myself as

Learn A l l About The Regulation's

the last of the generalists
In a s ea of precise
specialists," McCloud
added.

McCloud satd, "For years,
family and friends have talked
me into going to their homes to
review their affairs and help get
them into order. They've had
no wills, no trusts, and no idea
where to start. I decided there
was a real need out there for
someone to help people get the
ball rolling.
With my
background as an attorney and a
stockbroker, I think I could
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Courtyard Offers Range of Amenities
Hemet Redi-Mix Settles in Thousand Palms

ADVERTORIAL

li

ated on beautiful, palm

Avenue. It is only five minutes from
City Hall, the Courthouse and the

ee lined, Tahquitz Canyon
ay in Palm Springs, The
Courtyard is ideally situated near

Palm Spnngs Reg10nal Airport.

the Palm Springs Convention Center
and withm walking distance of five

A Tradition of Quality
at the Courtyard

major hotels, including the Palm
Springs I lilt on, The Marquis Hotel,
The Spa Hotel, The Wyndham and

T

PM Holdmgs, Inc. owner of

walking d~.stance of the renowned

The Cou~tyard takes pnde in
the1r ability to meet the
needs of such a wide \ anety of

Palm Spnngs Desert Fashion Plaza.
which is home to Sak 's Fifth

5,000 square feet, all the way down

I as Bnsas Hotel. It 1s also within

busmesscs. Suites range in size from

The Courtyard is Ideally
situated near the Palm
Springs Convention Center
and within walking distance
of five major hotels,
including the Palm Springs

to 150 square feet The Courtyard
continues to be an especially great
location for any business thinking of
opening its first off1ce in the
Coachella Valley due to 1ts
prestigious address and proximity to
extraordinary support facilities.

Hilton, The Marquis Hotel,
The Spa Hotel,
The Wyndham and
Las Brisas Hotel.

Courtyard Has That
Professional Attraction

T

he Courtyard is currently
.seeking to negotiate space

for
support
serv1ce
professionals. Available for lease is

a barber/ beauty salon, a perfect

"THE COURTYARD" ... Palm Springs' Most
Prestigous Business Address

on-site leasing manager is also
interested

111

speaking

with

graphic

advantage of this prcm1er location.
Call (619)325-1262.

TPM Holdings, Inc. owner

Canyon Way
Palm Spnngs,

W

1th
the1r
recent
purchase
of
the

former
Suncrete
batch plant and shipping
facility, 72-4 70 Varner Road in
Thousand Palms, Hemet RediMix & Matenals, a producer of
concrete products for the past 31
years, became a permanent part
of that community.

of The Courtyard takes

CA 92262

pride in their ability to

c

meet the needs of such a

Hemet Redi-Mix produces

wide variety of businesses.

a complete line of concrete

Suites range in size from

products for residential

5,000 square feet, all

and commercial

the way down to

construction applications,

150 square feet.

including fiber-reinforced

0

and colored concrete.

u

SPACE AVAILABLE
Contact:
Tammy Perezchica
619-325-1262

R

T

y
A
R
D

pile and slacker

occupied. Tammy Perezch1ca, the

prospective

777 E. Tahquitz

slands wailang ncXIIO lhe aggregate slock

turn-key facil1ty wait1ng to be

art/photocopy / blueprint
professionals that would like to take

T
H
E

A Heme! Rcdi-Mix concrcle delivery !ruck

A Place for Professionals
to Call Home

S

orne of the professionals who

have chosen The Courtyard

to be their "business home"

concrete from a leasccl facility

are: The Metropolitan Theatres, The

in the city of Coachella 10

Bank of California, The Coffee

months ago to "test the market."

Station & Beanery, The Gallery at

Sales steadily increased, so in

the Courtyard, The Hockenberry

addition t o buy1ng the new

Gallery, Campbell's Gallery, ICCA,

A TPM Holding,
Inc. Property

The company in1tiated the
sales and distribut10r
of

facility, Hemet Redi-Mix plans

TPM Holdings, Inc., Omni Bar &

to expand their current delivery

Grill (openmg May '94), Microtech

fleet of 15 concrete trucks to 20
vehicles by mid-July.

Communications, Craig C.JSS1ng,
Attorney at I~1w and Mark Sullivan,
Attorney at Law.

Hemet Redi -Mix produces a
complete

lin e

of

For information on .space available
at this prestigious center, you may
contact Tammy Perczchica at the
On-Site Leasmg Office, 619-325-

1262.4.

sh"e ide" with

h,.

Of The Year
Awards Banquet
and share the moment
as 11·e honor the l'l'l'\'
best rn business.
Jotn us June 16 at the Red Lion Inn. Ontario
and meet Inland Empire's most successful
entrepreneurs. along with prominent business
and civic leaders. Learn how others grow
their busrnesses. expand your network and

construction

JJ/lk

!

ffiiSSIOn i!ln

bus1ness 1oumaI
lNLAND &MPU.&

applications, including fiberreinforced and colored concrete.
For information, call (619) 343-

7460 . ...

valuable contacts.
Ernst&. Youn!!.
'
and natrona]
cosponsors
Inc. mal!azine
and Merrill Lynch,
art proud to sponsor the fifth annual Inland
Empire Entrepreneur Of The Year program
For banquet information, call Ernst &: Young at
(909) 276-7325.

See you at the

C'F
~the=llfornla

0

..

First Interstate furl<
11i·,!Uih'011U"""fr•""

Chino Valley Bank
Edison Company

celebration~

~Merrill Lynch

Ell ERNST & YOUNG

concre t e

products for residential and
commercial

Inland Empire
ETo
This
llll epreneurs
Is Olympic Gold.

Attend the lnl•nd Emri"
1994 Entrepreneur

lh Jl. .4-H,,,,. ll.m.

)
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~?'~NEWS AM

1350

~~CKC

KCKC AM Radio
1350
Inland Empire's CMW Station

In the Coachella Valley
K-NEWS 1270 AM

"Southern California
Business Focus"
From 7a00 pm • 7a30 pm
Monday Thru Friday
Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues
Recent Guests Include ...
• Congressman Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura Schlessinger •
• Mark Victor Hansen • Darrell Paulk: • Elizabeth Caulder •
• John Thornton • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Eaves •
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Schenker • Stan Statham •
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Senator Ruben Ayala •
• Robert Mondavi • Mary Scarpa •

For Information caD Richard Sandoval (909) 391-1015 Ext. 21

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLY
NEW'S/TALK RADIO
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CNN INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

LOCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LOCAL TRAFFIC EVERY
FIFfEEN MINUTES
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BRUINS
IF~INEWSAM

1350
~~~KCKC
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REAL

Focus
Housing on the Road
to Recovery
IVERSIDE, Cahf.-Further
evidence that Southern
California's housing market
is on the road to recovery emerged
as TRW REDI Property Data
released its monthly home sales
report.
More than 61,000 single-family
residences and condominiums
closed escrow in the first months of
this year-a jump of 23 percent
compared to the same period last
year.
TRW RED! reports that the
recovery is being led by sales of
entry level existing homes. Sales of
existing homes increased by more
than 25 percent compared to 10
percent for new homes. "Existing
home sales now account for a
greater share of market activity,"
said Nima Nattagh, TRW REDI's
market analyst. Between January
and April of this year, builders sold
6,400 new homes in the Southland,
which amounts to 14 percent of
overall sales. In contrast, new homes
accounted for 25 percent of sales at
the peak of the market in 1988.
The TRW REDI report notes that
despite the recent surge in home
sales, activity is still well below the
level recorded in 1993. Currently,
home sales in the region are about
25 percent lower than in 1988.

R

Government Issued Home
Loans Boost Mortgage
Lending

G

overnment-insured home
loans are helping boost
mortgage lending in
California, according to TRW RED!
Property Data, a real estate
information company.
In the first quarter of 1994,
lenders originated more than 15,000
Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) loans for purchases of singlefamily residences in California more than 60 percent above the level
achieved in the first quarter of 1993.
FHA loans now account for 17
percent of all mortgages advanced
by banks, thrifts and mortgage
companies for purchases of homes.
Two years ago that ratio stood at 10
percent. The growth in FHA loans
has been particularly strong in
Southern California, TRW RED!
reported.

"The growing importance of FHA
loans provides further evidence that
California's housing market
recovery is being led by entry level
buyers," said Nima Nattagh, TRW
REDl's market analyst.
FHA loans, which have a limit of
$151,725, allow many borrowers to
purchase a home with little or no
downpayment and "is reflective of
efforts by the government to put
homeownership within the reach of
a greater proportion of the
population," Nattagh said.
TRW RED! statistics illustrate
that apart from FHA loans, lenders
are also experiencing strong demand
for conventional mortgages. In the
first quarter of 1994, more than
67,000 such mortgages were
originated in California - an
increase of 21 percent compared to
the same period last year.
Overall, the regions outside of the
major metropolitan areas of
Southern California and San
Francisco Bay Area show the
strongest gains in mortgage lending.

Winning Bid Submitted
IGHLAND, Calif.-Kasler
Holding Co. (NYSE:KAS)
Monday announced that one
of its subsidiaries, Pro Builders
Corp., has submitted the apparent
low bid of $11,868,900 on a State of
Montana Architecture Department
contract to construct a new school of
business administration building for
the University of Montana in
Missoula.
Work crews will construct a
three-story masonry block building,
which will contain classrooms and
offices for faculty and staff. Plans
for the 104,000-square-foot building
call for the construction of six large
lecture halls, four of which will be
built on the first floor. The second
floor will consist of two lecture halls
and 30 classrooms, and the third
floor will hold 75 offices. Work will
commence this July, and the project
is scheduled for completion in July
1996.
Kasler Holding Co., based in
Highland, Calif., is a diversified
construction company
with
operations in infrastructure,
environmental remediation and
contract mining markets serving
both government and private
customers in the Western United
States . ..t.
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Continued From Page 19

Riverside, Orange and San Diego
counties.
Prior to joining Ernst & Young,
Mr. Hemmerling was a tax partner
with Baker & McKenzie. He
participated in the startup and
growth of the international law
firm's Los Angeles tax practice,
specializing in planning for tax
efficient cross-border transactions
and corporate structures.
Mr. Hemmerling specializes in
helping companies comply under
the transfer pricing policy
regulations. Transfer pricing issues
are particularly important for
companies based in th1s country
who have internahonal or foreign
operations, or for fore1gn companies
who do business in the United
States.
multinational
"Helping
corporations determine the
appropriate price at wh1ch to sell
their products and services, within
the context of international tax
requirements, can help them avoid
problems from tax authorities and
minimize worldwide taxes, thereby
maximizing worldwide profits,"
said Mr. Hemmerling.
Mr. Hemmerling will be based in
the Orange County office of Ernst &
Young, the leading international
professional service firm with more
than 400 employees in Orange,
Riverside and San Diego counties
and 64,000 people in more than 600
cities in over 100 countries.

DuBois Management Award

R

iverside. Upinderjit Singh
Nindra, a second-year
M .B.A. student, is the
recipient of the 1994 George W.
DuBois Memorial Award in
management, awarded by The A.
Gary Anderson Graduate School of
Management at UC Riverside.
The $1,000 award is made
possible by the Lee and Rose
Warner Foundation in honor of
George W. DuBois, who initiated
and developed the Space Center at

Mira Lorna. Award recipients have
demonstrated the ability to identify
problems of management and offer
definite, unique solutions or courses
of action, plus high academic
achievement and excellence in
writing a management paper.

Nindra will complete his M.B.A.
this month with a 3.93 overall grade
point average. He received an
undergraduate degree in civil
engineering at Punjab Engineering
College in India and has worked as
a teaching assistant, research
assistant, and computer consultant
atUCR.

Educator of the Year
aim Desert. Dr. William
Pivar, a professor of
business education at
College of the Desert, was

P

recently recognized by the
California
Real
Estate
Educator's Association as "Real
Estate Educator of the Year" for
1994.
Dr. Pivar has been a full-time
faculty member at COD since
1971. He is also the author of
27 books on real estate.
Recently, his book, "Real Estate
Investing From A to Z" (Probus
Publishing) was chosen as a
Fortune Book: Club selection.
Dr. Pivar is retiring from the
college this month . ..t.

"LICh !?\' ue make 111 ,outhern
CaiJfornra JS produced rmd.r· m~re
than a d~>zm arr qua!Jty mles. \o
before our mororhomes hrt the road, u~
hm't to be up to Jpet:d on air qrt.tlity
ngul,rtions. 'J"u get tiN facts strargbt
u•c ser1d o11r people to the AQMD.
Therr compliance ed/I,,Jtlon classes
han: ptm'I'JJ to be a co.tt efltait't way to
get a bandle ()fl the r·ules. And that's a
lot ea.ricr tban learning tiN hard way."

Lase year at AQMD, we began a comprehensive program to 1mprove the way we
work wtth businesses. Fust, we listeoed ro
tbetr concerns. Then, we responded by
developing soluttons such as ofteriag ade
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Chart C
Factory Jobs,
Excluding Aerospace
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surplus base property as the
March
Joint
Powers
Commission, the agency
working to create jobs at the
base.
The Ewiiaapaayp Tribe
of San Diego County, with
only 17 members, requested
the entire base for a medical
facility for American
Indians and a substance
abuse center for Native
American
youth.
According to Tony Pinto,
tribal chairman, they are
also considering a job
training and procurement
center.
The San Manuel Band of
Mission Indians, which
operates a bingo parlor and
casino in Highland, is
interested in unspecified
portions of March for
economic development.
The tribe 's Highland
gambling
operations
employ about 800, but
according to Jeff Jimenex,
tribe vice
chairman,
members want to diversify
into other types of businesses. The tribe is also
working with the reuse
agency at the former Norton
AFB to develop about 40
acres at that closed facility.
March AFB will be
scaled back into a reserve
facility in two years. The
tribes join more than two
dozen agencies filing
requests for property and
buildings at March not
needed by the Air Force
Reserve. Another tribe, the
Soboba Band of Mission
Indians, recently filed an
application for portions of
El Toro Marine Corps Air
Station in Orange County.

n
alarming
3,300,000 people
eceived disabling
injuries on the job in 1992,
and an additional 8,500
people died. Cost of these
accidents totaled more than
$115 billion dollars.
California legislators have
enacted SB 198 in an effort
to lower those frightening
statistics by designing

Inland Empire employers is
effective safety programs
for the workplace. In effect,
Cal Poly Pomona. The cost
the law requires that every
is $50 for members of the
employer must institute an
Safety Council and $65 for
Illness
and
Injury
nonmembers. Registration
Prevention Program through
may be made by calling 1which employees are
800-825-7262, ext. 371.
trained to avoid hazards
Participants may also
register at the door.
related to their jobs and to
observe all safety precautions. It also requires
SMARTS Grand
Opening
records to be kept which
verify this program is in
place.
ancho Cucamonga.
Statistics indicate that
The new SMARTS
employee-based safety
value o utl et store
programs, in which solu celebrated its grand opening
tions to safety hazards have
Friday, May 27, through
been developed by the
Sunday, May 29, with
employees, are more
festivities and family
effective than programs
entertainment for the public.
imposed by manageme nt
The Ranch o Cucamonga
without employee involveHigh School jazz band
ment.
played at the beginning of
The Safety Center, Inc., a
the event, a local disc
leading West Coast safety
jockey took requests inside
trainer, and California State
the store on Saturday and
University Fresno have
radio station KOLA (99.9
developed a live, interactive
FM) was there with a live
teleseminar
titled
remote on Sunday. Clowns
"Employee Involvement:
enlivened the crowd inside
The Key to an Effective
the store.
Safety Program" to show
The
new
Rancho
employers how some
Cucamonga store is one of
companies have sucfour SMARTS stores in the
cessfully created employeecountry. SMARTS is an
based safety programs.
experimental store strategy
Nationally
recognized
designed to liquidate Target
safety and Total Quality
Store clearance items. "Our
Management experts from
objective is to present
Aerojet Corporation, the
value-priced merchandise in
Clarion, Tokio Marine and
a friendly , clean outlet
Gardenia Foods will share
shopping environment,"
their success stories with
said Gaid Dorn, director of
the audience.
communications for Target
"When employees are
Stores. "The store will not
actively encouraged to
sell damaged or defective
participate in, plan, and
merchandise or vendor
establish company policy in
samples.
the safety program, there is
"We believe SMARTS
a much h igher level of
will appeal to value-driven
enthusiasm, participation,
shoppers who want quality,
responsibility, compliance,
low-priced merchandise at
and feeling of ownership,"
substantially lower prices
said Kevin Kelley of Tokio
than typical retail stores.
Marine. "The method,
SMARTS will feature a
concepts, and process that
wide variety of merchandise
we will cover in the
from Target, including
teleseminar build pride,
household goods, clothing
compliance, and success in
and accessories, home decor
the safety effort."
items and sporting goods,"
The teleseminar will be
she added.
broadcast from California
Located in the Rancho
State
University
Town Center at 9080
Sacramento via satellite on
Foothill Blvd., SMARTS is
June 8 from 10 a .m. to 12
part of the Dayton Hudson
noon PDT to 16 sites
Corporation and is a sister
around California. The
store to Target. .A.
location convenient to

R

Hungary

Contact

3922 Baths, Wash Basins
3917 Tubes, Pipes and their fittings
2523 Cement

Ms. 1st Van Schober,
Comrnerc1al Manager
Bona Vasker
H-1181 Budapest, Besence U.3. ,
Hungary

Product Data
A. Detailed Product Description:
Iron, steel, and plastic construction
materials, metal plates, copper and
plumb pipes, building materials ,
floor and wall covering tiles, pubhc
utilities connections (gas, water,
heating) and elements, heat and
sound insulation materials for
buildings, internal construction
elements.
B. Product Specification/Technical
Data: Various
C. Quantity : Contract Dependent
D. U.S. Dollars Value Regular
supply in a few thousand dollars
value per month
E. Purchase
Needed
By.
Continuously

Phone: (361) 148-8915
Fax: (361) 148- 6839

Company Data
Please send a copy of your response
to:
Commercial Section (FCSTOP)
American Embassy
Budapest
APO AE 09213 - 5270

Ukraine
441010 Particle Boards
940390 Parts of Furniture
293361 Melamine
391990 Sheets of Plastic,
Self-Adhesive

Response Data
Product Data
A. Response Language: English/
German
B. Best Way to Respond: By letter
or fax
C. From Manufacturers Only: Yes
D. Information Desired From U.S.
Firm: Product and novelty products/
technologies
F. Other Information: None
Company Data
A. Type of Business: Private
limited liability company
B. Year Established: 1983
C. Number of employees: 45
D. Annual Sales: U.S.D. 5 Million
E. Member of Business Chamber:
National
Association
of
Entrepreneurs
F. Bank Name and Address:
National Bank of Hungary ;
National Saving Bank, Budapest,
Hungary
G. Number of U.S. Firms
Represented: None
H. Other Information: The
company has 7 stores (one of them
exceeds 120,000 sq. ft.) all around
the capital, the 8th, that will be the
biggest, is under construction.
P ost Remark: This is a wellknown enterprise offering 9100
different products basically for
those who build or repair their
homes.

Firm: Company profile, catalogs
and price lists
E. Primary Buying Factor:
Expanding market, desire to
divers1fy range of products and set
up furniture manufacturing facilities
F. Other InformatiOn: The company
IS seeking to set up permanent longterm partnership

A. Detailed Product Description:
Particle boards: One side covered
with melamine, plasticor veneered
of the following colors: walnut, tea,
oak, cherry, marble, birch; 20 MM
thickness, more than 1.9 meters
wide; Parts of furniture: Furniture
segments made of particle board
(20 mm thickness); finishing parts
and bindings made of sy nthetic
materials of various configurations;
bed mechanisms for upholstered
furniture; furniture accessories
(ha ndles, legs, catches, locks);
melamine of the following colors:
walnut, tea, oak, cherry, marble,
birch; Preferably with glue bases
for top and side surfaces of
furniture articles; Plastic sheets of
the following colors: walnut, tea,
oak, cherry, marble, birch
B. Product Specifications/Technical
Data: N/A
C. Quantity: N/A
D. U.S. Dollar Value: $70,000
E. Purchases Needed By: August 1,
1994
F. Other Information: Payment
Terms- LC, Shipping Terms - SIF
KIEV

A. Type of Business: Retailer of
furniture for sitting room,
bedrooms, kitchens, halls and
bathrooms and office furniture. The
company has a wide network of
selling exhibitons. The company is
planning to set up its own furniture
manufacturing facilities.
B. Year Established : 1993
C. Number of Employees: 50
D. Annual Sales; N 'A
E. Member of Business Chamber:
No
F. Bank Name and Address:
Expobank; 2/4 Volodarskoho St.,
Kiev, Ukraine, 252135
G. U.S Firms Represented: N/A
H. Other Information: N/A
Post Remarks : The company
conducts trade shows and
exhibitons
in
Kiev,
Dniprodzerzhinsk, Zhytomyr,
Zaporizhzha,
Krementchuh,
Odessa, and Simferopoland has
access both to Ukrainian, and NIS
markets. The company is seeking
long-term partnership including the
p ossibility of setting up a joint
venture. LKS readily provides a list
of its clients for references. The
company has experienced personnel
and management. At present LKS
imports furniture from the Czech
Republic, Slovakia and Austria .
LKS has already contacted USFCS
Kiev with top requests and is
satisfied with the quality of this
program.
Contact
Mlally/Miller
#4, 27 Dmitrievska St.
Kiev, Ukraine, 252054
Phone: (044) 221-73-44
Fax: (044) 216-33-41

Response Data
A. Response Language: English
B. Best Way to Respond: By fax
C. From Manufacturers Only: No
D. Information Desired From U.S

Please send a copy of your response
to:
Commercial Section (FCS-Top)
American Embassy
Kiev

Dept. Of State
Washington DC 20521-5850

Japan
847989 Educational Robot
Product Data
A. Detailed Product Description·
Robot for school education
B. Product Specifications/Technical
Data: The firm requests manufacturer contact Ms. Yamamoto
for details.
C. Quantity : 1 Unit
D. U.S. Dollar Value : Unknown
E. Purchases Needed By· ASAP
Response Data
A, Response Language: English
B. Best Way To Respond Fax
C. From Manufacturers Only: Yes
D. Information Desired From U.S.
Firm: Product information, price
E. Primary Buying Factor: Quality
and Credit
F. Other Information: Trial order is
one unit, but plans to be an agent for
U.S. firm if firm satisfies with
sample robot (U.S. made only). The
firm contacted several U.S. robot
suppliers, but they supply non-U.S.
robot.
Company Data
A. Type of Business: Manufacturer
B. Year Established: 1939
C. Number of employees: 430
D. Annual Sales: Over $250,000
E. Member of Business Chamber:
Yes, Shimizu Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, Shimizu City
G. U.S. Firms Represented: None
Post Contact: Kcurtis/ Mondale
Contact
Ms. Machiyo Yamamoto,
Ass't Manger Seiko Corp.
Shimizo City
Shizuoka Prefecwre 424
Phone: 81/543/66-0111
Fax : 81/543/64-7318
Please send a copy of your response
to:
Commercial Section (FCS Top)
American Embassy
Tokyo
Unit 45004
APOAP~337
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BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coinUER SERVICE

Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier
TWICE a day and hand delivered on our next route for
as low as75¢ per letter!
s.rwc.. AKiilabllllnc:Jude:
• Same Day De very
• ICBM75¢Program
• Couners
• Ta lored De 1very Systems

• Parcel De 1very
• Specml Messenger
• Bag Exchanges
• Ovem1ght letter Serv1ce
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Ad Deadline For July
is June 20th
For Information on
Advertising Call

Coming Soon

Bob Black At
(909) 391-1015

Reserve your advertising
space NOW!

ext. 28

(909) 391·1015 ext. 26

H

p

a

1995 Book of Lists

Corporate Video

p

e

. Corona Night with the Angels
6:05p.m., Saturday, Jun_e 25, 1994
California Angels Vs. Texas Rangers
Tickets on Sale Now- $7.00 & $8.00

Call (909) 737-3350 For Information

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The Essential Tool For A Successful Business

Cal (909) 391-1015
AsltforM~

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • lCBM

The Temecula Valley Clamber of Commerce is dedtcated to servtng, promotmg and
supponing the local bu.mess enviorment wtlh 5 (five) standmg commmees·
Governmental Affaus, Educauon, Local Busines> Promo!toru., Membershtp Services,
and Ways and Means

I

n

g

s

Moreno VaHey Chanaber of Co--erce
"Good Business Builds a Better CommunityH
The Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce Mission is to
Promote, Support, and Educate our Business Community
Committees:
Legislative Act1on
Busmess 1n Act1on
Education
Military Affairs
Hispamc Busmess Council
Public1ty
Finance
Econom1c Development
Products & Senictl>:
Membership Refferals
Monthly "Outlook" Newsletter Bus mess Expo
Educational Semmars
Health Insurance
Community Maps
New Bw.mess D~rectOI)
Chamber omce:
Networkmg & Marketmg Opportunities
22620 Golden Crest Dr., Suit 110
S.C.O.R.E. Counseling
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
MFCU Membersh1p
697-4404

Ambassador~

DEDLANDS & The Redlands Professional
f t CHAMBER

=.:=...
c::..:oM..:.:. :; l ER'CE

Firefigthters Association Presents

1

i Cook-Off

Get involved with the Largest Business
Network in Temecula Valley!

Fire~
Muste~

Comm~ce
27450 Ynez Road Suit 104 Temecula, CA 92591

July 16th at the University of Redlands Quad

(714) 676-5090

FREE Admission • Come join the fun!

Temecula Valley Chamber of

Serving all of Southern California

-

n

Corona Chamber
of Commerce

Commercials • Troinins
Soles Topes • Point of Purchase
Rood Show Support • V'tdeo News Release

THE COSHFFECTM EDGE
FOR TCX>AY'S LEAN TlMES

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

JUNE 1994

I

I

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

Would the target market for your business include:

Kitchens • Fireplaces
Cable TV • Heated Pool

ANNUAL BUSINESS EXPO

AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages

Marriott's Desert Springs Resort

Midweek Bargain Break Rates

September 7, 1994
3:00p.m. - 8:00p.m.

Call for Reservations and Information ...

Booth space: Members $125 • Non Members$175

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418

Electrical Fees $50

Call Chamber for details (619) 346-61ll

..
.................
..............
,........
...........................
........
........,..
.............
.......................
........ ._.

WISE
ABOUT MAIL
.....,.. _...,._
,.-~

23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325

The Greater Riverside Chambers of Commerce
preiCIII.I

Grand Priu $10,000 CA'SH
pillS 9 other gr~at priZ~S

CASINO NIGHT

a~r.--._..

<a..

.,,..~

If the answer is YES
a booth at this event is EXACTLY what you need!
Experience

"The Marketplace"

.~

___,.................

A 36.8 year old woman with
an annual income of $47,300?

When & Where:

!Formerly West San Bernardino County Busmess Expo)
at the Montclair Plaza
(55,000 people a day)
june 25 & 26, 1994

. . . . . lt,OIID . . . . . . . . ......

Thursday, June 23, 1994 • 6:00p.m

.......... c.BI. . . .
llllldery • •..,........

Rivers•de MuniCipal A1rpon 6951 Fhght Road

131a:P,._ Yltlo Aw..~ CA 91710
(714)6»4517 • PAX (714)6»3117

For more 1nformauon on CASINO NIGHT,
pleue con laC! the Grealer Riverside Cllamben of Commertt at
368S Ma1n St. Ste. 350, RiverU!e, CA 92501 or call (909) 683-7100

for mformat1on call:

Montclair
Chamber of Commerce
(909) 624-4569

Upland
Chamber of Commerce
(909) 931-4108
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Boxtborn Partners, a California
Partnership, 73-239 Boxthorn
Lane, Palm Desert debts: $368,659,
assets: $375,000; Chapter 7

Robert Lee Hurst, dba Hungry
Eye Investigations, Fresh Cut
Lawn and Garden Service, 39258
Calistoga Drive, Murrieta; debts
$259,790, assets: $2,500; Chapter 7

James Paul Horvath, Petrina Ann
Horvath, fdba Mouseworks. 513
Lucille Court, Beaumont; debts
$312,813, assets: $4,970; Chapter
7.

Korda Inc., dba Santa Fe
Material, 11429 E Santa Fe,
Hesperia; debts: $509,103, assets:
$226,046; Chapter 7.

Ed John Mahoney, dba E. J.
Mahoney Construction, Victorian
Real Estate, 8406 "I" Ave.,
Hesperia; debts: $488,014, assets:
$292,150; Chapter 7.

William Dean McPowell, fdba
William
Dean
McPowell
Trucking, 1359 W. Summit Ave.,
Rialto; debts: $258,330, assets:
$166,350; Chapter 7.

James Joseph Ronchetti, Jill
Kathleen Ronchetti, aka Jill
Lozano, dba Canera Freight
Company, 4263 San Ramon Drive,
Corona; debts: $467,429, assets:
$243,950; Chapter 7.

Jean M. Pollard, tdba Sand &
Surf Resort Properties, Cal-State
Properties, 284 Desert Falls Drive,
#E, Palm Desert; debts: $607,565,
asseL~: $161,270; Chapter 7.

Randall Wayne Szutz, Cheryl
Lynn Szutz, aka Cheri Szutz, dba
Country Club Dentistry, 37249
Old Forest Road, Anza; debts:
$747,431, a~sets: $39,445; Chapter
7.
Ronald Thomas Brown, aka Ron
Brown, Ronald Brown, Ronald T.
Brown, faw R. T. Foods, Inc.,
Prid Foods, Inc., fdba Straw Hat
Pizza, 2601 Broadmoor, Unit 60,
Palm Springs, debts: $213,166,
assets: $1,750; Chapter 13.
Doyle L. Buck. Marcia A. Buck
AJJ Year Pool & Spa, Doyle's Pool
Service, 33941 Windmill Road,
Lake Elsinore, debts: $178,804,
assets: $204,560; Chapter 7.
Richard Michael Dougherty, aka
Dick
Dougherty,
R.
M.
Dougherty,
Paula
Marie
Dougherty, aka Paula M.
Dougherty, faw TSI Electronics,
3414 Braemer Lane, Corona; debts:
$252,881, assets: $220,457;
Chapter 7.
Deborah Dunar, aka Deborah
Larson, fdba Tri Star Blueprint
(a Partnership), 7915 Date St.,
Fontana, debts: $271,138, assets:
$115,815; Chapter 7.
Jon Fitzgerald, aka Jonathan
Fitzgerald Jennifer Fitzgerald,
aka Jennifer Meiners, fdba
California Ionization Products,
27152 Shadow Crest Lane,
Cathedral City; debts: $224,125,
assets: $153,850; Chapter 7.

Patricia K. Norris, Roy W. Norris,
Suzuki/Kawasaki Country 9930
Union,
Riverside,
debts:
$1,174,675, assets: $471,610;
Chapter 7.
Mahyar Parniani, aka Mike
Parniani, Maureen Parniani, dba
MP Micro Systems Consult
Service Computer, 8817 Digger
Pine Drive, Riverside; debts:
$214,139, assets: $164,295; Chapter
7.
Richard L. Scroggs, Collette J.
Scroggs, Hemet Fence Co., Valley
Cities Fence Co., 6720 Astoria
Ave., Riverside; debts: $252,821,
assets: $148,380; Chapter 7.
Morris Shelley Spinks, Gladys
Lorene Spinks, dba PermaStructure Construction, Brookburst Construction, PermaStructure & Interiors, 7675 Guthrie
St., San Bernardino; debts; $669,591,
assets: $89,500; Chapter 7.

Walfredo Arida, Mediatrix Arida,
fdba Cardservice Industry, 10024
Snipe Circle, Moreno Valley; debts:
$325,257, assets: $210,925; Chapter 7.
Edward Franklin Chaffee, faw
Embers 1938, fdba In & Out
Market, Sun Ray Cafe, 24370
Three Springs Road, Hemet; debts:
$1,747,499, assets: $1,522,154;
Chapter 7.
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Phillip J. Colombo, Rebecca D.
Colombo, dba Colombo's Cafe
& Bakery, 3726 Sarah Ann
Drive,
Fallbrook;
debts:
$1,527,613, assets: $364,800;
Chapter 11.

Sean Raphael Convay, Christine
Marie Convay, fdba Bear City
Gas Co., 821 E. Angeles, Big
Bear City; debts : $469,013,
assets: $317,850; Chapter 7.
Charles T. Dieringer, aka
Charlie Dieringer, fdba Suds
Your Duds, aw Park Plaza
Corporation, 30736 Pyramid
Point Drive, Canyon Lake; debts:
$845,037, assets: $57,150,
Chapter 7.
Dynasty Tire, Inc., a California
Corporation, fdba Dynasty Auto
Repair, 3419 Arlington Ave,
Riverside; debts: $256,482,
assets: $13,500; Chapter 7
Flath & Tuthill Construction,
Inc., fdba Security Manufacturing and Supply, 8409
Cherry Ave. #B, Fontana; debts:
$871,695, assets: $242,000;
Chapter 7.

Steven Richard Henning, fdba
Lannikin, Inc. Shoe Biz, Premium
Footwear, 13187 Broken Bit
Circle; debts: $496,382, assets:
$3,440; Chapter 7.
Elka Kathryne KeUy, fdba Rocking
M. Ranch, 61761 Sagebrush, Palm
Springs; debts: $855,373, assets:
$838,851; Chapter 7.
Michael David Lackie, Lois
Eugenia Lackie, fdba Network
Remedies, 4451 Beechwood Place,
Riverside; debts: $323,901, assets:
$221,445; Chapter 7.
Gerardo Antonio Miraz, Siria
Luz Miraz, dba Gary's Kater
Kitchen, 1608 Morning Terrace,
Chino Hills; debts: $365,880, assets:
$347,825; Chapter 7.
Sergio Rabago, Rachel Rabago, dba
Rabago Trucking, 309 E. Ramona
Drive, Rialto; debts: $143,389, assets:
$214,020; Chatper 13.
Tony M. Rende, aka Anthony M.
Rende, fdba RSB Construction,
Direct Truss, Rende Truss, 30959
Moss St., Mentone; debts: $513,594,
assets: $21,911; Chapter 7. .._

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW

8 SFR'S W( AIT GARAGES VALUED FROM $148K-$178K

$1,320,000
165

CA 92658 (714) 854-2500. Project 45390-54508 Camino
Monzon.

NEW

3 SFR'S W/ AIT GARAGES VALUED FROM $153K-$178K
EACH #310868

$500,000
169

Owner: J. M. Peters, 3501 Jamboree Road #20, Newport Beach,
CA 92658 (714) 854-2500. Project: 45363-45381 Via Jaca.

TEN IMP

INDUSTRIAL RMDL: CONTR=CHANNEL ISLAND, NO
ADD'L INFO FOUND

Owner: 1. M.

COMM'L

$1,500,000
Robert J. Surface, Valley Equity
Fund 1., 2598 S. Archibald #235,
Ontario; debts: $267,000, assets:
$777,000; Chapter 13.
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Peter~.

3501 Jamboree Road #20, Newport Beach,

Owner: Mbsion Laundry, 5400 Alton, Chino, CA 91709 (909)
428-2340. Project 5400 Alton.

NEW

NEW COMMERCIAL BLDG

COMM'L

Owner: Majc:stic Realty, 13191 Crossroads Pkwy. North, Indio,

$1,855,000
35

Norton. Chino, CA 19710 (909) 591-4'\'H Project: 4040 Grand.

CA 91746 (310) 692-9581. Contractor; Commerce Const. 13875

NEW

INDUSTRIAL: TIRE STORAGE, CONVEYORS

COMM'L

Owner: Mitsubishi Cement Corp., 5808 Hwy. 18, Lucerne

$845,000
82

Valley, CA 92356 (619) 248-7373 (Ron or Vern). Project; 5808
Hwy.l8

Source: One Step Ahead
phone: <•"> 429-2220 or <714>725-0711
Fax: <714> 642-7610

Popeyes Chicken and Biscuits #3357
1940 E. Florida Ave., Hemet, CA
92544 2/08/1994 Catherine Jarboe

Valley Business Network 799
Ashley St, Hemet, CA 92545
1/31/1994 Kurt Zetsch

J P M Product 17469 Lemon St.,
Hespena, CA 92345 2/07/1994
Karen Day

First Choice Travel 7275 Boulder
Ave. #3B, Highland, CA 92346
1/31/1994 Robert Mammano

Poul 's Danish Bakery 41827 E.
Florida Ave., Hemet, CA 92544
2/03/1994 Jose Avila

Valley Pool Supplies 1231 W.
Acacia, Hemet, CA 92543
2/04/1994 Hemant Mehta

Joshua Liquor 17223 Main St.,
Hesperia, CA 92345 1/ 31/ 1994
Nick Atalla

Highland Beauty Supply & Saloo 4060
E. Highland Ave. #3A, Highland, CA
92346 2115/1994 Thomas Kwalc

Quacker's & Co. 41840 Gibbet
Road, Hemet, CA 92544 2/08/1994
Carolyn Schilling

Vera Marie 37865 Sage Road,
Hemet, CA 92544 2/16/1994
Juanita Rogovets

Martin & Appleby Political Consultants

16925 Main St. #B, Hesperia, CA
92345 2/10/1994 James Martin

Highland Market & Liquor 25454
E. 9th St., Highland, CA 92346
2/07/1994 Walied Farhaz

R V Parts Express 24550 Lyon
Ave., Hemet, CA 92543 2/14/1994
Judy Jennings

W R Sales 43205 Andrade #A,
Hemet, CA 92544 2/16/1994 Wayne
Rogers

Nikkos Gypros Burgers 16922 Main
St., Hesperia, CA 92345 2/21/1994
Antoni Nadawi

Meier Consulting 29024 River Run
Lane, Highland, CA 92346
2/04/1994 Debra Meier

Ramona Auto Body 3473 Tanya,
Hemet, CA 92545 2/21/1994 Lee
Diem

Warwick Entrp. 1400 E. Menlo #33,
Hemet, CA 92544 2/14/1994 Dean
Warwick

Notes 8854 Orange St., Hesperia,
CA 92345 2/17/1994 Gwendolyn
Jordan

Phase Two 29311 Crestview Lane,
Highland CA 92346 2/ 18/1994
Janet Norsetter

Randal William Publications 906
Joseph Drive, P 0 Box 8164, Hemet,
CA 92454 2/14/1994 Denise Pierce

West Valley Income Tax Services
25759 Cavendish Drive, Hemet, CA
92545 2/1 4/ 1994 Carol Clark

Pyramid Creations 13456 Mountain
Dr., Hesperia, CA 92345 2/07/1994
Bonrue Perrett

Reader's Market, The 2140 Palm
Ave., Highland, CA 92346
2/14/1994 Renata Ballard

Real Investments 3590 Park Ave.,
Hemet, CA 92544 2/03/1994 Robert
Powers

Western States Transportation 2820
Banyan Tree Lane, Hemet, CA
92545 2/03/1994 Judy Cleghorn

Stick Snow Boards 10798 lOth
Avenue, Hesperia, CA 92345
2/07/1994 Brent Miller

Refrigeration Rentals 7194 Poppett
Drive, Highland, CA 92346
2/01/1994 Luis Berrneo

Robertson's Power Cleaning 26151
Ardmore Drive, Hemet, CA 92544
2/15/1994 Kenneth Robertson

Willowbrook Guest Home 1185 S.
Thompson St., Hemet, CA 92543
2/03/1994 Brenda Yates

Tim Rathbone Above Board Services
9611 del Mar Ave., Hesperia, CA
92345 2/14/1994 Tim Rahtbone

Siam Market 27266 E. Baseline Rd.,
Highland, CA 92346 2/21/1994
Pongsit Chaisawang

Royal Service 42096 Shadlow Lane,
Hemet, CA 92544 2/08/1994 Jerry
Young

Ye 01' Bum Nickels 571 La Vina
Court, Hemet, CA 92544 2/08/1994
Kenneth Kling

Ada's Snacks 26374 E. 9th St.,
Highland, CA 92346 2/10/1994 Ada
Valle

Universal Security Training 2112 N.
Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346
2/07/1994 Daniel Branscome

Salli Hemminger 33644 Simpson
Rd., Hemet, CA 92545 2/07/1994
Salli Hemminger

Nichols Flooring Services 10403
Locust, Hesperia, CA 92345
2/16/1994 Keith Nichols

Baskets By Design 28665 Bradbury
Cr., Highland, CA 92324 2/14/1994
Debra Riley

Apache Diesel 21102 Halstead
Road, Hinkley, CA 92347
2/18/1994 Charlie Ramirez

See Water Monitoring Systems 43430
E. Aorida #F303, Hemet, CA 92544
2/15/1994 Ronald Mac Donald

Aspen Industries 14455 Hercules
St., Hesperia, CA 92345 2/08/1994
Thomas Pence

Blue Lake Gardens 27140 E. 5th
St., Highland, CA 92346 2/21/1994
Francisco Navarrete

Far East Gifts 54-445 N. Circle
Drive #D, Idyllwild, CA 92549
1/31/1994 James Alexander

Simply Irresistible 420 Madrid,
Hemet, CA 92545 2/07/1994 Debi
MacLean

Bear Valley Ftnancial 12053
Mariposa Road #1, Hesperia, CA,
92345 2/07/1994 Richard Adler

California Look 7955 Webster St.
#6, Highland, CA 92346 2/07/1994
Virginia Ybarra

Dances With Herbs 25430 Palomar,
Idyllwild, CA 92549 2/07/1994
Teresa Bruns

Stamp Market 41829 Kandis Court,
Hemet, CA 92544 2/21/1994 Renee
Sawyer

Blackeagle Auto Body Repair
17359 Darwin St., Hesperia, CA
92345 2/07/1994 Alfonso Ibarra

Cd Travel Services 6520 La Praix
Ct., Highland, CA 92346 2/07/1994
Marietta Macarine

Idyllwild Mountain Rentals 26600
Hwy. 243, Idyllwild, CA 92549
2/02/1994 Richard Albert

Sunrise of Hemet Senior Program 25846
Cawston Ave. lf255, Hemet, CA 92545
1/3111994 Wand v.illey Recovery

Canrod Entrp. 16717 Verano St.,
Hesperia, CA 92345 2/21/1994
Rodrigo Candelas

Command Performance 2336 N.
Sterling Ave., Highland, CA 92404
2/16/1994 Shirlaine Assoc Inc.

Leather Vest 54200 N. Circle Dr.,
Idyllwild, CA 92549 2/21/1994
Donald Bainum

Sunsational Sunglasses 40551
Shellie Lane, Hemet, CA 92544
2/03/1994 Richard Tataronis

Doris Hopping 11975 Hesperia Rd.
#A, Hesperia, CA 92345 2/07/1994
Dori Hopping

Dolores Hassel 5868 Stanton Ave.,
Highland, CA 92346 2/21/1994
Dolores Hassel

Leather Vest, The 54200 N. Circle
Drive #C/D, Idyllwild, CA 92549
2/09/1994 Donald Bainum

Sycamore Springs Vineyards 34860
Sycamore Springs Road, Hemet,
CA 92544 2/01/1994 Daniel Straub

E & M Complete Auto & Truck
Repair 16798 Smoketree, Hesperia,
CA 92345 2/16/1994 Eliseo Rodriguez

East Highland Texaco 26498
Baseline St., Highland, CA 92346
2/07/1994 Seman Nimeh

Personality Profiles-Handwriting
27159 Golden Rod, Idyllwild, CA
92549 2108/1994 Marilyn Marseilles

Tax Depot, The 1211 W. Acacia
#M, Hemet, CA 92543 1/31/1994
Douglas Glenore

1 & J Designs 11051 Fifth Ave.,
Hesperia, CA 92345 2/07/1994
Joanna Hunt

Fashion Gal 7211 Boulder Ave.,
Highland, CA 92346 2/21/1994 Ki
Ahn

T L C Kids & M<Xm Omignmcm Slql
54455 N<Xth Qn:le Dr. #4, Idyllwild, CA
92549 ~994 Masgarete Carkr
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Village Market 26000 Idyllwild
Road, Idyllwild, CA 92549
2'18,1994 WiJJiam Crenshaw

La Creme Atomique Atomic Cream
54565 Diaz Ave., La Quinta, CA
92253 2/14,1994 Karen Bet.~cher

Butterfield Engineering Co.14880
Amorose St ., Lake Elsmore, CA
92530 2/10, 1994 James Bolton

Rapidtype Transcription Services
15115 Amorose, Lake Elsinore, CA
92530 2/03/ 1994 Kari Maleski

Uoyd Emergency Medical Group 1116
Mountam View #137, Lorna Lmda, CA
92354 'W1/1994 Frederick Uoyd, M.D.

Kreallve Keeper 29151 Deer Creek
CITcle, Menifee, CA 92584
2/03/1994 Tracey Sopher

Hardway Enterprises 5490 Fauna
St., Montclair, CA 91763 2/04/1994
Robert Meteau

Performance Crane & Ho1st 8954
Felipe, Montclair, CA 91763
2/07/1994 Ronald Navarro

Indian WeBs Investment Co. 74901
Hwy. lll, Indian WeBs, CA 92210
2/15/1994 John F. Shea Family Trust

Mothers Choice 44-060 Tiara Pl.,
La Quinta, CA 92253 2/0711994
Debra Farber

Cal-Co Landscaping 15487 Grand
Ave., Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
1/31/ 1994 Thomas Me Cutchen

Reception By Rodney 185 Nebraska
St., Lake El s inore, CA 92530
2/ 14/ 1994 Rodney Dilworth

Menehune Enterprises 10406 Spade
Drive, Lorna Linda, CA 92354
2/15/1994 Reubeh Quijano

Mb Entrpnse 30145 Via del Fierro,
Men1fee , CA 92584 2114/1994
George Martin

Inland Chamber Mus1cians 4486
Granada St., Montclair, CA 91763
2/14!1994 Joellen Martinez

Quality Distributors 5560 Brooks
St., Montclair, CA 91763 2/09/1994
G1bbs Enterprise Inc.

Claudia Espejel Moreno 84245
Indio Springs Dr., Indio, CA 92201
2!07t1994 Claudia Moreno

Arrowhead Janitorial Maintenance
26783 Merced Ln, Lake Arrowhead,
CA 92352 2/02/1994 Judy Hearn

Casino Florist 31760 Casmo Dnve
#104, Lake Elsinore, CA 92531
2/04 11994 Stephanie Marek

Ronme 's Jewele rs 31901 Mission
Trail , Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
2/ 15/ 1994 J T & R Jewels Inc.

Pacific Production Consultants
25341 Huron St., Lorna Lmda, CA
92354 2/10/1994 z.~olt Bayor

P M lndustnes 30152 Via Amante,
Menifee, CA 92584 2/01 ! 1994
Cra1g Mitchell

La Bamba 10380 Central Ave.,
Montclair, CA 91763 2/ 18/ 1994
Rodolfo Jinenez

Second Amendment 9163 Camulos,
Montclair, CA 91763 2/14/1994
Shaun Loza

Desert Windoworks 80-975 E.
Valley Pkwy., Indio, CA 92201
2!21/1994 Gary Ball

Arrowhead Paving & Asphalt Maint.
274 S. Hwy 173, Lake Arrowhead,
CA 92352 2/04/1994 Joseph Marcotte

Crown Mortgage Inc. 31760 Casino
Drive #101B, Lake Elsinore, CA
92530 2/01/1994 Gary Cunda11

Shine & Clean 5446 E. Me Millon
St. , Lake Elsmo re, CA 90262
2/18/1994 Juan RUIZ

Priority Rehab 26033 Brentwood
Ave, Lorna Linda, CA 92354
2/14/1994 Marilyn Prior

Riddles In A Minute Maintenace
31091 Melvin St., Menifee, CA
925114 2104/1994 Louis Riddlt!

La Merced 10798 Ramona Ave.,
Montclair, CA 91766 2t21 !1 994
R1cardo Ruiz

T & T Fashion 4392 Brooks #C,
Montclair, CA 91763 2/ 18/ 1994 AI
Thu HVo

Discount Sanitation Supply 81-887
Tournament Way, Ind1o, CA 92201
2/14/1994 Selma Morton

Gumball Wiz 274 S . Hwy. 173,
Lake Arrowhead , CA 92352
1/3111994 Joseph Marcotte

Curb Guy, The 17663 Raley Ave., P

0 Box 1014, Lake Elsinore, CA
92531 1/31/1994 Michael Quigley

Speciality School Portraits 29052
Palm View, Lake E lsinore, CA
92530 2/ 14/1994 Carol Jackson

Ratellmers Hotline 24530 Redland~
Blvd , Lorna Linda, CA 92324
1/31/1994 Carl Me Henry

Safe-T 1st 30141 Antelope Road
#0229 , Menifee, CA 92'i84
2/08/1994 Linda Delfin

Mario Delgado 10798 Ramona
Ave ., Montclair, CA 91763
2/07/1994 Mario Delgado

T Foster Motors 5179 Brooke; #D,
Montclair, CA 91763 2/17/1994
Andre Greene

Express Truck Stop 81929 Indio
Blvd., Indio, CA 92201 2/14/1994
Dariosh Gassemi

Lake Arrowhead Delicatessen 28200
Hwy. 189 Bldg #4, Lake Arrowhead,
CA 92352 2/01i1994 Christopher Forte

Divine Line Jewelry 15081 Lincoln
St , Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
2/ 16t1994 Ronald Leslie

Superior Material Supply 34050
Orchard St., Lak e Els inore, CA
92530 2/03/ 1994 Joseph Rubino

Town Crier Flyers 11575 Welebir
St. , Lorna Lin da, CA 92354
2/09/1994 Roger Myers

Themes and Dreams 30030 Calle
Belcanto, Menifee, CA 92584
2/02/1994 Bran Miller

Montclair Florist 9507 Central Ave.
#A, Montcla1r, CA 91763 2/18/1994
Rosa Rangel

Vidall Tour and Travel 4742 Holt
Blvd., Montclair, CA 91763
2/ 16/ 1994 Cesar Lopez

Goodys Cafe 81-106 Hwy. 111,
Indio, CA 92201 2/07/1994 Gus
Tsiamagos

Lake Arrowhead Resort 27984 Hwy.
189, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
2/10/1994 California Hotels Corp.

Essex Outfitters 17600 Co11ier Ave.,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 2/07/ 1994
Essex Outfitters Inc.

Tax Station, The 17611 Grand Ave.,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 1/31/1994
Douglas Glenore

Bob's Trading Post 31736 Hwy. 18,
Lucerne Valle y, C A 9235 6
2/14/1994 Robert Perkins

Leonard's Catenng 10429 Rhyolite
St., Mentone, CA 92359 2/10/1994
Leonard Snyder

Narciso A lcara z 10798 Ra mona
Ave., M o ntclai r, CA 9 1766
2/21/1994 Narciso Alcaraz

Xiu Lan Yin 10798 Ramona Ave.,
Mo ntclair, CA 91766 2/07/1994
Xiu Yin

Indio Chamber of Commerce 82-503
Hwy. lll, Indio, CA 92201 2/07/1994
Indio Chamber of Commerce

Motion Control Ind. Corp. 28358 N.
Shore Rd, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
2/07/1994 Motion Control lnd Corp.

High Life 653 Quail Drive, Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530 2/14/1994
Cristine La Veck

Un1versal Plating 408 Lookout
Drive, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
2/03/1994 Nicholi Gomez

MilT's Country Cookin 32666 Hwy.
18, P 0 Box 2038, Lucerne Valley,
CA 92356 2/14/1994 Pamela Bell

S B D Designs 10443 Beryl Ave.,
Mentone, CA 92359 2/ 02/ 1994
Dassie-Benfield

Papyrus 2045 Montclair Plaza Ln.,
Montclair, CA 91763 2/21/1994 Sy
Cards Inc.

C B All i ance 5179 Brooks #D,
Montclair, CA 91763 2/01 / 1994
Troy Foster

Rhythm & Brews 80-833 Hwy. 111,
Indio, CA 92201 2/0711994
Lawrence Lalli

Mountain Music 28200 Hwy. 189
#240, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
1/26/1994 Luther Me Gahan

Hwy. 74 Tire & Brake 28751 Hwy.
74 #A, Lake Elsinore, CA 92532
2/14/1994 Steve Galvin

Well Kept Secrets 28740 Red Gum
Drive, Lake Elsniore, CA 92532
2/09/1994 La Verne Aquino

Mil Ts Restaurant 32666 Hwy. 18,
Lucerne Valley, CA 94546
2/14/1994 Gilbert Merrill

Broken Arrow Management 6119
Moon Place, Mira Lorna, CA 91752
1/31/1994 James Ravelli

Super Sub Stop 81673 Hwy. 111 #6,
Indio, CA 92201 2/07!1994
Mararita Sandoval

Postal Connection 28200 Hwy. 189,
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
2/07/1994 David E11is

Interior Parts 18650 Collier Ave. #J,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 2/17/1994
Francisco Arroyo

Realty World Mountain Resorts Realty
27837 Lake Dr., Lake Gregory, CA
92325 W2/1994 Oaireco Enteq:rises Ioc.

Omega Portable Toilets 34178 Old
Woman Springs Rd., Lucerne Valley,
CA 92356 2/14/1994 Douglas Watson

Connaco Data Systems 6430 Charles
Ave., Mira Lorna, CA 91 752
2/14/1994 Joseph Connaughton

VaHey Desert Realty 46-146 Monte
Vista, Indio, CA 92201 2/02/1994
Vii Vickers

Quality Vending 2359 Oak Dr.,
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
2/14/1994 Nathaniel Genis

J & K Antique Co-Op 123 N. Main
St., Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
2/15/1994 Kevin Wadlow

J. Chad Spyksma 31035 Lakeview
Ave. #E, Lakeview, CA 92567
2/14/ 1994 J. Chad Spyksma

Plumb Construction 9383 Visalia
Ave., Lucerne Valley, CA 92356
2/14/ 1994 Paul Becker

Demi Systems 515 S. Evergreen
Dr., Mira Lorna, CA 91752
2/21/ 1994 Douglas Buckmaster

C & C Enterprises 67270 Blair
Lane, Joshua Tree, CA 92252
2/01/1994 John Codgen

Splenifferous Spinnings 541 W.
Victoria Ct., Lake Arrowhead, CA
92352 2/07/1994 Marilyn McLelland

Metal Masters 311 W. Minthorn,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 2/07/1994
Frances Preveler

Rancho Nuevo Restaurant 34020
Ramona Expressway, Lakeview, CA
2/21/1994 Graciela Anchondo

Carpet House Inti. 14044 Old Hwy.
215, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
2/14/1994 Donald Henderson

Mr. Patchman 10886 Bellegrave.,
Mira Lorna, CA 91752 2/07/ 1994
Charles Quick

Frank Phiip Interiors 6470 Elwood,
Joshua Tree, CA 92252 2/14/1994
Frank Lowrie

Toll Development 201 Rocky Point
Way, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
2/16/1994 Michael Ton

Mica 18301 Collier Ave. #A, Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530 2/03/1994
Co11ier Industries Inc.

Emerald Ostrich Ranch 57625
Emerald Wy., Landers CA 92284
2/14/1994 Teddy Halladay

Ballistic Enterprises 33319 Little
Reb Place, Menifee, CA 92585
2/10/1994 Frank Flores

One Service 6429 Mann Ave., Mira
Lorna, CA 91752 2/10/1994 James
Carter

Laser Clean 7895 Sunset Rd.,
Joshua Tree, CA 92252 2/14/1994
Pamela Wilson

4 P A R Entrp. 209 Quiet Cove,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 2/21/1994
Paul Rohrbacher

New China Chinese Restaurant 32251
Mission Trail #617, Lake Elsinore, CA
92530 1131/1994 Pen-Li-Wang

Mary Ann Sunderlage 274 Alta
Ave., Landers, CA 2/21/1994 Mary
Sunder! age

Business Investment Adventures
33728 Daily Road, Menifee, CA
92584 2/04/1994 Larry Parent

Butts Auto 5200 Holt Blvd.,
Montclair, CA 91763 2/ 14/ 1994
Mohamed Butts

Desert Reef 52920 Avenida Rubio,
La Quinta, CA 92253 2/07/1994
Daniel Thillens

Adrians Parts Express 17623 Nelson
Rd., Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
2/14/1994 Adrian Barton

Plaza Video 31736 Mission Trail
#B, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
2/18/1994 Malek Ayass

Accu-Med Billing Services 26051
Hinckley St., Lorna Linda CA
92354 2/16/1994 Victoria Fisher

Computer Marketing Systems
28602 N. Port Ln., Menifee, CA
92584 2/07/1994 Nanci Adamson

California Metal Polishing 8940
Benson Ave. #3M, Montclair, CA
91763 2!08/ 1994 Antonio Limon

Iba Vending 78-810 La Palma Dr.,
La Quinta, CA 92253 2/21/1994
Richard Asher

Alamo Recycling 217 N. Main St.,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 1/31/1994
Michael Jaynes

Quick Silvers 31253 Riverside Dr.,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530 2/14/1994
Robert Steele

Best International 11596 Nelson St.,
Lorna Linda, CA 92354 2/10/1994
William Wang

Exec. U Call Enterprise 30141
Antelope Rd. #D227, Menifee, CA
92584 2/14/1994 Timothy Payne

Discount Automotives Distributors
4460 Brooks St. #E, Montclair, CA
91763 2/10/1994 Ali Naofal

Ji Mi of Palm Springs 51-351
Avenida Bermudas, La Quinta, CA
92253 2/2111994 Jill Spite

Autoaid Elsinore 317«1 Mission Trail
Rd. #E, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
2/07/1994 Team Auto Aid Inc.

R & D Jantz Trucking 33140 Hixon
St., Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
2/10/1994 Robert Jautz

H. H. Hill 25559 Lawton Ave.,
Lorna Linda, CA 92354 2/07/1994
H. H. Hill

Jacques Peebles 28237 La Piedra
Rd., Menifee, CA 92584 2!07/1994
Jacques Peebles

Foxy's II 5363 Arrow Hwy.,
Montclair, CA 91763 2/01/1994
Jaime Albornoz
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A Second Chance 24275 Sunnymead
Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92553
7/21/1994 Andrew Plummer

Anixter Wire & Cable 12625 Frederick
St 1-5-259, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
2All/1994 Oarence Daniels

Bangkok Express 24318 Hemlock
Ave. #4, Moreno Valley, CA 92557
2/03/1994 Mealedex Seng

Calico Productions 12664 Valley
Meadows Dr., Moreno Valley, CA
92553 1/31/ 1994 Sandra Valencia

Accurate Fence Co. 23905
Hemlock, Moreno Valley, CA
92557 2/04/1994 John Rose

Applause Mobile D J Co. 11029
Rocky Ridge Road, Moreno Valley,
CA 92557 2/01/1994 Vivian Fretas

Betty's Best 24687 Qualton Ct.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
2/21/ 1994 Betty Rogoff

Carothers Publishing Co. 24124
Sunnymead Blvd, Moreno Valley, CA
92553 2/04/ 1994 Dale Carothers

Advance Communicatwns 12150
Pigeon Pass #F247, Moreno Valley, CA
92557 2AJ7t1m Saeed Mazandararu

Aqua Lady, Water Trucks 12625
Frederick St. #I-B/341, Moreno Valley,
CA 92553 2/10/1994 Aqua Lady lnc.

Boompa's Pizza & Pasta 23579
Sunnymead Ranch Pwky. #121, Moreno
Valley, CA 92557 2!21/1994 Bob Bobbe

E-Z Lube 23615 Alessandro Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 9238S
2/09/ 1994 Kamal Sadik

Affordable Business Systems 2-t764
Morning Glory Dr., Moreno Valley, CA
92553 2/09/lm Dav1d Sepulveda

B. I. Jordan Funding 13387
Fieldcrest Court, Moreno Valley,
CA 92553 2/08/1994 Clarence Peak

C & S Components 15474 Bandy
Court, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
1/31!1994 Steven Bishop

Generan Nutrutton Center 22500
Towngate Cir., Moreno Valley, CA 92388
2/14/1994 General Nutrition Corp.
Golden Cres t Residential Care
10879 Tea Park, M oreno Valley, CA
92557 2/ 16/ 1994 Margaret Lamar
Gordy's Market 24150 Alessandro
Blvd. #889, Moreno Valley, CA
92553 2/ 15/ 1994 Rah1fSanam
Heil House Board & Care 24888
Heil Drive, More o Valley, CA
92553 2/02/ 1994 Na Jay
High Pressure Jet Wash P.O. Box
147, Moreno Valley, CA 92556
2/0-t/ 1994 Dan Zuppardo

How to Get More Office For Less Money?
What you really need is a great place to
mml, fax, and copier
conduct your business. To meet and entertain your
• Word processmg and printing
clients. Have your phone answered and messages
• Free parking
taken by a real person. Receive your mail and make • Delivery services, UPS, Federal Express, etc.
your telephone calls. Send and receive your faxes,
• Concierge for travel and entertainment arrangedeliveries, and have someone reliable locate you
ments
when you're needed.
To learn more about our facilites and serv 1ces,
In other words, a home base when you
please come over and discuss your business needs
need it, or a place that takes care of you when
We'll be glad to show you around, and explain the
you're away on business. A prestige address to
various sen ices and options available at Safari
reflect your company's image.
Executive Offices.
What you don't need is a big, fixed,
When you see what we have to offer, you'll underoverhead. You pay for only what you need.
stand why it makes good business sense to have
We realize that your needs can change.
your office here.
We're flexible. We offer several plans ranging from
basic telephone and mailing service. to completely
staffed private office.
Safari Executive Offices were created to
offer busy executives and professionals an environment conducive to business. It is an ideal setting
for someone who need plush, professwnal environment. available 24-hours. seven days a week.
Located next to Ontario International Airport,
Satan
15
across the street from Hilton Hotel.
N
,.._FWY
Service~ provided by Safari Executive
~
Offices include:
• 46 Furnished ground floor offices, with v1ews.
SAFARI EXECunVE OFFICES
Attractive lounge and court yard
3535 Inland Empire Blvd.,
• 2 Conference rooms with bars, large screen TV's,
Ontario, California 91764
overhead projectors and audio visual equipment
Telephone (909) 941-0333
• Complete secretarial services, telephone. voice
FAX (909) 941-2547

~-

I

Hood Brother's Productions 22955
Chambray Dnve, Moreno Valley,
CA 92557 2/01/ 1994 Jeffrey Falls
InternatiOnal Systems 11665 Steeple
Chase Drive, Moreno Valley, CA
92555 1/ 31/1994 Mohamed Aly

1 & 1 Electric 22409 Scarlet Sage
Way, Moreno Valley, CA 92557
2/07/1994 Romulo Agunaldo
K B I 14277 Anthony St., Moreno
Valley, CA 92555 1/31/1994
Marylin Wintter
K L G Enterprise 24594 Sunnymead
Blvd. #1, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
2/01/1994 Kevon Gordon
Latchkey Learning Center 12199
Heacock St. #1, Moreno Valley, CA
92557 2/02/1994 Charles Zuppardo
Lawmece Merchandising Corp. 22500
Townegate Q., Moreno Valley, CA 92553
2/1411994 Lawrence Merchandising Co.
Lingerie PI us 11578 Ridgecrest,
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
2/08/1994 Sharon Reitinger
Macxel Co. 25116 Grandville St.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
2/14/1994 Celst1s Etuk &

Our tnvest ment
in the future
will provide a
vital physical
resource for the
most valuable
resource of all ...
O ur people.

Shown below: Artist rendering of
Patient Care Complex.
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Generations of Cartng

( :nr

ations

II '-, \nJ r un ''rc

u mal m '•.!''•

2 ~ 115 Br.tdlc' Ro.t<
Sun Lll\ 'J~'i ~IJ

2-'Jllll Shc·rnwi
SL.., l.It\ (12 ... (,

!toad

I nlll:l Linda lnhcNtl
~ami!~ .\lctlic:II (.roup. Inc.
•f.tmih .lkJtcmc)
25~55 Barton Road, Suire lOttB
L<Jma Linda '12,15~

ll.liO ,\,lllcr'•lll Street
(.;.•ma Lind,, '12.15~

Loma Limb ~ amih \lctlicinc Center
I Fm111h· \lcdiclllc )
3~r,J6

Coum1· Line !{oad Sunt .12
Yucaipa 'J2J'I'J

Lorna Linda l"nhcr.it\ .\lctlical Care Center
(imcmal \IL-dktnc
ll~llkacock Srrccl.
~lmcn0

Sunc .\

\'alley 'J255i

I.I)Jna J.int!H l"nil cr.it1
Pediatric .\lcdical (,roup, Inc.
(Pediatrics)

ll.liO .\ndcrs•m Srrcl'l
l.;.mla Linda '12.15~
ll ~41 llcacoc:k Street. Suire C
\"aileY <J255i

~Joreno

2.\ liS Bmdlcv Road
Sun Urv ll25.V>

2i'>9o Sherman Road
::>lm Cirv 925!-.11

Pnrticipnting Plans
\\"e :JCCept most insuranct· plans. ~lcdicare
a,,h\nmcnt>. all major I'!'( h. and the iollmlln~

Over the _vea rs man_v thin4s have <:lwn4ed ...
O ur dedication to pro't)illim~ _vo u w ith qua lity healthca re lws n't.

mJO,
\ctna
(commercial~ 'cniur')

T

Loma Linda L'niversit;y Medical Center
To f ind a cw ·in{J ph_vsic iw1 please call 1-800-r~ 72- I 2 12.

(alifomin Carr
(conunerciall
Ci~na I'm ate l'mrticc Phm
(conuncrcwl)

HI!'
(commercial/\ 'cniors)
J'oundation Health Plan
(commercial/\ 'eniors)
llcalth "\ct
(commercial)

112.1 1 , \ nde r1>011 Street • Loma Linda. C.\ 9 2.1.::; l

Contact vour 11\1() or cmplovee l1<:nclirs
n·pn:~cnt:lti l"c tn find our ho\\ vuu can join our
hcalrhcart· 'Y' tem

